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Preface

T is difficult to step from behind the motion pic-

ture screen and tell those who have always sat

in front of it how and why we who make pic-

tures do the things we do.

It is even harder to tell those who want to become one

of us, how they may do so, as it is hard, always, to put

the telling of things in the place of actual experience.

What can be done in this way, I feel that this book can

do, for I know its authors, and am assured of their

knowledge of their subject and their sincerity in pre-

senting it.

There is only one place where a motion picture actor

can develop his art, and that is in a motion picture

studio. But many a person who sees only the glamor of

the work and knows nothing of the hardships it entails

can learn much by reading all that he can obtain on the

subject. In that way he can get an idea of whether or

not he is suited to this profession.

When you have read this book, and see the motion pic-

ture screen through news eyes, you may lose your desire

to join the company of those who act before the camera.

But if your desire to follow this profession still persists,

then I can only say good luck to you !
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CHAPTER I

THE LURE OF ACTING IN MOTION
PICTURES

Will you gamble with your future?

Will you take one year, or perhaps two, or three, and

spend them in a conscientious effort to get a foothold in

a profession which may bring you, overnight, a salary

of several thousands a week?
If you will, then acting in motion pictures is the

profession for you that is, of course, providing that

you really want to earn your living in this way. For

anyone can get into pictures; not even an actual de-

formity can keep a person out in more than one

production someone who actually was handicapped

physically has appeared and when a distracted casting
director is told to get a person of this type, he usually
has a difficult time rinding anyone who fits it.

Men, in the past, have gambled look at the history
of the gold rushes, the oil booms, the various great
movements which have promised wealth to all who
followed them. Now we have men, women and chil-

dren gambling in a new game breaking into motion

pictures. The gamble is all at the start in getting in
;

after that it's patience, persistence and talent that win.

The stakes are big. In no other profession can an

inexperienced person so soon reach a position where
he can earn so much money. Even the old-timers

haven't been at it so very long. Many of the most

successful players of the present day have been in pic-

tures only a comparatively short time two years, in



SCREEN ACTING
more than one instance. And some of them have stepped
into the limelight almost over night.

In passing, here are some statistics, in case you are

interested in learning just how big the stakes are.

Recently published figures name the following
salaries:

Mabel Normand, seventy-eight hundred dollars a

week during the making of "Molly-O."
Anita Stewart, forty-five hundred a week, on a long

term contract.

Pauline Frederick, forty-five hundred a week, on

contract.

Gloria Swanson, twenty-five hundred a week.

Richard Barthelmess, twenty-five hundred a week.

Viola Dana, two thousand, two hundred and fifty a

week.

Wallace Reid, about two thousand a week.

Now, discount these, if you wish
; say that they are

in terms of "movie money." It is possible that some of

them may be slightly exaggerated; one cannot be sure

of this without seeing the contracts in the case, but cer-

tain it is that at least one of the salaries quoted is abso-

lutely accurate.

Even if they were cut in half, they're worth earning,
aren't they? The game surely is worth the candle if

you can learn to light the candle!

For example, consider Betty Compson. She played
a violin in vaudeville at one time it was a case of

earning a living somehow, and that was the only way
she knew. Then she went into the movies, just playing
small parts she was doing "Westerns" when George
Loane Tucker sent for her. The message from him
came when she had been out on location all day, and

was too tired to want to do anything but go straight to

8



THE LURE OF ACTING IN MOTION PICTURES

bed. However, Tucker thought he had a part for her

he was going to make a picture based on a play to

which a chap named Thomas Meighan had secured the

screen rights. Meighan was going to play in it too.

She took the part. The picture was made. It was
"The Miracle Man," and Betty Compson, in the role

of Rose, stepped straight into stardom.

'Consider Richard Barthelmess. In the summer of

1916, when he was home from school on a vacation, he

was an extra in the production of "Romeo and Juliet,"
made by Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne. You
couldn't have found him in the mob of the gentlemen
of Verona. Then, a little later, he played the part of

the youngest brother in "War Brides," with Nazimova.
And then he went on in pictures, and after a while went
with D. W. Griffith, and played opposite Dorothy Gish
in some delightful, light comedies.

Then, when he was making "Broken Blossoms," Mr.
Griffith asked young Barthelmess to rehearse the part
of the Chinaman. That's a habit of Mr. Griffith's, you
know to rehearse different actors in a part which
someone else is to play it gives the younger actors

excellent training. And the first thing that he knew
Richard Barthelmess was cast to play The Yellow Man.

He didn't want the role. He didn't see how on earth

he was going to make himself look Chinese, or, more

important still, seem Chinese. But Mr. Griffith's word
was law; he played the part.

It made him everyone knows that. The morning
after the first showing, in New York, people all up and
down Broadway were asking who this chap Barthelmess

was, anyway. But he couldn't quite believe that the

Stardust had settled on his shoulders.



SCREEN ACTING
"They want me to stay here in the East and make

another picture," he told me. "But I don't know

they're letting somebody else play opposite Dorothy,

you know and I'll lose my place with her, and then

people will forget all about me. I wish they'd let me

go back and make some more pictures with her!"

They didn't, of course; he went on and played
David in "Way Down East" which he did protesting
that Bobby Harron should have had the part and then

his friends had the satisfaction of seeing him starred at

the head of his own company.
There are many other instances that could be quoted ;

some of them even more meteoric than these. But the

important thing to remember is that in this profession
such a thing can happen. A comparatively unknown

person can suddenly step to the head of the ladder.

And even more important is the fact that the many
who do not rise to the very top earn comfortable livings.

The actors whom you see in picture after picture, play-

ing fairly good parts the heroine's father, the family

lawyer, the crusty old squire they earn enough to have

beautiful homes, good cars, many comforts which they
could gain in other lines of work only after years and

years of unceasing labor, and only after they had gained

positions very near the top.

Salaries of two and three hundred dollars a week are

not at all unusual in the motion picture world, nor does

one have to have had long experience or play big parts
to get them. Five hundred a week is nothing extra-

ordinary. A fairly good leading man will get from
seven hundred to two thousand dollars a week, as will

a leading woman.
At the other end of the scale, we find the salaries

paid to extras. Five dollars a day is the usual rate

10







THE LURE OF ACTING IN MOTION PICTURES

this is paid to persons who play in big mob scenes who
don't do anything except just be part of the mob. On
the Coast just now they are paying seven and a half.

With the playing of little extra bits, comes a raise in

pay. Ten dollars, fifteen dollars a day it does not take

long to be promoted to such pay. Of course, this does

not mean that one receives it steadily the extra must
take work when he can get it, and can't count on getting
it frequently. But as a rule, one does not have to be in

the game very long before he is earning enough to live

on with a chance of earning a great deal more ever

present.
There is a place before the motion picture camera for

old people, for middle aged ones, for young folks, for

children. Age sets no limit on endeavor in this line.

Take Mary Carr, who played the part of the mother in

"Over the Hill" with such distinction. George Fawcett

is frequently seen in several new productions which are

released at the same time and Fawcett is no longer

young. Neither is Theodore Roberts, whom one sees in

so many Cecil De Mille productions. Vera Gordon,
whose playing of the role of the mother in "Humor-

esque" made it really her picture, is neither young nor

old and incidentally, this part "made" her in pictures.
One could name many more who have gone beyond
youth, and yet have a big, rich future ahead of them on
the screen, instead of facing retirement as they might
on the stage, or in some other profession.

So, if you have thought that you were too old to go
into pictures, change your mind. If you have thought
that you must give up your idea of having a career on
the screen because you were not beautiful make up
your mind that you were wrong. Beauty is not neces-

sary. Za Su Pitts is proof of that. Youth is not neces-

13



SCREEN ACTING
sary. And neither is "pull," popular opinion to the

contrary notwithstanding.
But there are certain requisites which are absolutely

necessary. There are certain rules which you must

follow, if you want to pursue the Golden Fleece along
this path. The rules, as is always the case, may not hold

good in your case; you may be one of the very few per-
sons who can succeed in spite of them.

But they are good rules to know, nevertheless. They
are definite, not frightfully hard to comply with, and if

you want to break into the movies you must learn them
the first thing. The things you must have, and the

things you must do they come before everything else.

14



CHAPTER II

WHO HAS A CHANCE TO BREAK IN?

I have said that anyone can get into pictures. That

may seem to be a sweeping statement, but it is a true

one. There are certain essential requirements but

they are requirements which can be cultivated. One of

them would have proved a stumbling block to Lillian

Gish, if she hadn't made herself overcome it. Another
would have kept Za Su Pitts off the screen, if she hadn't

acquired it for herself.

Of course, it isn't an easy path, this one that leads to

the motion picture set, and anyone who is going to say
"I don't suppose I could get in because

" and then

mention some surmountable difficulty, might just as

well give up the struggle.
"Look at the people who are the big successes on the

screen today," one of the most prominent producers
once told me, "they are of every type, every age, from

every walk of life. I might tell you that you must be

young to become a star; the amazing success of Mary
Carr, the mother in "Over the Hill," would disprove
that. I might tell you that you must be beautiful, and

any number of popular young players Za Su Pitts,

Helen Jerome Eddy, Ann Forrest, for instance could

be cited as examples to prove that that doesn't hold

good. Then I might fall back on the statement that you
must be able to act, that mere beauty can not make you
a success on the screen. The utter fallacy of such a

statement is apparent to anyone who recalls the early

pictures of Marion Davies, Katherine Macdonald, and

Hope Hampton. These three young women achieved

15
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popularity when their pictures had little to command
them but the beauty of the stars. That they have since

learned to act to a certain extent can't obscure the fact

that it was their beauty that first put them across.

"After all those requirements had proved dispensable,

my next refuge would be in the statement that a player
must have extreme individuality. But even that isn't

true for Lois Wilson, Louise Lovely, Wanda Hawley,

Jean Paige, any number of popular players do not seem

very different from hundreds of other girls all over the

country. In fact, I believe that the chief charm of those

particular girls is their likeness to girls you all know.

"So there you are. I can't say that this girl or that

girl wouldn't have a chance of success in motion pic-

tures. I can only say that her chance is better if she is

of medium size, has wide-set eyes, is fairly good looking
and has a good education."

This statement may be quite unlike any you have ever

heard before. Since the very earliest days in motion

pictures, people have been warned to stay out of them.

Great mystery has surrounded them. Producers have

talked about people who "screened well" as though it

were some ineffable quality conferred by accident, and

not a matter of photography. All people will screen

well who have regular features, according to the best

authorities that
is, they will screen much as they look

in real life. Don't expect a motion-picture camera to

confer an aura of charm or of spirituality upon you.
Rather than that, it will seek out the tiniest faults and

magnify them.

When Rudolph Valentino made his amazing success

as Julio in "The Four Horsemen," he was promptly
sought out by numerous young men who wanted to get
into motion pictures.

16



(Photo by Alfred Cheney Johnston)

According to all the rules one must start young in order to gain a foothold

in the screen world, but Mary Carr was old when she started and her

Ma Benton in "Over the Hill" brought her a following as great as that of

many a young star



Mae Murray often looks like an exquisitely dainty sprite in her pictures,

but behind that daintiness is steely strength, else she could not stand the

demands of her work



WHO HAS A CHANCE TO BREAK IN?

"I always advise them not to try it," he told me.

"Because if anyone can discourage them from trying,

then they have not the determination to stick to pictures
once they get in."

Prominent players all agree with him in that. If

Betty Blythe had listened when people told her she was
much too tall to succeed in pictures we would never

have had her glowing representation of the Queen of

Sheba; if Richard Barthelmess had heeded the wise-

acres who told him that he was too short for a screen

actor, we would have lost the best character actor on

the screen today. Certainly there must have been peo-

ple who told Colleen Moore that a girl with one gray-

green eye and one brown one hadn't a chance as a

motion-picture actress. Yet, out of the hundreds of

players available, John Barrymore chose her as his

leading woman in "The Lotus Eater," and Rupert

Hughes selected her to play the title role in one of his

biggest pictures, "The Wall Flower."

There is hardly a qualification one can think of that is

desirable in a screen actor that isn't absent from one or

more of the most prominent players.
The thing to take notice of is the fact that getting into

pictures is like getting into other professions. You have

got to make a business of learning the work in pic-

tures you will get paid for learning, however. You
have got to get a job ; you can't expect the job to get you,

simply because you have heard of people whom a cast-

ing director happened to see and promptly engaged for

a leading role. But just as anyone can become a lawyer,
or a trained nurse, or a stenographer, or an advertising

man, so anyone can get into pictures.

Perhaps you've said, "I never could break into the

movies; I'm not good looking enough." You were,

19



SCREEN ACTING
doubtless, judging yourself by Wallace Reid or Tony
Moreno or Thomas Meighan, if you're a man, or by
Pauline Frederick or Norma Talmadge, if you're a

girl.

All right. But why didn't you think of William S.

Hart or Will Rogers, or Lois Wilson or Jean Paige?

Being plain looking is not a bar to success. Consider

Charley Mack, who played his first real role in D. W.
Griffith's "Dream Street." Mack certainly is not good
looking, yet he made a place for himself in the public's
heart in that one appearance.

Way back in the beginning of things, when every girl
on the screen was a curly haired ingenue and every man
had wavy hair and long eyelashes, you might not have

been able to break in unless you were good looking.
But nowadays directors are showing that they realize

that pictures must be realistic; that people as we see

them on the street every day, are what we want to see

on the screen. As a result, we have been given some

tremendously successful pictures the Goldwyn pro-

duction, "The Old Nest," is an excellent example.
Fox's "Over the Hill" is another. And as this type of

picture comes to the fore, so does the person who is

real, whether he happens to be good looking or not.

So don't feel that you haven't a chance to get in be-

cause you are not good looking. If you don't succeed,
that won't be the reason.

Many persons feel that lack of "pull" may keep them
out of the studios. They think that, unless they know a

director, or someone who acts in pictures, or someone
who knows someone who acts or directs, they might as

well not try to break into the movies.

Well, here is one answer to that objection. Not long

ago I sat in a casting director's office, talking with him

20
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while he ransacked his files for a man to play a certain

part His assistant came in presently and said that there

was a girl waiting in the outer office to see him about

getting into pictures.
"What do you think of her?" he asked.

"Well," the assistant replied, "she's pretty and seems

intelligent, and is well dressed. She looks about seven-

teen, and has never had any experience. But I think

she might do for the part of the maid in this picture."
"All right; I'll see what I think," he answered, and a

moment later, excusing himself to me, he sauntered

through the outer office, on into the studio opening
the door wide enough so that the blue white glare of

the lights fell on the girl's hair and then came back.

The girl, of course, did not know who he was. Nor
did she realize that he was studying her, so nonchal-

antly did he do it.

"Tell her to wait," he told the assistant, when he re-

turned. "Probably she'd do."

A few moments later, the assistant again came in, this

time with a letter.

"There's a young lady out here who knows your
brother, and has a letter from him to you," she said,

handing it to him. "She wants a part in a picture, very

much, and has had some experience," and she went on
to tell him what it was.

The girl had played in seven or eight pictures, in

fairly big roles. When she came into the inner office

to talk with the casting director, I saw that she was

very pretty. But he sent her away without engaging
her.

"She just didn't fit anything that I have open," he

explained to me. "I was sorry to refuse her, but I

couldn't do anything else."

21
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And there you see what pull does. A letter, or a per-

sonal introduction, will probably get you an interview

with a casting director, if he isn't too busy. If he has

something for you, you'll get it. If he hasn't, he can't

do anything for you. If you just go to a studio and ask

to see him, your experience may be like that of the girl

whom I've told of here. His assistant may see you, and

if her report is favorable, he will see you himself. If

he doesn't see you, you can register with her, and later

on, if there is a chance for you, you will get it.

So don't feel that not knowing anyone is going to

keep you from your heart's desire.

Don't let age keep you from trying to break in. Some
time ago, when Thomas H. Ince announced through the

Los Angeles papers that anyone who wished to break

into pictures could come out to his studio on a certain

date and have a test, huge mobs of people thronged to

the studio, and passed before the grinding camera. Of
the thirty persons chosen, most of them were quite old

people, in whom he saw types that he wanted for char-

acter parts.

Notice the crowds of people whom you see on the

screen. There are old people, as well as young ones,

among them. Mobs on the streets, audiences in thea-

ters, guests at dances or receptions are made up of both

old and young people. And more than one man or

woman who has accompanied a younger relative to

New York or Chicago because the latter wanted to go
into pictures, has landed in the movies.

So again I say to you, anyone can get into pictures,

just as anyone can get into any other business. You may
not feel that it's worth while, after you've broken in;

perhaps you'll be glad to get out again. I know two

young girls who, under the most auspicious circum-

22
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stances, came recently to one of the big studios and
worked as extras in a production. Long before the

picture was done they were ready to quit and go home.

They'd broken into the movies, and the one thing on

earth that they wanted was to be allowed to break out

again!

23



CHAPTER III

"It doesn't pay to let people know that you don't get

tired; they always leave your close-ups till the very last,

when everyone else is worn out. But you have to be

strong, of course, especially if you work with Mr.
Griffith. He can wear a strong man out, you know,
before he's even tired himself. He says that Mary
Pickford and I are the only people he's ever worked
with who didn't give up absolutely long before he was

ready to stop."
Lillian Gish was speaking, her subject the first thing

which you absolutely must have if you are going to act

in motion pictures strength.
She doesn't look so very strong, of course; in fact,

people are always speaking of her fragility, her ethereal

appearance. But she has made strength and health for

herself, because, when she left the stage and went into

pictures, she realized that they were absolutely neces-

sary if she was to succeed.

Acting in pictures makes demands on you that you
can not understand until you have at least played the

part of an extra for a day or two. Then you begin to

see why the stars have to rush off for a rest when a pic-
ture is finished, why most of them go home and go to

bed the moment the day's work is done. You must
have strength not only to act, but not to act. You must
be able to get into costume and make up, and then sit

and wait all day long, perhaps, before you do anything.
You must have strength to do one simple little thing

24



SOME DEMANDS OF THE WORK

over and over and over till the monotony of it makes

you long to scream. You must be able to work from
nine until four or five o'clock, perhaps, without any

luncheon, and then work again until eight or nine in

the evening. And after such a day as that, you must be

able to get up at seven the next morning and go at it

again.

I believe that acting in pictures is among the most

tiring professions in the world, if it is not actually more
so than any of the others. It is like a long, steady, re-

lentless grind. The actor is like the doctor he's not

through when the day is done
;
in fact, he may be just

beginning. So I say to you you must have strength!

You must have ambition. I do not mean that you
must think to yourself, "Oh, how I'd like to be a starl"

The desire to have climbed the ladder will do little for

you. You must have the ambition which translates

itself into terms of hard work.

You see, you will have much to learn. There are

important points of technique which can be learned

only from watching experienced actors. How to run

one of the most difficult things that the screen actor does

how to make a movement register these points are

almost endless.

Now, it is not easy to watch others, in a studio, all

day long. There are so many other things to do, and
after you have seen a scene rehearsed and taken once, it

begins to drag. But just as long as it is done over, the

beginner can learn from it. If he is ambitious, he will

take advantage of every opportunity to watch others.

He will be at the studio whenever he is able to. He will

study the successful actors' work on the screen, getting

tips on make-up and costuming as well as on acting.

25



SCREEN ACTING
Unless your ambition is of this type, you can not

succeed.

You must be intelligent. If only the hundreds and

hundreds of young people who want to leave school and

go into pictures would take that fact to heart, many
more of them would be able to get into pictures. You
must be able to grasp a director's idea when he is tell-

ing you what you are to do, and then be able to do it.

If you do it wrong, you may throw the whole scene

out. You must be able to understand him as you would
understand a teacher in school.

Then, too, you must be able to fit yourself into a part.

If you are not intelligent, you cannot do that. In the

old days, a person who could not do this, whom the

director had to guide in every movement, might be able

to get along. "Raise your arm turn your head look

sorrowful " with such assistance, it might be possible
to act.

But the technique of screen acting has greatly im-

proved since then. So have the number of persons who
want to get into pictures, and the type of person repre-
sented by these people. There are too many intelligent

people trying to get into pictures today to leave room
for the stupid ones to win a place.

You must have imagination. Let us suppose that

you are called on to play the part of a young mother

who has lost her child. You are a girl of twenty, the

age the young mother is supposed to be, but you have

never had a child, have never lost one.

You cannot portray sorrows which you have yourself

experienced; you cannot walk before the camera, goad-

ing yourself into a simulation of grief by remembering
how you felt when you had an ulcerated tooth, or when

you couldn't do something you wanted to do, or go

26
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Distinction and originality the screen actor must have if he is to gain a great

following. Antonio Moreno's popularity has survived many mediocre pro-

ductions simply because of his winning individuality
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BEAUTIFl'L MILDRED HARRIS WAS <)\E OF THOSE GIRLS WHO
WAS LITKY KNolCH TO START AT THE OLD FINE ARTS

STUDIO WHEN SHE WAS JTST A LITTLE GIRL
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somewhere you wanted to go. Your imagination must

put you right into the mind of that bereaved young
mother. It is her grief that you must portray, not your
own. Otherwise your work will be condemned as "un-

convincing."
Nor does this apply only to heavy emotional work.

Of course, acting in straight drama is quite different

from acting in comedy drama, in comedy, or in serials.

But the requirement for every class of work is the same

you must have a trained imagination.
You must have a trained body, as well as a trained

mind. If you want to walk in a certain way, want to

run, to sit down slowly, to make a certain gesture, your

body must obey you. Douglas Fairbanks is a notable

example of what a delight the well trained body is on

the screen. Mae Murray, whose dancing has made her

famous, has a body that responds to every demand.
Mabel Ballin walks so beautifully that no one who sees

her in pictures can fail to notice it, even though they do

so unconsciously this is because her body is so well

controlled.

You must have money. This does not mean that you
must have at your command a large bank account. In-

deed, a few hundred dollars will be enough to see you
through, until you have found out just what acting in

pictures is going to mean for you, and just what sort of

future you are likely to have if you continue in the

profession.
You must have money enough to live on for six

months in Los Angeles or New York practically all

of the large studios are in or near these two cities. As

living is high in these places, you must figure on having
five hundred dollars at least enough to include a ticket

back home if you decide to go.
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Of course, this sum should be looked on as your

tuition fee. If you enrolled in a business college, you
would have to pay a certain amount of money for

courses and equipment. If you are enrolling in the

studios, the money which you need to live on while you
are breaking in takes the place of tuition.

Some of it may have to be spent on registration fees

with agents through whom people are engaged for pic-

tures. But this will not be a large sum. Don't believe

the tales which say that you will need to pay out large
amounts of money to "those on the inside" to get you
started. Nobody who can really get you in would ac-

cept money for such services.

You must have talent. You may think it odd that

this requirement comes far down on the list, when it is

so often thought to be the first essential. But after all,

talent grows from being natural from sincerity of

feeling, from intelligence, from imagination. It, like

these other requirements, can be cultivated. And of

this cultivation I will speak in a later chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

WHAT YOU CAN'T SUCCEED WITHOUT

We stood in the ante-room of the old Famous Play-

ers-Lasky studio while the casting director dismissed

several applicants. They were pretty girls, and so well-

groomed that they looked as though they might have

stepped right out of the famous modiste's just down the

street.

"But they were so lovely," I protested. "Why didn't

you give them a chance?"

"They lacked distinction," he told me, and later at

my request he told me what experience had taught him
about the qualifications a person must have to succeed

on the screen.

"There are certain qualifications you must have," he

said. "There is no question about it. Not that every-
one with these qualifications will succeed in pictures;
not at all. But if you aren't naturally endowed with

these graces, it would be futile for you even to try act-

ing for the screen."

This man had watched hundreds of people from their

beginning in the profession to ultimate success or fail-

ure. He had studied them as they worked until he had
formed a definite conclusion about the hairline of dif-

ference between the sort of person who will succeed on
the screen and the sort of person who will not

"What are the requisites?" I asked him. "Beauty?
Plasticity? A highly emotional nature?" I was merely

repeating what I had often heard.
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"None of those," he answered. "Though they are all

valuable. It is personality that counts and by per-

sonality I mean distinction. When David Belasco said

that to be a successful actress a girl must have 'per-

sonality, pluck, and perseverance/ he established a good
rule for the boy or girl who wants to act for the screen.

But to my mind it is personality that counts most.

"Now it is hard to explain just what 'personality' is.

It is a quality that is indescribable, yet you know in a

minute if a person has it. All successful screen actors

have it and yet they are not in the least alike. It is

distinction, individuality, that counts.

"Now a person living far from the studios might ask,

'How does one know whether or not he has personality?
How can one find out?' If a person has any capacity
for self-analysis, and is frank with himself he can soon

find out whether or not he has a strong personality.
"Are people naturally attracted to you? In a gather-

ing of any size do people naturally gravitate toward

you? When you are talking do you command
attention?

"If you are uncertain about it, I know of a good way
to find out. It is a way that may mean humiliation, but

if a person really wanted to know if he had distinction,

he would be willing to see it through. Select an adver-

tisement in a newspaper that you think will attract

many answers, and then go and apply for the job it

offers. A big factory or a department store where there

is a trained personnel director is best. If in a crowded

room, you can attract attention without being unusually
well dressed or without actually pushing yourself for-

ward, then it is fair to assume that you have to some
extent this magical endowment personality that is

so essential to success on the screen."
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Now this idea of testing yourself out by applying for

a job was not original with that casting director. It is

a well-known ruse among theatrical people. There is

no one more exacting than an employer so a prospec-
tive employer is the man from whom you can expect
the keenest judgment.
One of the most prominent free-lance leading women

in the motion pictures, whose name I have promised not

to reveal, once confided to me that whenever she was
out of an engagement, or whenever she was getting

ready for a part, she assiduously applied for jobs. In

between engagements she studied the want-ad columns
of the New York newspapers and applied for one job
after another none of which she would have taken.

"It makes you put your best foot forward," she ex-

plained to me. "If you are the least bit inclined to be

lazy, if you are inclined to let down and depend on past

experience, past glories to get you anywhere, I know of

no better cure. Once I was offered a strong dramatic

part with the understanding that another girl was to be

tried out in it too. We were both to be rehearsed in it,

and a short test film made the one who gave the most

convincing characterization to get the part.

"Well I worried and worried and studied and re-

hearsed and yet I didn't seem to be getting inside that

character. Something drastic had to be done. So I

applied for jobs.

"The part was that of a girl who worked in a doc-

tor's office, who was unselfish and self-sacrificing and
devoted. In the end she had to sacrifice her happiness
or think she had, to save him from ruin. I had never

known a girl like that, and besides, knowing types can-

not help you ; you've got to feel the way they feel. So,
I got all the daily papers and was lucky enough to find
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some ads for girls to work in dentist offices and doc-

tor's offices. Fortunately I had three days to spend in

preparation for before I found what I wanted I had

tramped from one end of New York to another and had

applied for endless jobs.

"The first day I tried acting as I thought a girl like

that would act. I was turned down everywhere. The
next day I must have done better, because two or three

people told me they were awfully sorry the jobs had
been filled. But it was not until the third day that I

really felt I had succeeded. It was one of the biggest

specialists in New York who wanted a girl at his office

to take care of the room where patients waited, to assist

his secretary with 'phone calls and bills, and to do a

hundred and one little thankless tasks. That man hired

me, and told me that he knew he could depend on me
to take a great weight off his shoulders. I knew then

that I had succeeded in my characterization and I went

away with tears of gratitude in my eyes and landed the

part."
Now that girl is the best illustration I know of, of the

qualities that the casting director, quoting David

Belasco, had declared essential. She was endowed with

a striking personality which she was constantly develop-

ing, and the incident I have just quoted shows you what

pluck and perseverance were hers.

Now "personality" does not necessarily mean charm;
it means individuality, distinction, drawing power.
Nazimova's pictures may not be among your favorites,

but who can deny that she commands attention even

when there are numerous others on the screen?

Lon Chaney's characterizations are frequently de-

testable, yet there is no more magnetic figure on the

screen today.
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These people have personality to an amazing degree
and they have much more than that. There are other

qualifications essential to success on the screen, and a

discussion of these will follow in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V

THE QUALITIES THAT COUNT

"Just wanting to go into pictures doesn't help a bit,"

Colleen Moore told me one afternoon. "You've got to

be fitted for the work or you'll never get anywhere."
We were chatting in her great, sunny dressing room
a dressing room that had been occupied successively

by such famous stars as Clara Kimball Young, Marion

Davies, and Lillian Gish. This slip of a girl seemed
lost in the vastness of that room. The door was open
and past the door down the hall trooped crowds of extra

girls who glanced enviously in at the little veteran of

nineteen who had already won the honor they sought.
"I think a lot of girls go into pictures just because

they think they'll like it," little Miss Moore reflected.

"That is, they like the glamor of associating with

famous actors, seeing themselves on the screen and hav-

ing their friends praise them. The actual work is

drudgery to them. A girl like that hasn't a chance, yet

you'd be surprised to know how many go into pictures
with that attitude.

"Sometimes if you watch the extras working in a pic-

ture, you can almost pick out the ones who will last and

the ones who will be dropped after a picture or two.

The ones who advance are the quiet, thoughtful ones

who watch the leading players every minute they can

and even try rehearsing the parts themselves off in some
corner of the studio if they get a chance. The girls who
are doomed to failure are the ones who spend the time

they are kept waiting in the studio in gossiping.
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Colleen Moore could have succeeded because of her charm alone, but

conscientious study and hard work have made her a real trouper, specializing
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THE QUALITIES THAT COUNT

"I don't mean to preach ;
I like to sit around with a

crowd of girls and talk myself, but the studio just isn't

the place for it. If it is comradeship and amusement

you want, your own front porch is a much better place
to find it in than the studio. Going into the studio ought
to affect a player just like jumping into a roaring surf

does a swimmer. The atmosphere of the place ought to

grip you and make you actually unhappy every minute

you're not on the set working.
"Look at Wes Barry he is perfectly miserable when

he has any idle time in the studio. 'When do I start

work, Mr. Neilan?' he is always asking plaintively.

'Honest, I'm afraid I'll get rusty.' Wesley is always

just full of new ideas that he has worked out by himself.

I guess it is a real instinct for acting that he is endowed
with that makes him so good.

"I've watched a lot of girls come and go in pictures
since the day when I started out at the old Fine Arts

studio. Naturally I studied the successes most closely
I wanted to be as much like them as possible and run

no risk of being dropped by the wayside. I decided

long ago that it was the ones who were genuine and

adaptable that went farthest. Prettiness is an asset

but it doesn't count nearly so much on the screen as

force of character. I am sure that even if Mary Pick-

ford were homely, she would still be about the most

popular person on the screen, and that goes for Lillian

Gish, too. The real fulness of their natures is what you
see on the screen not their features.

"Being genuine is most important if you are not

honestly interested in all sorts of things and all sorts of

people, I don't see how it is possible to present any

variety of impressions on the screen. And being adapt-
able is almost as essential. If you're stubborn and cling
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to your own ideas tenaciously, you'll find it almost im-

possible to do as the director tells you. I think that

almost the nicest thing that anyone ever said of me was
a remark of Rupert Hughes during the filming of 'The

Wall Flower.' He said that I was 'wax to mold and

marble to retain.'

"You see, an author like Mr. Hughes knows hun-

dreds of little things about the characters in his story

that a person just studying his part from the story itself

might miss. If you can just forget yourself and assim-

ilate his ideas of a part, the greatest part of your work of

characterization is done. You can't just assume an ex-

pression of extreme grief or despair or anxiety some-

thing you've practised before a mirror. If you do the

result will just be grotesque. You've got to really feel

as the person you are playing would.

"Now if a girl is not naturally adaptable, it will be

awfully hard for her to put herself in anyone else's

shoes. And how can she know if she is adaptable?

Well, if she can feel perfectly at home with all sorts of

people I guess that is proof that she is. If she can

always make people feel at ease with her, that's another

pretty good sign. And if her friends all disagree over

whether she is clever, moody, happy, morose, care-free,

or inclined to introspection, I'd bet on that girl's being
able to adapt herself to whatever company she finds her-

self in.

"As for necessary qualifications further than that

just remember what Joseph Jefferson said an actor

needs. The same thing holds true in motion pictures.
An actor must have 'sensibility, that you may be alive

to your surroundings; imagination, that you may weave
that into a graceful and interesting combination; and

industry, that you may lose none of the precious mo-
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ments that are given us here for the development of

that faculty.'

"Of course, there are dozens of other little practical

things to be taken into consideration, but those are the

essentials. It is awfully hard for me to tell anyone how
to train themselves for pictures because I went in so

young and absolutely untrained myself. You see, I

started back at the old Fine Arts studio under Mr.
Griffith when I was only thirteen. I went to the studio

just the way some girls go to school, only I hurried

through my lessons faster perhaps in my anxiety to get
out to the 'set' and start working.
"That was the most wonderful training school I can

imagine ;
I only wish that there was something of the

sort for girls just starting now. In the course of a week
or two we played extra parts of all kinds in any number
of pictures and every spare minute we had was spent

watching the Gish girls and Norma Talmadge, Mil-

dred Harris, Seena Owen and Henry Walthall, and
some of the others who were playing there then. I

imagine it would take an extra girl six months under

present conditions to get as much experience as we got
in a few weeks."

So, perhaps, more is demanded of the girl who starts

in pictures now than the ones who started then. She
must be much more observant for there is not so much

opportunity for her to watch skilled actors at work, and
she must be much more patient, for it takes longer to

get a start now.
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CHAPTER VI

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE "IN"

Before we go any further, it might be well to tell you

just what being in the movies means that is, what

"working" in pictures is, how you would spend a day
if you were established as an actor in pictures, and how
that same day would be spent if you were an extra.

Working in pictures is acting before the camera, of

course. In order to act, you must know something
about make-up and costuming but those are matters

which we will discuss elsewhere. Acting depends

largely on the director he has planned the working
out of the story, the grouping of characters, the move-

ments which will express what must be said. There-

fore, it is for him, and not for you to decide what is to

be done.

We will suppose that you are playing a fairly good
part in a picture and, just by way of making things
more definite, let us pretend that you are being directed

by Jerome Storm, who held the megaphone on so many
of Charlie Ray's most successful pictures.

Mr. Storm sits in a canvas backed chair in front of

the camera, low enough to be out of range of it. The
set is a small one (by "set" we mean the scene the

room that has been built, for instance, where the action

of the scene is to take place). He says to you:
"You come into the room, cross to the cupboard, and

begin to take out the clothes that are there. The chil-

dren come running in, and Anna cries, 'What are you
doing?' You answer gruffly, 'I'm takin' this stuff away
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you're going to the poorhousel' She runs across the

room and grabs your arm, and you push her away, turn

your back on her, and go on sorting out the clothes

which you take out of the cupboard. Now let's try it."

You try it. You walk in, and cross the room to the

cupboard. There are several people sitting about, near

Mr. Storm perhaps they murmur to each other, and

you feel convinced that they are talking about you.
You try not to 'be self-conscious but it's hard work.

You finish the scene, and Mr. Storm says, 'Yes, but try

it this way. Walk more slowly you're in no hurry.
Be deliberate. Act naturally."
You try it several times more. The children run in

at the proper moment; you go through your scene with

the little girl. Mr. Storm is satisfied, and calls,

"Ready lights! Camera!" A whirring, grinding
sound follows the sputtering noise which announces

that the lights are on their blue-white glare floods the

studio. The whirring noise is the sound of the turning
handle of the camera. And you step through the door

and walk across the room.

That is "working" in pictures portraying a part,

with your own interpretation of it and the director's

governing you. It is slower work than acting on the

stage, less exciting, because as a rule you have no audi-

ence. You may do one bit over half a dozen times or

more
;
if it is a very big scene, it will be rehearsed often,

taken two or three times or more, perhaps with four

cameras, if the scene is a very big one. You must do it

each time as well as you possibly can
;
let your interest

and enthusiasm flag for an instant, and the result will

show on the film.

This thing of acting before the camera depends

largely on the person who is doing it and the one who
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is directing. For example, when David W. Griffith is

directing a big emotional scene, with but one or two

persons, he builds in all the atmosphere for the actors.

He suggests the things which are not seen at the mo-

ment, which have caused the action. When Miss

Lillian Gish was making the scene in "Broken Blos-

soms," in which she is locked in the closet, he was the

only other person present, except the camera man, of

course. He talked to her, not telling her what to do,

but creating a state of mind for her, if one can call it

that, though the expression is not accurate. Perhaps it

is better to say that he supplied the "atmosphere."
"Your father is breaking down the door he is going

to kill you you can't escape he will drag you out and

beat you to death you are going to be killed
"
by

such suggestions he made for her the necessary environ-

ment. She forgot that she was in a little three-sided en-

closure of rough boards, from which she could have

stepped at a moment's notice. She forgot that the man
who was playing her father, Donald Crisp, had finished

his scenes and gone south on a fishing trip. She didn't

even realize what she was doing.
"How did you happen to think to turn round and

round like that?" I asked her afterward. "It was ex-

actly what a child that age would have done in such

circumstances."

"I didn't know I did it till I saw myself on the screen

in the projection room afterward," she answered. "I

wasn't thinking of what I was doing I was thinking
of what I was being"
Of course, as a rule a director confines himself more

to telling you what to do. He would talk your action

over with you beforehand, and then run through it once

or twice, till you got your bearings. This is especially
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important if you are in a scene with several other peo-

ple. You must know just where you are to go and what

you are to do. You must not stand in front of one of the

principals, you see. You must not step outside the

chalked lines on the floor which mark the range of the

camera, or you will be outside the picture.

Perhaps the director will follow your action through
the scene "Turn and speak to him, Jones; now Sally,

stamp your foot and leave the room
; Jones, look after

her slowly now back to William again. Now, slam

the book down on the table and leave the room."

You see, it is all founded on obedience obedience to

your own mind, first of all, so that your body goes

through the action which it decrees and that mind

obeying the director. You must know how to do ex-

actly what you are told, or you cannot hope to act in

pictures.
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CHAPTER VII

WHAT A STUDIO IS LIKE

Every motion-picture studio has a personality as

much its own as most homes have. Some of them are

rambling affairs built from a nucleus of an old mansion

with great barn-like structures as additions. The
Whitman Bennett Studio in Yonkers, the D. W. Griffith

Studio in Mamaroneck, New York, and the Lois Weber
Studio in Hollywood are all like this. Others are mag-
nificent buildings that look as though they might be

public libraries or government buildings. The old

Biograph studio in New York City, which is now
rented out to such companies as Marshall Neilan's and

Richard Barthelmess', is like this, as is the Famous

Players-Lasky Studio in Long Island City and the

Ince Studio at Culver City, California.

So much for the outside; it is the inside of the studio

that counts !

If you have never been in a motion-picture studio

before, you may be disappointed at first, for they seem

such barn-like structures and the glamor of the sets is

so lost in the surrounding racks of lights and the en-

tanglement of wires underfoot. Unless some important
dramatic scene is being taken which necessitates per-
fect quiet, there is apt to be hammering and banging of

sets being erected, and in the midst of this din an or-

chestra may be playing. Many directors have music

played all through the making of a picture so as to

regulate the tempo of the actors' movements or to put
them in the mood of the scene that is being taken.
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WHAT A STUDIO IS LIKE

More than likely, while the company is working on

one set, the carpenters will be erecting another not far

away. If the studio is one of the large ones where sev-

eral companies work at once, there may be several

scenes in progress at once. This is interesting for the

visitor, but hard on the actor.

Take, for instance, one day down at the Famous

Players-Lasky studio when five or six companies were
at work. Alice Brady, Constance Binney, and several

others were in the midst of tense, dramatic scenes. On
one set there was a reconciliation between brother and
sister who had been estranged for years ;

on another a

boy was returning home to his mother after years of

wandering; on another a dying man was begging the

forgiveness of people he had wronged; suddenly the

studio resounded with shouts and cries, loud music, the

sound of crashing glass and pistol shots. At the other

end of the studio Dorothy Dalton was staging a thrill-

ing dance hall scene. It was a wonder that anyone
could act under those circumstances!

Some studios, on the contrary, are extraordinarily

quiet during the taking of scenes. While Marshall
Neilan was filming "The Lotus Eater" with John
Barrymore, Colleen Moore and Wesley Barry in the

leading parts, the whole studio was hushed except for

the plaintive wail of the orchestra which was playing.
The walls of the set were built high sometimes, you
know, they are not even the height of most rooms, and
the little group of players, and the director, camera-

men, and continuity clerk just outside the set, were
almost walled in by screens. Mr. Neilan, who is one of

the quietest of directors, would confer with his actors

on the set about the action to take place, then he would

go back to his chair beside the camera and with only
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occasional directions to the players proceed with the

taking of the scene.

There is a wonderful feeling of comradeship, a

democratic mingling of all classes from star to property

boy in many of the studios which is a revelation to the

newcomer. Electricians perched on top of a set from
where they control the lights frequently joke with the

players. "If you hold the interest of the electricians,

the scene is good," is the verdict of many studios.

Probably no players are more democratic, nor more
admired by the technical staffs who work with them
than Constance and Norma Talmadge. Their studios,

which adjoin each other, always remind one of a big
house party, for though the buildings themselves are

ugly, the feeling of hospitality there is genuine and

warm, and everyone down to the last extra carrying the

spear at the end of a long parade, feels it. At four

o'clock every afternoon tea is served, on the set usually,
and as the maid serves the stars and their guests there

are almost always guests at the Talmadge studios, the

girls are so hospitable, and so popular one can see the

carpenters and electricians perching upon their scaffold-

ing enjoying a sandwich and a bottle of milk.

Whenever Marjorie Daw has a free afternoon she

likes to run over to the Pickford studio, because she says

it is just like a neighbor's front porch. "They get a

tremendous amount of work done there, but it is all

done in the most friendly spirit and no one is ever cross.

Mary loves animals, so there are always lots of dogs
around."

Quite different is the Fox studio in New York City,
which is a great, gloomy building like a warehouse.

Everyone works fast there, for many of their pictures
are made in but a few weeks, and as a result there is
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little of the holiday air that one finds in other studios.

Everything is business-like.

There is much glamor and romance about the work
in studios, however, and when you have grown accus-

tomed to the great, disfiguring racks of lights, the re-

flectors, and the props that hold up the scenery or walls,

you will find in them not the magic charm of fairyland
which you expected perhaps, but an enthralling work-

shop whose secrets you will want to probe.
You will find that studios where comedies are made

are usually the gloomiest places in the world, for

comedy-making is a serious business as will be shown
later. You will find that companies working in the

same studio are frequently so friendly that between

scenes the players wander from one set to another and

chat like a crowd of schoolgirls. Sometimes, you will

see girls off in a corner of the studio practising exercises

or dancing to keep their bodies limber during the long
waits that occur so often. And what may interest you
most of all, you will find that stars frequently visit each

other's studios. You may find jealousy and meanness

among the extra girls and people playing small parts,

but you will rarely find it among the stars.
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CHAPTER VIII

A DAY'S WORK AT THE STUDIO

In outlining an average day's work, we will suppose
first that you are either a star or a leading man or

woman.
You will probably arrive at the studio at nine o'clock,

unless you have been told the day before that you are

not to work until much later than that. If you live in

New York, you will hare to go either to Long Island

City, to Brooklyn, to a suburb fairly near New York,
or to the very edge of town, unless you work in one of

the few studios that are located in New York City
itself.

If you live in Los Angeles, the studio may be in

Hollywood, Culver City, Universal City, or possibly in

Los Angeles. But you probably will have a fairly long

trip ahead of you when you leave home.
Arrived at the studio, you will get your "call" that

is,
find out what make-up and costume you will need

for the day's work. If you are playing a very pathetic

part, for instance, your make-up won't be the same as

if you were doing cheerful scenes. Different make-up
is used for snow scenes and for others in fact, there

are many things which affect it.

Then you go to your dressing room and get into cos-

tume and make-up. This may take from one to two
hours. Monte Blue used a make-up in "Orphans of the

Storm" which it took him two hours to put on. Lon

Chancy spends a great deal of time in putting on the

make-up which he uses in the unusual characterizations
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which he plays. You see, your make-up must be exactly
as it was in the scenes which match the ones which you
are going to make that day. They may have been taken

weeks ago, of course. The ones which you are going to

make may be made in the same room, and in the picture
will join those others. Therefore it is most important
that you look just as you did in those. We have all

noted on the screen scenes in which a man crossed a

room and went out of a door wearing one suit, and in

the next scene appeared on the other side of the door in

another one. Mistakes of that sort are far less frequent

nowadays than they used to be, 'but slips still occur, and
one has to watch the question of make-up and costume

very closely.

If you are not called to the set as soon as you are

ready, you may have time to go over important mail

with your secretary. There are many things personal
bills to be paid, bills which the company will pay but

which you must O K, requests for money and clothes

for charity, requests for interviews, and the thousands

and thousands of "fan" letters, which pile up so fast if

they aren't taken care of at once.

You are called when they are ready for you on the

set. They may have told you that this would be at

eleven; perhaps it is at eleven, perhaps it isn't till five

in the afternoon. But you must stay right there, ready
to go on at a moment's notice, no matter how much you
want to use that time for an errand downtown.

Perhaps you begin work at eleven, as you'd been
told you would. Probably, at about one having had
breakfast early you begin to think of luncheon. But
it's quite likely that, if things are going well and the

director realizes that his people are in the swing of
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things, there won't be a stop for luncheon till late in the

afternoon.

If you are lucky, the studio lunchroom will be a

good one and you can get something there. However,
the good studio lunchrooms can be counted on the fin-

gers of one hand. Perhaps you have a cold and clammy
luncheon out of a box. Perhaps, being a star perma-

nently established at the studio, you have a kitchenette

built next your dressing room. Norma and Constance

Talmadge have one at their studio, adjacent to their

dressing rooms, and when Marguerite Clark was mak-

ing "Scrambled Wives" at the old Biograph Studio she

had one. But they are rare.

However, this too is not so bad as it was in the old

days.
"I remember when we ate what we called 'Pto-

maine lunches' everybody got ptomaine poisoning
from them, but we were so hungry that we were glad to

get anything," Dorothy Gish told me the other day,
when she heard a group of extras complaining because

they were given box lunches.

After luncheon you go back to work. Probably you

keep at it until five or six o'clock. Then there may be

close-ups to make, which will keep you much longer,
or perhaps you are kept for some stills. Or maybe the

director wants the principals to rehearse the scenes

which he is going to make the next day; he may have

a crowd of extras engaged, and he won't want to waste

valuable time then.

You go home at last, tired and aching. But you can't

afford to go to bed that way. That would never do.

You must have exercise every star must keep in trim,

because, as has been said before, one must be in perfect

health, or as near perfect health as possible, if one is to
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look well on the screen and do good work before the

camera.

So you go home and dine and spend the evening
in getting the necessary exercise, and perhaps in hav-

ing your hair cared for, or doing one of the hundreds

of other things that will improve your appearance.

Then, too, there is always fan mail to sign. Perhaps
one of your friends has a big new picture that is being

given a special showing at one of the theaters, or in the

ballroom of one of the hotels. You want to go. Per-

haps somebody else has just released a new picture if

you are going to keep up with your profession, you
must see it.

Thus it goes. You never get away from pictures.
You talk them from early morning till late at night,
and even dream them. It is no wonder that Anita

Stewart insists on taking three months off each year and

spending them at her home on Long Island, far re-

moved from the motion picture world. Nor is she the

only star who makes a determined effort to escape from
her profession so that she can go back to it with en-

thusiasm !
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CHAPTER IX

A DAY AS AN EXTRA

If you go into pictures as an extra, you'll spend your
time very differently than you will when you are starred

or are playing fairly important parts.

To begin with, you'll have to report fairly early at

half past eight or nine o'clock. That is, you'll have to

be at the studio by that time, and may possibly have to

be in make-up then. Many a time and oft do early

morning travelers on New York subways and elevated

trains see extras bound for the studios carrying suit

cases, as a rule, or perhaps the men are in evening

clothes, with overcoats over them, and have their make-

up in a small box or in their pockets. They have been

told to report in evening dress, you see.

Arriving at the studio, you may be told to wait in a

large room with the other extras till all have arrived;
then you are sent to your dressing room not an indi-

vidual one, like the stars', but a very large one. Some
of the studios have very pleasant dressing rooms for the

extras; others have less attractive quarters. The Fox

Studio, in New York, and the old Biograph Studio, are

well equipped in this respect.

Along the wall of the dressing room will be placed
a long mirror, with many electric light bulbs over it

Beneath it runs a wide shelf, and before this shelf are

placed chairs. If there are many extras, there are sure

not to be enough chairs, so the early comers take those

that there are, and the others stoop over and peer into

the mirror over their shoulders.
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Lockers are provided for one's street clothing, and

there is running water either in the room or in an ad-

jacent one. Of course, separate dressing rooms are pro-
vided for men and women.
Your make-up won't take as long to apply as does

the star's, unless you are to have a special character

make-up, in which case someone will supervise your
application of it, and possibly make you up. You will

have your own make-up, of course, if something special

is not required cold cream, mascara for the eyelashes,
theatrical powder, rouge for the lips unless you do

some special work, your equipment will not be

elaborate.

Of course, there are many persons, particularly

girls, who work as extras, and who feel that they must

prepare elaborately for every scene in which they ap-

pear. I have watched a girl spend no less than two

hours, after she reached the studio, in curling her long
hair so that it would fall down her back in ringlets, and

putting on her make-up. When the day's scenes were

shot, she was put far in the back of the crowd in a ball-

room, and did not show at all, while a more natural

looking girl was selected by the director for a place just

behind the star, where she would be sure to show.

When the extras have had time to dress and make

up, you will be called to the "floor," as the part of the

studio where the taking of pictures goes on is called.

Then you begin to wait.

If you are working with a temperamental star who
cares nothing for the company's money, you may wait

hours for the star to appear. On the other hand, if the

star is a human being, or if the company is ruled by a

director who has his eyes on keeping down the cost of

the production, you won't spend much time waiting.
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Possibly the star and the principals have had to stay

and rehearse the night before, just so that you wouldn't

have to wait. Only the other day I heard a director

say to a weary star and her leading man, "I've got six

hundred people coming tomorrow, so you'll have to

stay and rehearse tonight."
The star wanted to attend the first night of a play in

which her husband was appearing: the leading man
wanted to see his fiance off for California. But they
staved and rehearsed until ten o'clock.

The director tells you what he wants done, and re-

hearses it once or twice. He may pick out a few per-

sons whom he wants in the foreground, because they
are well dressed, or good looking, or just the types he

wants. You run through the action once or twice, and

then the action really begins, and the cameras begin to

grind.
You are paid when your day's work is over, unless

you came from an agent: then he gets your money and

you get it from him, or his percentage is deducted be-

fore you are paid. If you have to work late all night,

for instance vou are paid overtime.

And if the day seems endless, and vou have to spend
most of it standing up, and it's difficult to turn on a

vivacious manner and lots of activity along about four

o'clock in the afternoon, when you are tired to death

and hopelesslv disgusted and discouraeed well, yon
can remember some of the people who began as extras.

Gloria Swanson, Agnes Ayres, Dick Barthelmess,

Norma Talmadge they were all in your class way
back in the beginning. They climbed to the top and

PO can you 1
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CHAPTER X

A DAY ON LOCATION

The making of scenes out on location, on famous

estates, in National Parks, in the south in winter and in

the north in summer holds glamorous possibilities for

anyone with an imagination.
"You're the luckiest fellow alive," an old college

friend of Richard Barthelmess' told him one time,

"While we slave away in offices this beautiful weather,

you are out swimming."
Mr. Barthelmess looked at him in amazement but

didn't attempt to explain to him that the first hour he

was in the water he really enjoyed it, but as the day
wore on and he got colder and stiffer and the light on

the water made his eyes smart and his shoulders were
sore from swimming back and forth trying to get the

scene for "Tol'able David" just as they wanted it, he

would gladly have exchanged places with someone in

an office for a while.

Working out on location is apt to prove more arduous

than working in the studio, but let us take a typical day
and see what working on location is really like.

Suppose you were working at Arctic City, the little

town in northern New York state whose chief industry
is supplying background for pictures supposed to repre-
sent Alaska. There is a small hotel there where the

companies stay during the making of a picture. All

expenses are paid by the company, of course, so it really
won't make any impression on the manager if you tell

him that you haven't enough blankets or that the people
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in the room next yours made so much noise that you
could hardly get to sleep all night.

By half past eight you will be all bundled up in arctic

costume, and you will have struggled for a half hour or

more with your make-up it is just about impossible
to get it on smooth in cold weather and all ready to

start for the particular place where scenes are to be

shot that morning. When Dorothy Dalton's company
was there filming "The Idol of the North" the cold was
so intense that the girls took refuge in the one log cabin

where there was a stove whenever a minute's respite

from work gave them the opportunity. But for the

most part you will be comfortable, happy, and enjoying

yourself in the midst of some of the most sparklingly
beautiful scenery you have ever seen. There is a com-

radeship between the members of the company while

they are out on location that you will love, and it will

make you forget the persistent, hard work.

At noon you will probably stop only for a few minutes

while the assistant director passes around sandwiches

and hot coffee. When the light is liable to fail any

minute, you cannot stop for luncheon even though you
are ravenously hungry from being out in the cold.

By the time the light fails, you will trudge wearily
back to the hotel and fall into bed, hoping to get rested

up for the next day.
But working out on location doesn't always mean

going away for several days. Often, the locations used

are near enough New York or Los Angeles so that extras

can be transported there in motor buses every day. It

was that way that the exterior scenes for "The Copper-
head" were made.
The little Illinois town where the action was sup-

posed to take place was built out on Long Island not
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more than a half hour's ride from New York City.

Some of the buildings had four walls but most of them

only two, for that was all that showed in the picture.

It was beautiful Autumn weather when they began tak-

ing the outdoor scenes for that picture and the girls

loved posing around in the sunshine in their little thin

white dresses. But when a stretch of really bitter cold

weather came, it was not so nice. They still wore the

same gauzy little white frocks, and they still had to act

as carefree and happy as they were when the earlier

scenes were taken, and all the time they were shaking
with the cold. They discovered then what an advantage
the girls had who were detailed to act on the porches
of the houses that had four walls! There was refuge
there from the winds, occasionally between scenes, but

the girls who were unlucky enough to be detailed to

the houses that were just fronts, had to bear the cold as

best they could.

One of the first things you will have to learn out on
location is not to wander around, no matter how interest-

ing the set may be, nor how bored you are. Until the

director gives you your orders, you should wait, and
after he has told you where he wants you in the crowd,

you ought to stay just there. You may have a director

sometimes who will order crowds of you around like

so many cattle. It is humiliating, but it is all a part of

the game and if you are too sensitive to stand it, you
will not last long in pictures.
And if you are to stand the strain of working long

hours out of doors, there is one thing you will have to

learn. That is to relax. If you are lucky enough to

try your wings in a picture in which Elsie Ferguson
is the star, you will have a good chance to observe how
she conserves her strength. Between scenes you will not
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find her chatting idly with members of the company,

you will notice that whether she is standing or sitting

she is completely relaxed, and on her face there is a

look of quiet repose. By thus saving every bit of vitality

she is able to give a finer, more live performance when
she is called upon to work again.
There is one thing about acting out on locations that

you will like. It breaks down many of the distinctions

between players and star. Here there is no dainty
kitchenette in which a maid can cook luncheon for the

star; she will sit right down with the rest of you and eat

her sandwiches and milk with relish 1
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CHAPTER XI

BETWEEN JOBS THE REAL TEST
OF AN ACTOR

Now it is easy, perhaps, for a beginner, or even one

who has not yet begun, to visualize his work as an actor.

It consists of getting to the studio or the location, put-

ting on proper make-up and costume, and obeying
orders. It means giving the very best in him toward

making a clear-cut, genuine characterization. But what
does he do between engagements? Does an actor cease

being an actor when he is out of a job?
These are questions which the amateur may well

consider, because the means the professional actor takes

of sharpening the tools of his trade between engage-

ments, are means of which everyone can make use.

An actor is first, last, and at all times an actor. I don't

mean by that that he goes through life acting various

parts; not at all. But every new reaction, every new
contact he can make with life is valuable to him as an

actor. He must look on every experience with the eyes
of an actor and make an effort to analyze it so that if he

is ever called upon to portray a similar situation he will

know how to do it.

"I wish that I could have more time between engage-

ments," Marjorie Daw once told an interviewer. "I'd

rush around and do all the things other girls do. I don't

think it is good for me to live so close to my work."
And her sentiment is echoed by many players. "If I

had only known how acting in motion pictures would
confine me," a prominent young leading man told me,
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"I would have put off going into them for at least two

years, and I would have spent those two years in learn-

ing how to do everything I could think of. I'd like to

have known what it was to be a farmer, a carpenter's

helper, a clerk in a grocery store, a waiter, a tramp,
even a dude. I'd like to rub elbows with all sorts of

people in a way I don't have time to now. But between

pictures that is when I grab my chance.

"If an actor has any ambition he should constantly
be widening his horizon. He should know people of

all classes, be as familiar with the slums and the foreign
sections as the fashionable quarters and the artists'

colonies. A new understanding of peoples' motives

should be his constant aim, and he should never tire of

exploring new places and trying to make the acquaint-
ance of new types of people."
Other actors depend much on books for their renewed

inspiration when they are not actually at work on a

picture. Probably no other player in motion-pictures
is more widely read than Mabel Normand. It is from
her books, perhaps more than from her actual observa-

tion of people that she has acquired her inimitable

interpretation of people's foibles.

The casual observer may chuckle with delight over

"Molly-O" and remark that he likes it because it is a

simple, straightforward, human characterization. He
may even remark that he likes nice, natural girls like

Mabel Normand, "Not these highbrow actresses."

And if he did but know it, it is so-called "highbrow"
reading that provides Mabel Normand with her in-

spiration and her keen understanding of people. Niet-

sche, Schopenhauer, Shaw, and Stephen Leacock are

four of her favorites. Who knows, they may hold some
valuable hints for you.
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BETWEEN JOBS THE REAL TEST OF AN ACTOR

People, books what else is there for an actor to work
with in cultivating his art?

Perhaps there is no better example of what can be

done toward self-development in a little spare time, than

Wesley Barry. As has been mentioned before, he is

honestly miserable when he is not working before the

camera. But he doesn't mope about
it,

or look about

for amusement to while the time away. He works with

himself. His hands, his head, his body, all come in for

rigorous training when Wesley finds time hanging

heavy on his hands. Young as he is, he is an assiduous

student of Darwin's "Emotion in Man and Animals,"
a book that is invaluable to actors. But it isn't so much
his study of this book, but the actual exercises he works
out from it, that have made him capable of making
every movement effective on the screen.

Now it may not seem important to anyone who has

never been a professional actor to keep developing
faculties that one may never be called upon to use. But
the professional actor will tell you that this continual

plugging away is essential. The psychological effect

alone is of value. There is nothing more dangerous to

an actor than idleness, so anything that gives him the

feeling of being "in harness" is of the greatest value to

his work. And there is no reason why a beginner should

not feel as keen a responsibility toward developing his

art toward keeping fresh in his viewpoint and broad in

his understanding as the actor who has already tried

his mettle.
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CHAPTER XII

ARE YOU A TYPE?

If you are thinking of going into pictures, it would
be well for you to try to learn, before you go any further

with your planning, what type you are.

This is a day of specialization in the movies as well

as everywhere else, and the first thing a casting director

or an agent will think of when he looks at you, after he

judges you from the point of screening well, is what

type you are.

You may be a heavy a big, solid, rather brutal man,
or a woman of the type of Josephine Crowell, who plays
villainous old women so successfully. You may be a

dowager type, like Helen Dunbar, or a successful busi-

ness man, like Theodore Roberts, or a country squire

type, like George Fawcett who also plays judges and

men of wealth so well.

Or you may come in the class with whimsical Will

Rogers, or perhaps you're like Gloria Swanson beauti-

ful clothes and exotic surroundings set off your talent.

Then again, perhaps it's pathetic, "cotton stocking"
roles such as these which Lillian Gish plays, that you
would fit best. Or you may be a husky young chap who
can follow in the footsteps of Tom Mix.

If you'll stop and think a moment, you will be able

to name many stars who never really did big things
until they struck their stride and found exactly the type
of role that fitted them best. William S. Hart is a

notable example of a man who found his in the very

beginning, and his tremendous popularity proves that
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the public appreciated the suitability of the roles which
he played. The public insists that a player give a sincere

portrayal and the player can do that only when he is

well cast. Put a player in a role in which he doesn't

belong, and he'll fidget mentally, no matter how hard

he tried to do his best with it.

Rudolph Valentino said to me the other day:
"I may be ashamed of some of the roles which I play

on the screen, some day but of Julio I shall never be

ashamed. For that was me!"
And the very fact that as the young hero of "The

Four Horsemen" he played a difficult part with such

skill and success, proved that that part did indeed fit

him perfectly.

Charles Ray jumped into fame with his first country-

boy part, and it is doubtful whether he will ever be able

to do anything else so successfully. The gawky, lovable,

simple boys whom he plays so well are remarkably well

suited to him.

Mae Marsh made a name for herself in parts that

suited her charming wistfulness admirably, but when,
under the Goldwyn management, she was given stories

which did not suit her screen character, it was impos-
sible for her to make really successful pictures.
There are stars, of course, who are remarkably versa-

tile. But for a beginner it is wise to work out one

especial type of thing, one sort of characterization,
which will 'be particularly good, even though he should

try to learn to play every sort of role. Then there is no

difficulty in making classifications when one registers
with a casting director or an agent

It was not until Colleen Moore played the little

mother in "Dinty" that people realized how poignantly
she drove home the pathos of illness. There followed a
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number of similar roles, big ones; there was the blind

girl in "When Dawn Came" and the girl invalided in a

cattle stampede in "The Sky Pilot." She became the

philosophic ingenue of the films through her gripping
work in these productions, but her real preparation for

them came long before that. Through painstaking self-

analysis she had found just what pigeon-hole of the

casting director's she fitted.

Clara Kimball Young is another player who owes
much of her success to developing herself as a distinct

type. Many a player 'blessed with her beauty would
have thought it unnecessary to build up such painstak-

ing characterizations as have been hers, but she was
wise enough to know that people want human beings
on the screen, not clothes models.

Now you cannot classify yourself so definitely as these

two players have at the height of their careers, but you
can take a tip from them. You are not only a physical

type, but a mental type as well. Are you best fitted to

strong parts, pathetic parts, whimsical parts, domineer-

ing parts? Then practise along that line. You may
develop a new type, as definitely your own as the parts

played by Pearl White are hers, or the ones played by
Wallace Reid are his.
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CHAPTER XIII

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

"Can you ride, swim, shoot, run long distances?"

These are the first questions that are put to applicants
at many studios. Frequently the answer is: "But I

don't want to play in westerns. I am more suited to

society parts."

"All right, then," the casting director may assent if

he is good natured. "Can you dance? Can you handle

a tea service gracefully? Do you feel perfectly at ease

in a big ballroom among many well-dressed people?"
If that is all you have to offer in the way of accom-

plishments you should set about acquiring others.

Classified as a "society type" you may get occasional

calls to appear as extra in a ballroom scene, but your
chances are much better if you can answer "Yes" to all

the questions of the casting director.

"Do you dance?"

Of course, you will say "Yes" to that, assuming that

ballroom dancing is meant. But dancing in the movies

may mean anything from an Irish jig to a stately minuet
or a frieze-like Egyptian effect and if you have said on

your application that you can dance you may be called

on to do any of these. And after you have once failed

the casting director, he will not be willing to send for

you again. Therefore, if you can, learn to dance before

you start your career in pictures. The bodily training
will stand you in good stead even if you never have an

opportunity actually to dance in pictures, and there is
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a chance that this training will fit you to be taken out

of the ranks of extras and given a "bit" to do some time.

Perhaps you think that this is something you can take

up after you go into pictures, but take the advice of

Norma Talmadge and don't wait until then. It was
after she became a star that she began to realize the

tremendous advantage of having a well-trained body,
so she began studying dancing under one of the greatest
Russian masters. Imagine her consternation when he

told her, "Miss Talmadge, you should have begun when

you were young!"
"Do you ride?"

Now like many others, you may shrug your shoulders

at this and say, "I don't want to play in westerns." But
"westerns" are not the only pictures that require good
riders. Suppose that you are playing a debutante in a

society play; isn't it likely that the director will want
to show you taking your morning exercise that way, or

riding to a hunt? And it is essential that you ride well,
or you cannot play such a part convincingly.
"The Great Moment" was, I suppose, a "society"

picture. Yet consider the things that Gloria Swanson
had to do in that. Riding over rough country on a

spirited horse, and swimming across a pool in a trailing

evening gown weighted with heavy trimming were only
minor demands of that story's action I

There was a time when sheer nerve could be substi-

tuted for training. A certain popular star played in a

picture with a number of cowboys where she had to do
a great deal of riding. Watching her struggles one day,
one of the cowboys remarked, "Why you poor little

tenderfoot, you don't know a thing about riding." But
the girl gamely insisted that she was riding as her In-

dian grandfather had taught her. The cowboy knew
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better, but he let her get away with it. Audiences

weren't so particular in those days.

Now it is different. If you ride, swim, shoot, play the

piano or pour tea in a motion picture you have to do

it as the person you are representing would do it. In

order to learn how to do all these things, you may have

to make sacrifices, but unless you are willing to make

them, the chances are that you would never live up to

the tremendous demands of picture work.

Consider the case of Charles Hutchinson, Pathe's

master of dangerous stunts. Mr. Hutchinson was an

able actor before he went into pictures, and an accom-

plished athlete, but he has found that he has to devote

all his spare time to training and practise in order to

meet the demands of his work. During the making of

one of his pictures, a chandelier on which he was hang-

ing broke and he fell to the floor, breaking both arms.

At the hospital where he was taken the surgeon told him
that his right arm would always be stiff. But Charles

Hutchinson knew that an actor without the use of his

right arm would be practically useless, so he set about

regaining the use of that arm.

Whenever the doctor and nurse left his room he lifted

books from the table beside his bed, holding them as

long as he could. In a few days his arm was a little

stronger. When he left the hospital he got a fifteen

pound piece of lead with a handle on it, and for six

months he carried that weight wherever he went. It

proved not only a test of his determination to fit himself

for work again, but a test of his endurance. Several

times he was stopped in banks, in railroad stations and
in public buildings while the suspicious looking parcel
he carried was examined. But his determination won
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out. He continued carrying the weight and today his

right arm is stronger than it ever was before.

Perhaps you have noticed that numbers of society

girls have gone into pictures, and you may have won-
dered if it wasn't all pull that won such immediate

recognition for them. Someone ventured that statement

up at the Whitman Bennett studio one day during the

filming of "Disraeli" and was quickly disillusioned.

"A girl who has been brought up to come out in so-

ciety would be my choice for a picture actress every

time," the studio manager announced. "At seventeen or

eighteen they can usually ride, swim, shoot, play polo,
drive an automobile and they have poise that can only
be acquired by association with cultured people. Fur-

ther than that, most of them have been educated accord-

ing to the best traditions, and have travelled abroad

extensively. Give a girl like that the part of a woman
of noble birth and she will give you something more
than a story-book conception of the part."
A few years ago you did not have to compete with

such girls as this, but today many of them are seeking
careers in the movies. So, if you want to stand a chance

in competition with people of such training you must
look to your own equipment.
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your chance of success is slight. Her beauty and her abilty to dance have

been a great help to Kathtyn McGuire, who has graduated from Sennett

comedies into straight dramatic roles
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CHAPTER XIV

"SHALL I GO TO DRAMATIC SCHOOL?"

The question of what is the best plan to pursue in

studying for the screen is so frequently asked that it

should be taken up at once, before the actual ways of

breaking into pictures are discussed in detail.

Most often screen aspirants consider the question of

going to a dramatic school as a means of learning to act

before the camera.

Now, if you can afford to go to one of the really good
schools where young people are trained to act on the

stage, it might be well for you to do so that is, if you
are old enough and have good enough judgment to

realize that, no matter what you learn there, you must

keep your own individuality and natural manner, and

avoid falling into the habit of using stereotyped

gestures.
The great difficulty with going to such a school is

that, while he profits tremendously by the training
which he gets, the pupil is likely to lose himself. He is

turned out of a mould. He is an excellent example of

what the school can do but he is not himself. And
above all else, individuality is necessary if you are to

be a success on the screen.

Just pause a moment and consider the big players of

the present. Wallace Reid, Charles Ray, Douglas Fair-

banks, Richard Barthelmess, Will Rogers, Rudolph
Valentino, Gareth Hughes to name two who are re-

garded as sure "comers" among the men; Mary Pick-

ford, the two Talmadges, the Gish girls, Mabel Nor-
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SCREEN ACTING
mand, Priscilla Dean, Pearl White, among the women

every one of them is distinctive. Each has a decided

personality. You know what to expect when you go to

see them.

Now, if one goes to dramatic school too young, the

training is likely to rub out the individuality. There-

fore, if you decide to get your training in this way, be

careful!

The dramatic school teaches absolutely necessary

things. It trains the body, for instance. That, as we
have said before, is absolutely essential. It also trains

the mind, in banishing self-consciousness. Until one has

learned to forget self, acting in pictures, as on the stage,

cannot be successful.

In dramatic school the art of expression is taught
and a valuable thing it is to know. Not long ago I

watched several young girls rehearsing a scene in one

of the big studios. Two of them had gone to dramatic

school the others had not, but had played in pictures
before. The girls who had been specially trained were

quite at their ease; they knew their business. Even
when one of them was called on to play a scene which
made heavy emotional demands on her, she was capable
of it. She knew exactly what to do. Her gestures were
well balanced

;
she bore herself well. She was always

in the character.

Of course, there are but a few really good dramatic

schools in this country, and unless you can go to one of

the good ones, it will be far better for you not to go at

all. Beware of "fake" schools those which advertise

that they will train you for pictures and get you posi-
tions they will do neither one nor the other. Fre-

quently directors who are casting a picture will send

to one of the big schools for someone for a part, but
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"SHALL I GO TO DRAMATIC SCHOOL?"

such schools do not advertise at all. They merely train

their pupils, and do what they can for them in the way
of securing positions, but they make no promises.
A number of dramatic school graduates have gone

into pictures Douglas MacLean among them. Many
more have gone about getting dramatic training in an-

other excellent way, and joined stock companies. Har-
rison Ford, Betty Blythe, Dorothy Dalton, Bert Lytell,
Clara Kimball Young the list of stock company play-
ers is a long one, with these four but the beginning of it.

If you cannot go to dramatic school, and can't go to

New York or Los Angeles and try to get into pictures,
I would advise strongly that you try to get into the local

stock company. You may be given only the smallest

of bits, and no lines to speak but you will get the feel-

ing of the player, the atmosphere that comes when one

steps out of every-day life and into a play. So go to

dramatic school if you can; if you can't, try a stock

company unless you can tackle the studios directly.
And even if you can do this, you may find that a season

in stock will be better training than two years as an

extra.

But if you absolutely can't do either of these things,
console yourself with the thought that many successful

screen actors William S. Hart among them believe

that the only place to learn to act in pictures is in a

motion picture studio.
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CHAPTER XV

DOES STAGE TRAINING HELP OR
HINDER?

Because many of the most popular stars on the screen

today came from the speaking stage, many people
believe that a career on the stage makes success on the

screen easier to attain. Yet almost all who have come
from the stage to the screen insist that their task was
even greater than that of the amateur, for they had so

much to forget.

"I thought that acting for motion pictures was simply

acting without the voice," Joseph Schildkraut, the emi-

nent European actor who appears in D. W. Griffith's

production of "Orphans of the Storm" told me. "And
because of being deprived of the voice which is the

speaking actor's greatest instrument, I thought one had

to exaggerate the gestures. I thought motion-picture

acting was pantomime. And because I had been trained

in pantomime by some of the greatest artists of Europe
I was not afraid. You should have seen the first films

taken of me, for they showed everything that a motion-

picture actor should not do. It was only then that I

realized that pantomime had nothing to do with acting
in motion pictures. Pantomime is designed for the

theatre where one is separated from the audience and
must exaggerate a gesture in order to make it effective.

On the other hand motion-picture acting is so intimate,

the camera so magnifies everything that one does, that

it is entirely a matter of thought and of imagination.
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Joseph Schildkrout, who appears with Lillian Gish in
'

Orphans of the Storm,"

found that he had to forget his stage technique completely when he began

working in motion pictures
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ELSIE FERGUSON FOUND THAT ACT INC IN MOTION PHTl'RES
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DOES STAGE TRAINING HELP OR HINDER?

It is an infinitely more difficult task to create for the

screen than for the speaking stage."

Coming as this does from the actor who in "Liliom"

on the speaking stage has achieved one of the outstand-

ing triumphs of recent stage history, this statement is

interesting.

You may argue that many of your favorites preceded
their screen careers with careers on the stage Nazi-

mova, Pauline Frederick, Elsie Ferguson, Gareth

Hughes, Bert Lytell, many others were successful actors

on the speaking stage. Yet, it is doubtful if any of them
would advise an amateur to seek first an engagement on

the speaking stage.

"What people do not seem to realize," Elsie Ferguson

always explains to people who ask her about it, "is that

acting on the stage and for the screen is quite different.

So far as any real training for screen acting is concerned,
I doubt if the stage can give it. It may sometimes be

of value, however, in developing poise and adapt-

ability."

William S. Hart has been so long associated with the

screen that people rarely think of him as an actor with

a voice, yet he was a favorite of the legitimate theater

for sixteen years before going into pictures.
"The stage tends to make your art less flexible,"

William S. Hart told me when I asked him what he

thought of stage experience as a preliminary to a career

in motion pictures. "For the screen one is completely
lost in his characterization, while on the stage the ex-

perienced actor does night after night what he has

practised in rehearsal."

But the most definite and far-reaching answer to this

question is given by D. W. Griffith, the master director,

who says, "Anyone has a much better chance in pictures
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SC&EEN ACTING
if he has never been on the stage." In fact, Mr. Griffith

sometimes goes even farther than that and remarks

humorously, "Anyone has a better chance in pictures
who doesn't think that he knows anything about acting."
There is only one good reason that I have ever heard

advanced for going on the stage preparatory to going
into pictures and Alice Brady is responsible for that.

"A person with talent might act as an extra for years
in pictures without being noticed, but on the stage even

a bit has a chance to bring attention to your work. If

you can really act, you can make even a tiny part stand

out, and that is likely to bring you offers for pictures.
Then you start not as an extra, but in parts where you
will have some opportunity to make a name for your-
self."

So, if you take the advice of most of the leaders in

motion-pictures, you will not seek preliminary experi-
ence on the stage. But if you think that you could make
a "bit" stand out on the stage, weigh carefully what
Alice Brady has said.
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CHAPTER XVI

ROUND-ABOUT ROADS TO ACTING

"Helen, put on some make-up and let me try this

lens on you, will you?"
Helen Ray was only too glad to oblige the camera

man, so she laid down her pencil and manuscript she

was a continuity clerk for the Realart Company, work-

ing at the Famous Players-Lasky studio at Long Island

City. She put on some make-up, stepped before the

camera, and assumed various expressions, quite as much
for her own amusement as for the benefit of the camera
man while he tried out his new lens.

Then, when he was through, she went back to her

work of checking up on the scenes which had been taken

and gave her screen test no more thought.
But when the film was run off in the projection room,

one of the directors saw it and exclaimed over the girl:

"Who is she? She's exactly what I want!" he said.

"Find her for me and I'll give her a part."
So Helen Ray was summoned from the office, and

introduced, and given a part in a picture with Constance

Binney. She screened well, and her work was highly

satisfactory. She was given other parts not very big

ones, to be sure, but big enough to get her well started

as an actress. You may have seen her as "Intoxication"

in "Experience."

However, she had seen a good deal of motion-picture

work, since she began her duties as a stenographer in

the studio. And she decided that she'd rather stick to

her own job than change to acting. It was steadier, and
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SCREEN ACTING
she liked it better. So she continued as a continuity

clerk and occasionally played a part on the side.

Of course, her voting against acting doesn't mean that

in the same sort of job you couldn't go on. As a matter

of fact, the continuity clerk who is a sort of assistant

to a director has a wonderful opportunity to act in

pictures. She or he -is always right on hand, usually

sitting in front of or just beside the camera. She gets

to know the directors; if they want a certain type, there

they have it, right before them if the continuity clerk

happens to fit. And when it's one's job to watch picture

making day after day, all day long, one can't help pick-

ing up some of the fine points of acting.

Everyone knows that Bobby Harron began in pic-

tures, way back in the beginning of the industry, as an

office boy. And as it happens, there's an office boy at

the Griffith studio now, named Sammy, who takes a

flier in acting whenever a mob scene is taken on Sunday.
He's rather young, but he tells me that as a Revolu-
tionist he's a great success, and while he can't be said

to look like a second Bobby Harron, it's quite possible
that he'll fit in somewhere else in the industry.

Any job that takes you into a motion picture studio

is likely to take you into the profession of acting before

the camera. Telephone operators at the studios, stenog-

raphers, filing clerks, girls who work in the laboratories

cutting or printing film, those who work on costumes
in the wardrobe room, those who are in the scenario

department every one of them has a chance to get into

pictures, if she watches for it. She is right there, you
see right on the ground. Recently I saw a girl who
has made a specialty of cutting film make a great success

with the spectators during the filming of a big scene
;

the picture has not yet been released. She could
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go on, just on the strength of her acting in that one bit,

as an extra, and be an actress if she wanted to. But she

and her husband have worked into their own part of the

business so successfully that they would not think of

leaving it.

Men who have aspirations to act in pictures have

many openings at their disposal. Carpenters, electri-

cians, designers of sets, assistant camera men these are

but a few of those who are so necessary in a studio and
so are thrown constantly with the makers of pictures.

I would strongly advise anyone who can't get into

pictures by the straight route to try breaking in through
one of these other professions. You will never know
how many successful actors have slipped in in this way,
or how many others have had the opportunity to do so

and have not cared to take it. Before you leave home
on your trip to New York or Los Angeles, make it a

point if you can to be trained as a stenographer or a

filing clerk or an electrician or carpenter. Master a

trade that will give you an absolutely essential job in a

studio. Anita Loos, in advising would-be scenario

writers, says:
"Get into a studio if you have to scrub floors to do itl"

The same thing applies to those who want to act.

You see, once you are in, you have the spirit of the

studio with you. In many studios, there is a real feel-

ing of fellowship ; Mary Pickford makes it a point to

have her whole force in harmony, working together like

the members of a happy family. Lois Weber sees to it

that her studio force pulls together; at more of the

studios than you would suppose, from what outsiders

hear, there are few temperamental directors and many
who are quite willing to give aspiring ones a hand up,
in the way of small parts.
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SCREEN ACTING
There is one round-about road to acting of which

people outside the studio know little; that is posing for

inserts. Now an insert is any flash which shows a letter

being handled, a shoe or a glove being put on, anything

in fact which shows only a portion of the body. It takes

considerable time to make these and often it is a tedious

process, so instead of having the star herself pose for

these inserts, it is customary to use a double. There is

one young woman, for instance, who always poses for

the close-ups of Gloria Swanson's feet, as she happens

to have feet of the same size and shapeliness as the

star's.

Often a double is used for close-ups of hands, as some

people's hands photograph very dark and do not look

well in close-ups which exaggerate the tiniest fault.

There is one girl in Hollywood who makes a tidy in-

come impersonating stars' shoulders in decollete close-

ups, and Julia Faye is known as "the legs of the Lasky

lot," she has so often appeared for other stars.

So learn to make yourself useful. Then, if you
can't get a chance to act, get one to do something else.

Watch your time and something may bob up that is

just what you want. Those who break in as extras are

told to get the director to know and remember them, if

they can Rex Ingram's noticing Alice Terry won for

her her part in "The Four Horsemen," you know. And
if you're working in the same studio with a director,

and so get to know him well, you have a far better

chance than an extra could possibly have.

So don't hesitate to prepare yourself for one of these

round-about ways that lead to the profession which you
have chosen. It may prove unexpectedly useful.
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CHAPTER XVII

WHAT MAKES A POPULAR FAVORITE
TODAY?

Mary Pickford and Lillian Gish were on a shopping

trip its object, the purchasing of a birthday present
for Mrs. Gish. They left Lillian's car at the motor en-

trance of one of the New York shops, and hurried to

the elevator, but despite their haste, a few persons

recognized them on the way, and followed.

While they shopped, more people caught sight of

them, and knew them instantly. And by the time that

they returned to the first floor, their way was blocked.

They had to fairly hurl themselves against people, to

get out to the street, and there a cheering mob stood be-

tween them and the car, clamoring for a glimpse of

their favorites.

"Oh, Mary, how do you stand it?" gasped Lillian,

when they were at last settled in the car and had left

the crowd behind. "People don't usually know me
but they always know you."

"I don't ever quite get used to it," Mary answered.

"It's always a bit of a surprise to me, to have the crowds

gather this way."
She has had plenty of experience of this sort, of

course; frequently Douglas Fairbanks has had to pick
his pretty little wife up and carry her on his shoulder

through the cheering mobs. But one of the very quali-
ties which has made her "America's Sweetheart" is re-

sponsible for her not getting accustomed to her own

popularity and that is her modesty.
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The instant a prayer begins to feel important, and

think that the public really owes him a great deal, his

popularity begins to wane. We all know how such an

attitude on the part of an acquaintance makes us feel.

It's the same with a star. Look back on those who were

popular in the beginning and have lasted there aren't

many, but they are bigger today than ever. And they
all have that feeling that the public is bigger than they

are, that they must serve the public, must try to please it.

Mary Pickford has that feeling. Always she wants

to serve, to make a good picture, one that will mean

something to the people who go to the theater because

they want to see her. It's almost like the feeling of a

hospitable hostess, who doesn't want her friends and

guests to be disappointed.

That feeling governs her studio.

"I'm Mary Pickford," she will say to a new director.

"But that doesn't mean that you're to treat me differ-

ently than you do everyone else. You're not. We've

got to make a good picture, and that's the most impor-
tant thing of all. Anyone who doesn't fit in and make
the studio harmonious anyone who makes trouble on

purpose must go, no matter who it is."

. There must be, in a favorite who is going to last in

the affections of the public, a certain sweetness of na-

ture, a love of people not just one's friends, but of

people in general. Mary Pickford has it; Lillian Gish
has it. So has Norma Talmadge, who served her ap-

prenticeship to stardom by playing sweet young mother

parts. Douglas Fairbanks has a fine-wholesome democ-

racy about him, a genuine liking for men. One day,

during the filming of "Orphans of the Storm," I was

lunching with the Gish girls at the lunchroom of the

Griffith Studio. Near us sat a man who looked like an
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ex-prize fighter, and probably was one. Dorothy had

been reminiscing about the old days on the Coast, and

laughing at the way she and Lillian used to go to the

movies, and at the people who had been their favorites.

But she paused a moment to tilt her head toward our

husky neighbor.

"If Douglas Fairbanks were here he wouldn't pay

any attention to us," she remarked. "He'd be chum-

ming around with that man, showing him his stunts and

tricks, and getting the man to show him his."

It is this real love of people which makes a star ap-

pealing. And when one appeals to a certain class of

people, it is usually because one has a liking for the

people of that class, and also for the things which they
like. Elsie Ferguson, exquisitely gowned, knowing
women from A to Z and portraying their emotions so

perfectly on the screen, appeals strongly to them,

especially to city women. Viola Dana appeals to the

flapper the girl in her 'teens who could chum with

Viola if they were acquainted. And so it goes.
A popular favorite today must love work, too. The

girl who goes to the studio wearily and thinks it a

bother to wait for hours to be called, is not going to

hold the public. We rarely succeed at a thing we hate

we must learn first not to hate it. And this is espec-

ially true with screen work.
I know a very beautiful actress who rather looks

down on her public. She doesn't bother about answer-

ing her fan mail. She won't make personal appear-

ances, won't meet people who have no particular claim

on her. She has just finished her last picture under a

contract with one of the producing companies, and has

not been asked to renew it, or to sign with anyone else.

Her day in pictures is done.
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Everyone who knew Clarine Seymour says that she

would have gone far, had she lived not so much be-

cause of her talent as because she had the qualities

which make for great popularity.
"She came into the studio, not well known, and every-

one loved her," Lillian Gish told me. "You simply
could not help liking Clarine. She loved everyone."

I know of another girl who had more opportunities
than she did, who perhaps is more beautiful. But I

have seen her upset a whole studio send the continuity

clerk to a corner crying, make the extras loath her, an-

marked failure, though everyone acknowledges that she

tagonize the director. Her pictures have been a

screens well and moves beautifully on the screen.

Those who last, and those who make a name today,
must have sweetness of disposition, must have real love

of people, and a desire to serve, if they are to achieve

anything. Bill Hart has that genuine likableness, that

fondness for just everybody, that lets him lay his hand
on the heart of humanity. Charlie Chaplin, who when
he is traveling slips away from his friends and chums
with just anyone, has it. Think of the big favorites, and

you will find that it is true of them all.

The person who doesn't want to consider the public

cannot hope for success on the screen. The person who
won't take a bit of trouble, even for those he doesn't

know, cannot hope to gain lasting popularity. So if

you are going into pictures just for money and fame, and

haven't the qualities I've mentioned here, don't hope to

get along.

Just one more illustration occurs to me. Some time

ago a certain talented actor, who had had long experi-
ence on the stage, went into pictures. His talent made
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a way for him straight to the top ;
his unusual work gave

him big roles as a leading man.
But he is impossible to work with. He insists on

having his own way. He creates dfficulty wherever he

works, and a director must either humor him and waste

a great deal of film, or fight with him. No matter what
the public expects of him, it is disappointed, because

unless he can do what he wants to as he wants to do it,

he cares not at all whether they get what they want or

not. He wants the money which big parts bring to an

actor, so that he can retire. And he has retired with-

out that money.
So you'll have to make love of humanity an asset of

yours, if you want to be popular in pictures.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCREEN ACTING
AS AN ART

It is not necessary to travel back very far along the

road which the motion picture industry has traveled,

to reach the days when exaggerated pantomime was
what was meant by acting in pictures. We can all re-

member how, when an actor wanted to tell someone

that he was going away, he would point to himself, then

to the door, then back to himself again. He made faces,

gesticulated profusely, left nothing to the intelligence

of the audience.

The development of screen acting has depended, to a

great extent, on the growth and improvement of audi-

ences, just as the development of sets and lighting and

photography have also been the result of a desire on the

part of the public to see better things on the screen. To
experiment with motion pictures is an expensive thing,

but from time to time we have had producers who
dared do it; who, like D. W. Griffith, dared attempt

something as big as "The Birth of a Nation," the failure

of which would mean a tremendous financial loss.

Yet experiments there have been. William S. Hart
was one of the first to make them

;
he staked his whole

motion picture career on an experiment. He had been

on the stage for some sixteen years, and decided to go
into pictures because he felt that the West, which he

loved, was being caricatured on the screen. He wanted
to show the public what a real cowboy was. And so he

wilt into pictures, directing as well as acting.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCREEN ACTING AS AN ART

His first picture was made for Triangle. When the

authorities saw it, they protested violently.

"You don't act enough," they told him. "The public
won't stand for your doing so little acting. You do too

much just by changing your expression ; you don't ex-

aggerate enough."
Hart insisted that his theory was right; that on the

screen an actor is much nearer his audience than he is

on the stage, and that therefore gesticulation and

grimacing are foolish. He felt that natural work,
which conveyed the right meaning to the audience, was
all that was necessary.

The Triangle people were not convinced, and sold

the picture to another releasing organization. It was a

big success, and Hart was vindicated. He was one of

the first, if not the first, to prove that screen acting
should be natural, and not a series of exaggerated
movements.

He has progressed with the development of this

movement toward natural work on the screen. His
work today is more subtle, more effective, than it was
then

;
he has seen that audiences were reaching the point

where that was what they wanted, and has always been

just a little bit ahead of their desire in this respect. The
fact that the public won't let him retire is proof of his

wisdom, as well as of his talent

Acting on the screen is not acting, it is being. It is

getting into a character, fitting it as a hand fits into a

glove, and then letting the public see what that charac-

ter does under a given set of circumstances. When
D. W. Griffith began working with the talented and

experienced Joseph Schildkraut, who is the hero in

"Orphans of the Storm," he saw that the young man,
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governed by his training in pantomine, was doing too

much and not being enough.
"Don't do so much just be still," he told Schild-

kraut. And by way of making his point clear, he had
"Broken Blossoms" run off in the projection room, and

told Schildkraut to study Dick Barthelmess' work in it.

When it was over, Schildkraut asked to have it run

again. And then he came to Mr. Griffith.

"I see my mistake," he said.

You will remember the remarkable restraint with

which Barthelmess played that role how few motions

he would make, even in a big scene, and how very effec-

tive they were. That was because he is an accomplished
actor he has developed in the new school of screen

acting, and is a master of it. He dares to be still, merely
to be what he is supposed to be, and let the audience

accept him in that capacity.
And so screen acting has become an art in itself. It

is not pantomime. It is not acting as we understand the

word from what we see on the stage. It comes nearer

to being a projection of the trained imagination, as pro-

gressive a thing as a strain of music with the incidents

of the story the instrument on which it is performed.
In giving this definition I refer, of course, to the work

of the great artists of the screen to Lillian Gish's per-
formance in certain parts of "Way Down East," to

some of Pauline Frederick's portrayals, to bits given us

by Norma Talmad.ee, Charles Ray, Charlie Chaplin,
Colleen Moore, John Barrymore, Richard Barthel-

mess, Bert Lytell, by Betty Compson in "The Miracle
Man" in fact, by everyone whom you have seen in a

true portrayal of a bit of life.

This development in the art of screen acting is due

largely to the fact that acting before the motion picture
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camera has become subjective, rather than objective.

Actors used to move their hands and arms and make

faces to portray an emotion
;
now the portrayal begins

in their mind
; they are conscious of it there, they con-

centrate on its mental portrayal, and the human body

naturally conveys that mental conception to the audi-

ence.

Colleen Moore says, "Gestures, expressions, etc., I

think come more or less instinctively, as one gets into a

part and ceases to be oneself and becomes for the time

at least the character one is portraying. By imagining
the things that a certain type of girl would think and

do, the obvious acting comes as a result. I never plan

my gestures or the expression of my face I only try to

get the feeling and atmosphere surrounding the girl

and then to think and feel as the girl herself would
think and feel."

Of course, screen acting could not have developed as

it has if the audiences in the motion picture theaters had
not developed also, in responsiveness. And the two
must continue to progress together. Nowadays a

skilled actor can depend on a single movement of the

eyes to convey an important point; that is because his

audience is educated in going to motion pictures, and
can catch such an indication of emotion, where formerly
it would have demanded movements of the arms and a

change in the expression of the whole face as well.

And as this responsiveness continues to develop, we
may expect finer and finer work on the screen.
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CHAPTER XIX

THE IMPORTANCE OF TEMPO
One fault in screen acting that is more readily de-

tected by an audience, perhaps, than any other is a mis-

take in tempo. Frequently the audience only senses

that something is unnatural
; they can't tell just what it

is. And even among people who are fairly familiar

with the process of making motion pictures, this mat-

ter of tempo is a closed book. Like real gentility in

people, correct tempo in motion picture acting is un-

obtrusive. It is only apparent when it is faulty.

Suppose that a scene is made in which you come
down the stairs, cross a hall and go into a room to speak
to someone and then a moment later go out of that room
into an adjoining one. Chances are that the picture of

you coming down the stairs, crossing the hall and going

through the door will be made one day. Then that set

will be demolished and the next room built, and the

scene will be taken from the point where you come in

the door, through the scenes which take place in that

room and up to the point where you leave that room.

These scenes may be taken weeks apart. And yet the

rate at which you walk the rhythm of the scene must
match perfectly.
That is a simple problem of this mysterious thing

called tempo which audiences never notice except when
it is bad 1

There is no mechanical way of regulating tempo
such as a metronome used in musical practice, except a

musical accompaniment, which will be discussed later.
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Such a production as "Way Down East," in which Lillian Gish and Richard

Barthelmess did some of their finest acting, marks a great step forward in

the development of screen acting as an art
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THE IMPORTANCE OF TEMPO

There is only the actor's instinct which will guide him
in timing action properly for the most part.

Rudolph Valentino says that directors have surprised

him by praising him for the perfect tempo of his acting.

"I think it must be my knowledge of music that has

guided me," Mr. Valentino explained to me. "For I

know nothing of the rules of acting. I know nothing of

technique. But I have an innate sense of rhythm which

guides me when I am playing a scene. There are ac-

cents in my movements much as there are accents in

music, and I feel the onward sweep of emotion in a big
dramatic scene as I would hear it in a musical compo-
sition.

"It was a great privilege for me to appear opposite
Mme. Nazimova in 'Camille' for she is a great artist.

Every movement she makes and the rate at which she

makes it is significant. And her feeling for tempo is so

keen that the actors with her cannot make a mistake.

"You know I was a dancer in restaurants before I

went into motion pictures, and I believe that it was my
dancing which gave me a feeling for tempo. It trained

my whole body to react."

"Tempo, or timing one's action, makes for distinctive

acting," Mabel Ballin says. "It is an essential part of

a characterization and one that merits considerable

thought. Your director will recognize at once where
the tempo or timing needs regulation for certain scenes,

but for the most part it is up to the actor to develop this

very important part of his work. Correct timing, that

is timing of one's actions that is consistent with the part

being played, lends special interest to it. In the studio

we say it gives color to a part. A part that calls for

subdued action and tempo is most difficult, as the per-
former often blurs the effect by attempting to 'color' it
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Its relation to the other parts is lost, and the story as a

whole suffers.

"One must not become so concerned with the tempo
of his acting that his effect as a whole is impaired. Of

first importance is the fact that every thought must

register.

"Suppressed acting is preferred by many thinking

people to any other sort. This is almost as much a

matter of tempo as it is a matter of repression in move-

ments and gestures. It is like the measured tread of a

funeral march."
In this connection it is interesting to note that some

players actually do use a funeral march as an accom-

paniment to big dramatic scenes which are being played
with repression. Some of the best work Monte Blue

has ever done, has been done to the accompaniment of

a Victrola just off the set playing a funeral march.
The tempo in DeMille pictures is practically always

regulated by music, a feature that is highly praised by

many of the players who have appeared in them. In

other studios music is used more as an emotional stimu-

lus than as a guide in timing, though the timing of a

scene is naturally affected. In studios where restaurant

scenes are being made, or scenes at a ball or party where
the movement must be spirited and vivacious, the best

orchestras are frequently hired. With such assistance

even the least experienced extra can be depended upon
to get the proper tempo of the scene.

But to get back to the problems of tempo.
"One of the most trying requirements," Colleen

Moore says, "is to keep the tempo the same in a change
from a long shot to a closeup. Suppose I am playing
a heavy crying scene. The long shot is taken that is,

the scene is photographed from a distance. Half an
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hour later the lights and cameras are correctly reset for

close-ups and I must continue the scene just as before.

There must be no noticeable change in the way I am

doing it. In a case like that I stop short following the

long shot, beg that the musicians play something

spirited so that my emotions won't dry up by the time

the director is ready to take the close-ups, and try to

retain an idea of the rate at which I was playing the

scene."

Several actresses have told me that they would like

to play "Evangeline" on the screen mainly because the

beautiful rhythm of the lines of the poem give them
such an excellent idea of the tempo for such a picture.

"This is the forest primeval :

The murmuring pines and the hemlocks,"-
One needs go no further; those lines tell better than

anything else could what the tempo of that picture
should be. And the fact that poetry had shown so many
actresses an interesting departure in tempo should carry
a hint to all aspirants for screen honors. Why not study
some great narrative poems as dramatic exercises?

Ill



CHAPTER XX
THE DIFFICULTIES OF SPACING

MOVEMENTS
Some time ago I watched Jerome Storm direct a bit

of action. It seemed simple enough, and yet the man
who was doing it could not get it right.

Over and over again Storm showed him what to do.

"You come into the room and turn to the woman, who
is rummaging in the cupboard. She hands you the

clothing which she has taken out of it. You tell her that

you have come for the children, and that those children

have got to go to the poorhouse. The children come into

the room just then, and you cross over to them, and tell

the eldest girl that you are going to take the children

away. Now do it."

The man did, but nobody could have guessed his

meaning unless they had known beforehand what he

was trying to do. He made a meaningless jumble of

movements, his arms flying about, even when he moved

slowly. And no matter how often he tried, he couldn't

do any better.

Finally Mr. Storm said, "Here, do if this way. Make
a gesture and then stop. Then make another and stop.

Don't try to tie them together."

The man did it in this way, and marked improvement
was immediately apparent. Of course, the film would
have to be cut and pieced together to hide the breaks,

but it would be much clearer, better work on the screen

than if it had been shot in the first place.
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RUDOLPH VALENTINO'S INSTINCTIVE FEELING FOR TEMPO
IS ONE OF HIS GREATEST GIFTS, ACCORDING TO MME.
NAZIMOVA, WHOM HE PLAYED OPPOSITE IN "CAMII.LE"
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ONE CAN LEARN MORE ABOUT THE CORRECT SPACING OF
MOVEMENTS FROM WATCHING MARY ALDEN THAN FROM

ANY AMOUNT OF STUDY OR UNGUIDED PRACTICE



THE DIFFICULTIES OF SPACING MOVEMENTS

This matter of spacing movements is a difficult thing.

Lillian Gish says that it is like writing on a typewriter.
"You write a word and then touch the spacer; then

you write another and touch the space bar again," she

told me. "Well, that's the way it is with acting in pic-

tures. You do a thing and then stop, then do another.

Of course, the space between actions may be hardly

noticeable, but it allows for a brief interval in which
the audience gets the significance of that movement; in

which it sees the action, and the thought of what it is

and what it means travels to the mind. Action that is

not properly spaced is merely confusing."
But to learn how to space is hard. It must become

instinctive, of course, for when one is really in charac-

ter, it won't be possible to stop and remember such a

thing as this. The matter is one of very delicate adjust-

ment, of using spaces, or intervals, for emphasis, just

as you use the loud pedal when playing the piano. To
lead up to a certain moment, by movements on which
not much stress is laid, then to pause for a slightly

longer interval only a few seconds and then make
the gesture which carries the meaning of the whole
movement that is perfect spacing. The slightly longer
interval adds to the suspense, creates a crescendo effect.

Of course, when every inch of film is gone over time

and time again to see if anything can be eliminated,
because the picture has to be cut to a certain length,
much of this delicate effect is lost. But some of it must
remain. And the actor who masters this important de-

tail gains greatly in technique.
An instance of excellent spacing is seen in that part

of "Way Down East" where Lillian Gish denounces

Lowell Sherman, the man who has betrayed her. The
manner in which she turns to him, then to the Squire,
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the way in which she gets every bit of action across, is

notable.

Another master of the art of spacing action is Mary
Alden. She knows exactly how to stress a slight move-

ment, how to hold back a bit of action, and then carry
it on, conveying a definite impression to an audience

even when her action has to be rapid, because it is well

spaced.

Spacing action in this way does not mean that it must
be slow; in fact, just the opposite is true. Action which
moves rapidly is more in need of proper spacing than

that which is slow, for the reason that the meaning of it

must be made clear to the audience at a glance.
Of course, a feeling for spacing is gained after a time,

and then the actor need think no more about it, but until

it is so mastered, it must be studied, for it is an essential

point.
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CHAPTER XXI

THE FEELING FOR ENSEMBLE

When a beginner thinks of acting, he usually thinks

of how he, himself, would play a scene. There is little

thought of the other actors and the relation of his work
to theirs. This is one of the most important parts on

which to inform himself.

As the first step, stop thinking of acting as something

you do alone. Think of it rather as a ball game in which

every player on bases or in the outfield is alert every
minute to catch the ball and throw it. The moment after

you throw the ball comes a lull when you watch for

another player to catch it. When he catches it, your

anxiety is let down, and you become alert again for

your own next play, watching every player intently
meanwhile.

The playing of a dramatic scene is much like that.

"In a way there is greater satisfaction in playing
scenes opposite Norma Talmadge than anyone else,"

Harrison Ford once remarked to me. "I've never

known anyone else with her gift of instant response to

the way you are playing a scene. Just the minute you
project a thought, in her acting there comes an answer.

Playing a scene with her is always team work. She
never tries to take a scene away from another player.
She is constantly giving you opportunities in the way
she plays a scene."

A study of Norma Talmadge's pictures will convince

you of the truth of this statement. With a slight turn of

her hand, with a questioning glance, with a little droop
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of her head that spells resignation, she throws the in-

terest of the scene to another player. With an answering
movement or gesture he throws the interest of the scene

back to her and thus it goes, give and take, give and

take, in all of the most skillfully played scenes.

Now this is not entirely a matter of generosity on the

part of the beautiful star it is a matter of skill. It

would be impossible for many actresses to weld their

acting to another's in this way, giving scenes balance.

It is her well-developed feeling for ensemble which
makes it possible for Norma Talmadge to do it. Her
sister Constance accomplishes the same thing in comedy,
but this is a little less remarkable as comedy methods
are less subtle.

There are many other players who have this ability

to a marked degree; Gloria Swanson's eyes, as they turn

from one to another in a scene, seem to bring all the

players together. She gives and receives thoughts

through her remarkably expressive eyes without any
of the blinking, the distending, or the narrowing to slits

that other less accomplished players indulge in. Pauline

Frederick is a past mistress of this art of giving and

taking. Among the men Richard Barthelmess probably
stands preeminent in this respect. Another player whose

feeling for ensemble is unfailing is Monte Blue. And
another actress who has this gift to a marked degree
is Mabel Ballin.

When asked to advise beginners on this point Mrs.
Ballin said: "When acting with another player or

players, don't be afraid to look at them; play up to

them, working with them always, and never letting

your attention wander from them unless the scene calls

for it. It is a great help to feel that the scene is of

equal consequence to everybody concerned.
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"Don't be sensitive to criticism from the other play-
ers. Accept suggestions from the humblest, but use

your own judgment afterward about using them.

"We in pictures may not have the traditions of the

stage to live up to, but we have some wonderful ex-

amples of screen acting and we must live up to these

examples if we hope to continue to interest millions of

people the world over. Perhaps years ago it was accept-
able if a star did all the acting in a picture, but not now.

The scenes which are making reputations for actors are

scenes in which they give, and give to their fellow

players."
Now this feeling for ensemble is something that is

not natural to many people, but it is something that can

be cultivated. The example, previously quoted, of the

ball team may seem a far cry from acting in motion

pictures, but the lesson of the absolute necessity of team
work that it carries is a valuable one.

For the person who has not this feeling for ensemble

there is perhaps no better remedy than a course in folk

dancing. Almost all folk dances have a story in which
each dancer does a "bit." The methods are far from

subtle, but after they are grasped, the finer points can

be more readily acquired.
The most obvious and most helpful suggestion about

learning what a feeling for ensemble is, and how to

acquire it, has been left for the last. Go to see Mary
Pickford, not once but a dozen times. Her capacity for

binding a scene together demands new superlatives. A
glance, a shrug, a twinkling movement of her fingers
and she has dissembled your interest to everyone in the

scene with her. You can learn much from studying her.
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CHAPTER XXII

THE TOOLS OF THE TRADE
The motion picture star has certain tools, just as the

carpenter has. They can be listed definitely, and of

course each one must be carefully brought to the high-
est possible point of perfection. They are:

1. The face.

2. The body.

3. The mind.

The first of these is discussed elsewhere, as is the last.

It is the body of which we must talk now.

Recently I was watching Monte Blue work in a scene

of "Orphans of the Storm," and when it was finished

Mr. Griffith came over to me to discuss it.

"Blue has wonderful grace of body," he remarked.

"He's six feet three, but he handles himself so well that

he never is awkward."

And grace of body is a thing that you must cultivate,

if you are to work in pictures.

It is easy to see the necessity of this, of course. Have

you ever walked across a room while many people were

watching you? You may have felt a bit awkward, but

of course if your body was well trained, and so under

perfect control, you walked well, giving no trace of

your embarassment.

Well, on the screen you walk before thousands and
how essential it is that you walk as your role demands
that you should. And although there may have been

many people watching you when you made the scene
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before the camera, you had to be unconscious of them,
or at least had to seem so.

Another thing how do you run? Lillian Gish says

that running is one of the hardest things that one has

to do in pictures.
"You can't just run," she told me. "Your running has

to express something. It mustn't be pretty, if it's done

because the character is moved by great emotion when

you're running for a doctor because someone is ill, you
don't do it beautifully yet you do it expressly.

"Bobby Harron could run wonderfully. When we
were out at the old Biograph studio, Bobby used to take

us out in the back yard and show us how to run."

She says that it took her two years to learn to run.

Now, there are other things which are quite as hard

to do as this, but if your body has been trained to obey

you, you can teach it to do these things.

Dancing is excellent training. The best kind of danc-

ing is barefoot dancing, combined with exercises that

make the body limber and supple. Not that you will

always be called on to be graceful in pictures; just as

the face must assume expressions which are not beauti-

ful, so must the body. You may play a role in which

you represent someone who has led a starved, unhappy
life such a role as Lillian Gish's in "Broken Blos-

soms," for instance, in which she never could make a

beautiful, free gesture, or such a part as John Barry-
more had in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," when he

played "Mr. Hyde." Your body cannot be beautiful

then, but it can be obedient to your slightest thought,
so that, when you have a mental picture, your body
catches that picture and makes it for the eyes of others.

Anyone who has studied the homely, intensely natural

gestures with which Mary Alden built up her portrayal
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of the mother in "The Old Nest" will realize that

beauty of body can play but a small part in real artistry

on the screen. Bert Lytell has a body which responds
to his characterizations, so that the gestures which make
him a drunken, drug-crazed down-and-outer, such as

he played in "The Price of Redemption," are absolutely
dissimilar from those with which he creates for us an

Italian dressmaker in "Lombardi, Ltd.," or an up-to-
date young American.

Exercise will train the body nothing else. Fencing
is exceptionally good, as is any form of exercise that

teaches balance, poise, control. Gymnastic dancing is

good. Your body must be so well controlled that you
are unconscious of it then it will really mirror your
mind.
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every scene is a continuous give and take. There is no striving for star-play;

each scene is a well-rounded ensemble.
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Gloria Swanson's most effective tools are her eyes. Her eyes move first.

then her body, then her hands in directing the attention toward something anJ

it is her eyes that carry the greatest power



CHAPTER XXIII

THE MECHANICS OF EMOTION

Throughout this book and throughout any discus-

sion of the art of acting the word "technique" is bound
to occur frequently. We speak of an actor's having

technique to fall back on, we speak of another player

being capable of rare flashes of expressiveness, but fail-

ing in the long run because she lacks technique, and

we find critics often saying, "Technically, her acting
is good."

Technique, that is, the technique of the actor bears

much the same relation to his finished performances as

five finger exercises and scales bear to the playing of a

concerto. Technique is the scientific equipment of the

actor the framework on which his work is built. And
it's this science the mechanics of emotion that every

young actor must study diligently if he would build his

career on a firm foundation.

"I don't like the way she gestures," one often hears

remarked in a motion-picture theater, or "I don't be-

lieve that any man ever waves his arms around like

that."

And when such comments are made when people

begin to notice that an actor is gesturing, when they

begin to notice the means by which an effect is gained
instead of reacting to the effect itself, then something
is wrong with the player's method. It is obviously un-

convincing.
This is the problem of the actor to make his work

carry conviction, and the fundamental problems of his
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craft are problems of movement, of gesture, of expres-
sion of emotion through some physical sign.

"But how can you speak of 'mechanics of emotion?'
'

ambitious beginners sometimes say. "Surely if there is

anything mechanical about one's acting, it can't be good

acting." As a matter of fact, there is mechanical train-

ing behind the greatest flashes of acting. Waiting in

every observer's mind there is a long sequence of ideas

and of habits inevitably associated. The actor must
know these associations and be able to suggest them.

How is he to learn them?

By observation, partly. But fortunately there are

men who have spent their lives in observing the effect

of various emotions on men and animals and the results

of their investigations have been published and are

available to students of acting. Probably the most wide-

ly read book on this subject among professional actors

is "The Anatomy and Philosophy of Expression," by
Bell. And another source of much helpful information

on this subject is Darwin's "Emotion in Man and Ani-

mals." One of the keenest students of the latter work
is young Wesley Barry whose work on the screen has

attracted such wide attention, and if you have any doubt
of the value of such study, watching his work in big
emotional scenes will convince you of its efficacy.

In characterizing, an experienced actor has to take

into consideration the race, environment, heredity and
health of the person he is to portray. All of these will

have a distinct bearing on his emotional expression.
But the beginner should concern himself at first only
with forms of expression that are general. Whenever
the same movements seem to express the same emotions

in several groups of people or several races, such expres-
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sions are probably true ones. They are probably the

result of something innate, instinctive.

I know of no better means for a beginner of familiar-

izing oneself with these instinctive actions than to ap-

pend a list of questions formulated by Charles Darwin,
after years of observation and study of the expression
of emotion. These questions were circulated through-
out the world, in order to get his observations checked

up, and though many students have devoted themselves

to this study since Darwin's time, no more concise and
informative document on this subject has ever been put
out to my knowledge.

Following is his list of questions, a list that should

be carefully studied.

1. Is astonishment expressed by the eyes and mouth

being opened wide, and by the eyebrows being raised?

2. Does shame excite a blush when the color of the

skin allows it to be visible? And especially how low
down the body does the blush extend?

3. When a man is indignant or defiant does he

frown, hold his body and head erect, square his

shoulders and clench his fists?

4. When considering deeply on any subject, or try-

ing to understand any puzzle, does he frown, or wrinkle
the skin beneath the lower eyelids?

5. When in low spirits, are the corners of the mouth
depressed, and the inner corner of the eyebrows raised

by that muscle which the French call the "grief
muscle?" The eyebrow in this state becomes slightly

oblique, with a little swelling at the inner end; and
the forehead is transversely wrinkled in the middle

part, but not across the whole breadth, as when the

eyebrows are raised in surprise.
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6. When in good spirits do the eyes sparkle with

the skin a little wrinkled round and under them, and

with the mouth a little drawn back at the corners?

7. When a man sneers or snarls at another, is the

corner of the upper lip over the eye tooth raised on the

side facing the man whom he addresses?

8. Can a dogged or obstinate expression be recog-

nized, which is chiefly shown by the mouth being firmly

closed, a lowering brow and a slight frown?

9. Is contempt expressed by a slight protrusion of

the lips and by turning up the nose and with a slight

expiration?
10. Is disgust shown by the lower lip turned down,

the upper lip slightly raised with a sudden expiration?
11. Is laughter ever carried to such an extreme as to

bring tears to the eyes?
12. When a man wishes to show that he cannot pre-

vent something being done, or cannot himself do some-

thingj does he shrug his shoulders, turn inwards his

elbows, extend outwards his hands, and open the palms?
With the eyebrows raised?

13. Do children when sulky pout or greatly pro-
trude the lips?

14. Can guilty, or sly, or jealous expressions be

recognized?

15. Is the head nodded vertically in affirmation and
shaken laterally in negation?
The valuable material in Darwin's book, "Expression

of Emotion in Man and Animals," can not even be

suggested here. Every young actor, and every student

interested in the art of acting should read it.
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STRENUOUS PHYSICAL TRAINING IS AN ABSOLUTE ESSENTIAL
TO THE PLAYER. ALTHOUGH MME. NAZIMOVA IS NOT YOUNG
IN YEARS, SHE KEEPS IN TRIM BY GYMNASIUM WORK
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Lots of people call Wesley Barry "a natural-born actor" and to a certain

extent that is true, hut young Wesley himself knows the value of studying

the technique of acting



CHAPTER XXIV

TECHNIQUE OR RESPONSIVENESS

There is one phase of the art of acting either for

the stage or the screen that is always good for a spirited

argument among both professionals and amateurs. That
is whether great acting is intellectual or emotional,
whether it is the result of technique or of keen imagina-
tion and responsiveness to the situation which is being

portrayed, in short whether an actor really feels his

part or merely thinks it.

"I know that I would make a great actress because

I feel other people's sorrows and joys just as keenly as

though they were my own," is a common remark among
screen-struck youngsters and "I can make my friends

laugh or cry just as I please ;
I know that I would make

good on the screen," is a statement that casting directors

hear every day.
And it is difficult to convince such people that this

ability does not constitute all the needed equipment of

an actor. Feeling, sympathy, a keen sense of humor,
the ability to put one's self in another's place all these

are indispensable^ but also an actress must have tech-

nique or she cannot survive the stress of studio work.

A scene is taken not once but several times, and pos-

sibly several rehearsals precede the actual taking of

the scene. A person who is naturally responsive may
give an excellent performance the first time or even the

first few times. But if he hasn't developed the knack
of preserving those impressions, of noting and remem-

bering what actions, what gestures instinctively resulted
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from those emotions, he will not bear up under the

strain of repetition. His tinal performance will be un-

inspired, unconvincing.
A statement which Mrs. Fiske made some years ago

throws light on the subjects of technique and respon-

siveness, and her remarks are as true of motion pictures
as they are of the stage.

"Great acting," she said, "is a thing of the spirit; in

its best estate a conveyance of certain abstract spiritual

qualities with the person of the actor as a medium. It

is with this medium our science deals, with its slow,

patient, perfection as an instrument. The eternal and
immeasurable accident of the theatre which you call

genius that is a matter of the soul. But with every

genius I have seen there was always the last word in

technical proficiency."
And also, in her book on the theatre, she says:

"Almost anyone may achieve on some rare occasion

an outburst of genuine feeling, a gesture of imperish-
able beauty; but your scientific actor knows how he did

it. He can repeat it again and again. He can be de-

pended upon once he has thought out his role and found

the means to express his thought, he can always re-

member the means."

According to Mae Murray whose development as an

emotional actress has been rapid, it is difficult to define

where the mind leaves off and the heart begins in

acting. The two are fused in each other and mutually

interdependent.
"Mental aptitude for acting is the prime requisite,"

she says. "Mere force of emotional response would be

meaningless in a screen actress if that particular form
of expression was not suited to the part being played.

People who are naturally very demonstrative are apt
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to have little versatility as actors. They respond to

situations always as they themselves would respond,

whereas the actress of finished technique and wide

observation will act each role from that particular

character's point of view.

"Keen observations of people, and an insight into

human emotions and motives have been the distinguish-

ing traits of all great artists of the screen and stage.

Natural responsiveness is a gift of the heart; technique
is the cultivation of the accepted theories of acting.

"The heart never changes, 'but the technique of acting
is constantly changing. The actress of a hundred years

ago had a different conception of technical perfection

than the actress of today, but her heart was the same.

We are tending toward greater naturalness, more sim-

plicity of movement, and the ambitious ones who hope
to be the film favorites of tomorrow should bear this

in mind. Study the best examples of acting before you

today and watch constantly for newer and more effec-

tive means of getting a message across to an audience.

"I believe that it is always best to 'shoot' a scene

while the actress feels the emotion of the situation, even

if it is necessary to develop the scene by additional re-

hearsals and take it again later. There is something
about having your movements recorded by the grind
of the camera that stamps them indelibly on your mind.

"In the last analysis acting is a spiritual gift, based on

the heart, but it is embellished by technique."
No discussion of acting technique would be complete

without the advice of Frank Bacon of "Lightnin" fame.

"Learn all you can of technique," he said, "and then

throw it all away act the way you feel."
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CHAPTER XXV

GET! ING READY FOR A ROLE

If you were to meet a director tomorrow who said,

"I will let you try out in the leading part of a big pic-

ture I am about to produce," how would you go about

fitting yourself for the part he offered?

Let us say for the sake of convenience that the part
is a historical character about whom much has been

written, Betsy Ross for instance. Some actresses would

go to the biggest public library or museum available

and ask to see any photographs or old prints of her that

they had
;
some would find out if any novels based on

her character or events in her life had been written, and

if so would read them; others would seek out published
diaries and biographies of people who knew her; still

more would spend their time studying just the working
'script and the business they would be called on to do;

yet another method and perhaps the most interesting

one of all is the one followed by Catherine Calvert the

beautiful star who created such striking characteriza-

tions in the Vitagraph special production, "Dead Men
Tell No Tales," and "The Heart of Maryland."

"Costume influences me more than any other one fac-

tor," Miss Calvert told me during the making of one of

her pictures. "When I know that I have the costume

right, then I am well on the road toward getting the

feeling of the character. When I put on the hoop
skirts of my 'Heart of Maryland' costume, for instance,

I ceased being Catherine Calvert entirely. My bearing,
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When Rudolph Valentino was Retting ready to play Julio in "The Four

Horsemen" he studied the original novel rather than the scenario, so as

to get as much of the atmosphere as possible
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my gestures, every movement was dictated 'by the ideas

I had always associated with that sort of costumes.

"Long before I start playing a part I begin to get
info the mental attitude of the part. One thing that has

helped me a great deal is my reading. When I am de-

veloping a characterization, I avoid so far as possible

reading newspapers, going out to parties, and other dis-

tractions. And I read everything I can lay hands on
that represents the same point of view as the character

I am trying to portray has.

"When I was making 'The Heart of Maryland' I

didn't have to have books about those particular people
to read. I just got hold of all the books I could that

were written during the period which that represented,
or books which may have been written later but were

representative of ideas of that period. I simply lost

myself in the ideas of the times I was attempting to

recreate."

A great many actors study their roles' prototypes in

real life. It is told of Lon Chancy that all his spare
time is spent in obscure parts of cities, studying the

people he finds there, and that when he wants to see

whether or not his characterization is a true one, he

gets into make-up and goes out among people. Be-

cause he has so often been called upon to portray under-

world types, he has spent much time among them. It

is told of him that when he was playing in Marshall
Neilan's "Bits of Life" in San Francisco's Chinatown,
the Chinese extras thought he was one of them.

Occasionally a role is so written that it must be

greatly idealized, that is the screen prototype must sug-

gest the type in real life only in sublimated form. Such
a part was Salvation Nell, which Pauline Starke played.
In order to make her characterization true, she could
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not study the Salvation Army lassies she saw; they did

not look sufficiently inspired. Instead, she had to study

religious zealots of all kinds, charity workers, and peo-

ple who worked in missions among the poor. Through
them she gained an idea of the mental attitude of

Salvation Nell and her characterization was given the

semblance of reality.

When asked whether or not she studied types in real

life in connection with getting ready for the roles she

plays, Colleen Moore said: -

"I do study types constantly and when I have a dis-

tinct character type, I try to find just such a person so

as to study her mannerisms. Frequently I remember
little tricks that I have observed in people but that I

have forgotten until the moment when I need such

business.

"For instance, in the case of the Wall Flower, the

original of that girl was one who used to go to school

with me. Everything about her was wrong. She meant

well, but her plans miscarried in clothes, conversation,
and everything else.

"For two evenings before beginning 'The Wall
Flower' I studied types in Solomon's Penny Dance

Hall, an institution famous in Los Angeles, but I found

that my memory of the girl at school who was all wrong
provided me with better character material than any-
one I could find.

"The gestures, expressions, and so forth come more
or less instinctively as one gets into the part and ceases

to be oneself and becomes the character one is portray-

ing. By imagining the things that a certain type of

girl would think, the obvious action for the part seems

to be the natural result. I never plan my gestures or

the expression of my face I try only to get the feeling
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and atmosphere surrounding the girl and then to think

and feel as the girl herself would think and feel."

There is one consideration that the amateur rarely

takes into account, and that is the fact that there are

three emotions to be considered the actor's, the charac-

ter's, and the audience's.

In order to get the proper balance between these three

it is essential that you understand people.

"Develop your powers of observation as much as

possible," Mabel Ballin advises. "Eliminate yourself
when you are with people, and question them adroitly

to make them reveal themselves. It will prove ex-

tremely enlightening. Everyone longs for self-expres-

sion and with little encouragement will tell much about

themselves. Such material will be recalled to you
sometime in a crucial moment when you need it. The
more of such material you can gather, the better, so it

is wise for the actress to cultivate a wide acquaintance.

"When preparing to create a part, concentrate on the

atmosphere surrounding the character you are trying to

impersonate. This will give you the reasons for, or

causes of, that person's reactions.

"It is most important to study people's hands. The

girl who does her own laundry will not use her hands

delicately; there may be some awkwardness in their

use. The girl who does nothing with her hands, and is

accustomed to wearing exquisite jewels, will use her

hands without any tendency to disclose the knuckles,
and her hands will appear long and slender."

All this capacity for observation has been developed
since these actresses 'began their professional work. "If

I had only been alert before," they say, "how valuable

that knowledge would be to me now when I have so
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much less time and opportunity to meet varied types of

people." And therein lies a valuable tip for all who
will take it
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CHAPTER XXVI

THE QUESTION OF MAKE-UP

Make-up is a thing that must be learned in the studio.

But if you are seriously interested in preparing your-
self for motion picture work, you can practise with it

at home, discovering for yourself how to apply certain

problems. Then, when you are exposed to the lights

of the studio, you will see how your knowledge of

make-up can be developed and how to make the neces-

sary changes to adapt yourself to working conditions.

Of course, successful make-up is invisible to the audi-

ence; only its effect is noticeable. To bead one's eye-

lashes until they stick out in spikes; to draw a Cupid's
bow mouth over one's own when it is decidedly out of

character that is merely playing with cosmetics.

A recognized expert on make-up, Victor A. Stewart,
has worked for years on this problem, and has advised

more than one famous star on the most effective

make-up. He is one of the greatest authorities on this

branch of motion picture work, and the advice which he

gave to me for you, you will find invaluable.

"Make-up must be opaque enough to cover and con-

ceal certain pigments in the blood and skin," he told

me. "Yet it must be transparent enough to allow per-
fect freedom of the features, so that the slightest change
of expression is noticed at once. And it must be abso-

lutely natural looking.
"Too much make-up defeats its own ends. Putting

too much black around the eyes merely makes light

eyes look lighter. Rouged lips look black on the
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screen, and lose their skin texture. Light powder
creates a horrible effect.

"Some studios insist that a yellow make-up be used,

and some prefer pink this is determined by the lights

that are used, and also on the actor. Yellow is especially

tricky; some actors photograph gray with a yellow

make-up, and others are so dark that they look like a

mulatto. The colors must be blended, so that the right

color effect will result. For instance, I have found that

by mixing sixty per cent, of pale juvenile grease with

forty per cent, of orange yellow, I get an excellent blend

for women. By substituting medium juvenile, I get a

good blend for men. Of course, as the character varies,

the make-up must change, but this make-up is a good
one to start with."

So exceptionally good are the blendings of color

which Mr. Stewart has evolved, that one of the big

companies which make cosmetics for theatrical use,

Stein's, has had him prepare a make-up box, which con-

tains the vnrious colors of make-up, and a complete
outfit powder, rouge, etc. This can be bought for a

dollar, and if you wish to experiment with make-up, T

would advise you to get one of these boxes from your

druegist, and then see what you can do with it.

The task of applving make-up is an arduous one, but

so interesting that it is worth the time which must be

devoted to it.

First the face is given a coating of cold cream; un-

less a very high collar is worn, this should extend over
the neck as well. Tie your hair up tight in a towel

before you begin, or, if you are a man, put on a rubber

bathing cap ; the make-up must extend clear to the hair,
but must be kept out of it at all cost.
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Rub off the cold cream, then apply the grease paint.
Rub the stick lightly over the face, avoiding the eye-
brows and lashes. Then spread the grease paint and
blend it, with the finger tips. This is slow work it may
take an hour. If the grease paint does not go on

smoothly, chill the finger tips by touching them to a

piece of ice; this will make a great difference.

Shadows can be made to give the effect of hollow

cheeks, or gauntness by blending gray grease paint
with the flesh color. Lillian Gish uses this method, but

Mr. Stewart prefers lavender to gray, especially for use

above the eyes. The practise of drawing heavy black

lines above and below the eyes, to make them look

larger, is as absurd as it is ineffective. Soft, dark

shadows give a much better effect. If you want to

profit in your every day experience by the methods of

actresses, and make your eyes look larger, buy some of

the French powder, of a soft gray shade, which can be

had in some beauty shops, and gently shadow the skin

about the eyes with it.

If you don't know where to put lines in your face, to

give the effect of fatigue, or anguish, study the faces of

other people. Lillian Gish says that she studied her

mother's face before she made up for the scenes of

"Way Down East," in which she came to the Squire's
farm.

You can study the faces of people everywhere on
street cars, in shops, at the theater, in the home and
translate your observations straight into terms of

make-up, when you need it.

An ivory powder is used over light flesh colored

grease paint; over other shades, it should be a color
that blends with them, of course. The first coating of

powder will probably be absorbed by the grease paint,
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and a second and third coat will have to be applied. If

all traces of cold cream have not been removed before

the grease paint was applied, the cream will work

through the powder and darken it, so it is most impor-
tant that it should be thoroughly wiped off with cheese

cloth before the process of making up begins.
The lashes and brows can be slightly darkened with

brown or black grease paint, if one wishes; this should

be rubbed on lightly, and then wiped off with the finger

tips, so that the brows and lashes will not be stiff and
unnatural looking.

If the mouth is pretty, it should be let alone, unless

its shape must be changed for a character part. If it is

to be changed, the work is done with red grease paint,

matching the lips in color. The mouth can be made to

look shorter than it really is by letting the rouge run

not quite to the corners of the lips, and then powdering
over the unrouged parts. Similarly, the lips can be

made to look not quite so broad, by letting the rouge

stop short of the edges, and running the powder down.
The rouge should not be thick, or it will look black.

However, it is usually advisable not to bother much
with the lips.

After the face has been powdered, all surplus powder
is removed with a baby's hair brush, so that the face will

not look blotchy on the screen.

It is always advisable to use make-up of the same type
as the star's, if possible. Naturally, the lights are tem-

pered to the star's coloring, and those whose make-up is

of the same general color will screen well, while those

who aren't may be amazingly dark on the screen, or so

light that they look like Albinos.

There are many tricks of make-up, of course. For

instance, a double chin does not appear on the screen if
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FOR CLOSE-UPS PAULINE STARKE USES ALMOST XO MAKE-UP AT
ALL, BUT THIS CAN ONLY BE DONE WHEN THE PLAYER

HAS AN UNBLEMISHED COMPLEXION

(Photo by C. Heighten Monroe)

SUCH A PART AS MABEL BALLIN PLAYED IN "PAGAN LOVE"
REQUIRES ELABORATE AND CAREFULLY-APPLIED MAKE-UP



(Courtesy of Paramount Pictures Corf.)

QUAINT OLD COSTUMES SUCH AS EI.SIE FERGUSON AND
WALLACE REID WEAR IN "PETER IBBETSON"" ARE A

GREAT AID TO CHARACTERIZATION
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it is given a red line; red photographs black, and so

vanishes into shadow under the lights and before the

camera. Other lines can be painted out in the same

way. Lucien Littlefield, famous for character parts,

does remarkable things with make-up study his work,
if you are interested in doing character parts, and see

how he can change the whole appearance of his face,

and do it so that the new face seems natural.

Many actresses use almost no make-up at all.

Pauline Frederick used very little in her big court-

room scenes in "Madame X." Lillian Gish uses none
for inserts; only when she is making long shots does

she look more made up than do girls in everyday life

who use almost none.

It's a fascinating study, this matter of make-up, and

you will find few things about making pictures more

enjoyable than experimenting with it And luckily, it's

a thing you can try before you even see a studio!
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CHAPTER XXVII

THE INFLUENCE OF COSTUME

"When Dick is getting ready to play a part and is

puzzling over various details of his characterization, he

pins a lot of faith to externals," his mother told me one

time when we were discussing his work. "To anyone
not used to his ways it might seem that he was wasting
a lot of time trying to decide just what sort of hat to

wear, and what kind of shoes fitted the part, but as a

matter of fact that care is just a part of the way he

works a part of his method, if you want to call it that.

"When he has dressed the part just as well as he can

when everything he wears seems to belong just to

that role and none other, a great part of his work is

done. In all that figuring out just what kind of cos-

tume oupht to be worn he has been familiarizing him-

self with his role, and really getting into the mental

attitude of the part."

And anyone who has watched young Mr. Barthel-

mess at work can testify that he is tremendously influ-

enced by costume. Once in his make-up and costume,

he is no longer the polite and rather reserved young

Manhattanite, but the part he is claying. His walk, his

bearing, the way he uses his hands, and even the way he

speaks is in character. Little details of characterization

that might reasonably require hours of study and re-

hearsal seem to come to him naturally when he has suc-

ceeded in dressing a part strictly in keeping with its

individuality.
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Now this may carry a valuable hint to the beginner.

Perhaps you have not given the influence of costume

sufficient consideration. It might be valuable training

for you to take some of your favorite characters in fic-

tion and work out their characterizations as Mr.
Barthelmess does the ones he is to play. Perhaps you
will find that you too have an amazing facility for

characterization after you have built up the picture of

what you are trying to do.

In this connection it is well for you to remember that

great acting, like great art of all kinds, is conscious

manipulation to gain an effect. In music the artist is

working with tones, in literature words; in acting, he

is working with his mind and body, and it is of as much

importance that his costume be right as it is that the

composer should build up an effective accompaniment
to his melodies.

"Some people are supersensitive to old things," Jean
Paige, the popular young Vitagraph player, told me
during the filming of "The Prodigal Judge," in which
she wears many quaint and fetching costumes. "And 1

think that the ones who are most strongly affected by
furniture, paintings, costumes, and decorations of other

ages probably make the best actors. If you have the

feeling when you sit down at an old Colonial desk, that

in another age you were a hoop-skirted young Miss, and
if old furniture fairly transports you in imagination to a

stately old home amid beautiful surroundings, then you
will play such a part naturally, instinctively. I don't

believe anyone could do it convincingly who said, 'Let's

see, this picture is laid in Virginia in the early Colonial

period; wonder what the girls were like then.'

"I can't imagine rehearsing in regular clothes any
of the scenes for 'The Prodigal Judge.' So much de-
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pends on the coctumes that you really need them to

make you get the feeling of the part."
Some companies recognize the importance of abso-

lutely correct costuming to the extent of hiring an ex-

pert to confer with their players and design a costume

that carries out their ideas.

Foremost among these designers is O'Kane Conwell,
an artist of note who makes costumes which are not only
beautiful things in themselves, but which help to tell

the story.

There is, for instance, a ragged little gray dress that

Dorothy Gish wears in "Orphans of the Storm." When
she put it on for the first time, she asked several of us

who happened to be there to guess how much it cost.

The most extravagant guess was, I believe, three dol-

lars, and most everyone thought that she could have

bought it in a second-hand store for fifty cents. But
when we heard of the research and experimenting that

had gone into the designing of that dress by O'Kane
Conwell we were not surprised that it cost the company
nearly one hundred and fifty dollars.

The method that Mr. Barthelmess follows in work-

ing out a characterization is interesting in connection

with the way that Hugo Ballin casts his productions.
For while Mr. Barthelmess starts with his conception
of the character and works out the costume to carry out

his ideas, Mr. Ballin makes sketches of the way he

thinks certain characters ought to look, and then sends

these sketches to the various casting agencies with in-

structions that they supply him with actors who fit his

character drawings.
In any case, this matter of costuming is one of para-

mount importance. No one's ability to project a cer-

tain role has been rightly judged until he has been seen

in all the accoutrements of the part.
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Holmes require very little rehearsing for their scenes together. This one is

from "The Husband's Trademark"



(Photo by Frank Dtem)

DOROTHY GISH IN "ORPHANS OF THE STORM" PORTRAYS A
BLIND GIRL. AND HER CHARACTERIZATION SHOWS WIDE

OBSERVATION AND KEEN PSYCHOLOGICAL INSIGHT



CHAPTER XXVIII

THE WORKING SCRIPT

The script from which an actor works varies accord-

ing to the director. Of course we have all heard of the

old-time methods of procedure, in which an actor didn't

know what the play he was working in was about, or

what anyone else did, or anything except just what he

had to do.

The director would say, "Now, you go in there and
snatch up that child and escape through the window,"
and the actor would do it.

That wasn't the plan that all directors followed even

in the old days, however, and now things are quite

changed. In nearly all cases, those who play the prin-

cipal parts, and perhaps also those who play minor

parts, have studied the script, and know exactly what
is being done all the time.

The real working script is known as the continuity,
and is a complete list of the scenes of the story, giving
in detail the action in each one. This may not be fol-

lowed in every detail
;
the director, or one of the actors,

may think out a bit of new business. Mabel Ballin, in

advising screen aspirants, tells them to familiarize

themselves thoroughly with every "prop" on the sets

in which they will work.

"This will enable you to feel perfectly at home in

your surroundings," she says, "and frequently props

suggest business, too."

A notable instance in which that very thing occurred

was in "The Miracle Man," in a scene where Thomas
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Meighan and Betty Compson were looking over some

of the bits of jewelry which had been given as payment
to the old healer. Betty Compson picked up the wed-

ding ring which Thomas Meighan had been fingering
and put it on her finger, and Meighan remarked,

"Funny, 1 never thought of that." It was one of the

most significant sub-titles of the picture, yet it was said

by Meighan merely accidentally.
But to go back to the continuity. In some instances,

those who play the principal roles read the continuity.

In other cases, a special script is prepared for them.

Lois Weber has such scripts prepared for her players;
these are like the typed parts which are given to players
on the stage; the player's lines and business are given,
his cues in fact, everything, quite as if the picture
were a real play.

Rupert Hughes has a complete script given to each

member of the cast, in which scenes and business are

shown, and a synopsis of the story is given. He makes
a point of discussing his stories with the cast, and urges
each to make any suggestions they wish to which may
be one reason why his stories have made such excellent,

unusually natural pictures. He has done much, cer-

tainly, to create real people on the screen.

Marshall Neilan begins with a complete script, but

rarely follows it closely. He has sudden inspirations,

and gets some of his best effects by creating new busi-

ness and suggesting absolutely new ways of playing a

part after work has begun on the set.

In order that you may see for yourself exactly what
a working script is like, part of "Flower of the North,"
a Vitagraph picture, is given here. By studying it and

planning how you would play one of the characters, and

then seeing the picture on the screen, you can get a good
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idea of just how a part is translated into action on the

screen.

FLOWER OF THE NORTH
Scene 102 Library, Close-up, Jeanne and D'Arcam-

bal. Jeanne looks at picture as the father's

eyes follow hers.

Library, Close-up. Jeanne. With a

strained expression, the girl speaks:

Subtitle: "Why do you never tell me who she is?"

Her attitude is almost of mild rebuke.

104 Library, Close-up. D'Arcambal. His

features take on a sorrowing expression as

he speaks.

Subtitle: "The memory of her is very painful.

Sometime perhaps I will tell you."
He bows his head in unpleasant reminis-

cence.

Library, Close-up. Jeanne.
The girl, however, persists. Hesitatingly,
she asks

Subtitle: "Is she

103

105

my
But what she sees on D'Arcambal's face

stops her.

106 Library, Close-up. Both.

A flash of almost agony comes across

D'Arcambals' features, and the girl feels

that she has wounded him deeply. Her
attitude changes to sympathy, and she tries

to comfort him to undo the sorrow she has

caused.

107 Library, Close-up.
At the entrance to the room appears Pierre.

They pause as Pierre announces a visitor.
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108 Library, Close-up.

Jeanne and D'Arcambal exit.

Scene 122 Sun Rock.

Discover Jeanne with dog, waiting. Dog
becomes uneasy. Muzzles the air sus-

piciously. Jeanne looks around and sees

nothing.

123 Woods.
Discover Thorpe now in the woods. Blake

with him, and both looking at something
out of scene.

124 Sun Rock. Long Iris shot of Jeanne on

rock with dog seated beside her.

125 Woods. Thorpe and Blake.

Thorpe conveys, "That's some girl." Blake

nods and speaks:

Subtitle: "That's the old Frenchman's daughter."

Thorpe repeats, "His daughter." Blake

nods. Then Thorpe is lost for an instant in

thought and then a grin spreads over his

face as his lips form almost into, "God I

Can it be true?"

126 Interior Headquarters.

Macdougall and Pierre in dialogue.
The half-breed makes some brusque re-

mark.
Mac speaks:

Subtitle: "Mr. Whittemore said that he'd stop at the

rock on his return."

Pierre nods and registers, "Very veil,
M'sieur."
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127 Woods.
After thinking, Thorpe speaks to Blake:

Subtitle: "We can use her very nicely, Blake. I

think D'Arcambal will do anything she

says."
Blake gets over, "Oh, h 1, yes," convey-

ing that he understands the old man's atti-

tude toward her. Thorpe gives rapid in-

structions to Blake who nods and disap-

pears whilst Thorpe preens himself and

smilingly exits.

128 Sun Rock.

Jeanne is startled by some movement

nearby. The dog growls, turns, and
freezes with surprise.

129 River.

Thorpe approaches her with a suave smile.

Dog snarls. Jeanne lets her hand drop to

dog collar and restrains him.

130 River. Close-up.

Jeanne and Thorpe. Thorpe smiles and

speaks :

Subtitle : "I'm harmless, Miss D'Arcambal."

Jeanne is puzzled and amazed. Thorpe
doffs his hat and bows to her.

131 River. Close-up.

Jeanne. Showing the shock received by
the mention of her name by this stranger.

132 River. Close-up.

Thorpe smiles at her discomfiture and
astonishment. Jeanne is about to speak.

133 River. Close-up.

Jeanne. She asks in puzzled fright:
Subtitle: "How did you know my name?"

Jeanne finishes.
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134 River. Close-up.

Thorpe and Jeanne. He is visibly amused
at the consternation he has caused, and an-

swers:

Subtitle: "I merely guessed it. You resemble your
mother."

Jeanne receives this with a greater shock

than his first remark, and Thorpe notices

this.

135 River. Close-up. Jeanne
-

Her lips form the words, "My mother,

you knew her, then?"

136 River. Close-up. Both.

Thorpe is nodding his head, very assuredly
and smilingly, in response to her implied

question. Thorpe realizes here that she

has been kept in the dark, and says:

Subtitle: "They've never told you much about her,

have they?"
He watches her intently as she sorrowfully
shakes her head, "No."

137 River. Close-up.

Jeanne looking around and with an anxious

expression throws reserve to the winds in

her desire to know, as she says:

Subtitle: "Won't you tell me about her please?"
She wears a childlike, pitying expression.

138 Thorpe is about to continue when some-

thing he sees over her shoulder halts him.

She sees his face and then follows his gaze.

139 Trail near river.

Pierre is coming along at a lope, returning
from camp.
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140 River.

Thorpe and Jeanne. They wait for Pierre.

Thorpe is uneasy and glances around as if

trying to decide whether or not to flee.

(Jeanne notices this.)

River. Close-up. Jeanne.
She turns her eyes from Pierre to Thorpe,

wondering what Pierre will have to say at

her apparent reception of the stranger.

142 River. Full scene.

Pierre with a worried look, hurries into

scene. He stops short, some feet from

Jeanne and Thorpe. Bristling, he studies

Thorpe.
Even this fragment of a scenario is sufficient to show

you in what form the story is put when it is to be made
into a picture. Perhaps it will enable you to work out

in detail some story which you would like to study for

practise purposes.
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CHAPTER XXIX

STUDIO RED TAPE

In the early days of motion pictures when Mary
Pickford was playing small parts in Griffith produc-
tions at an old studio in East Fourteenth Street in New
York City, there was little or no system, no cumbersome
office procedure, no official red tape. The applicant
for a job walked into the studio, and waiting until there

was a lull in proceedings went up and applied to Mr.
Griffith himself. And if he was lucky enough to be

hired, his orders in the future came direct from
Mr. Griffith.

It wasn't long, however, before the studios were so

besieged with people who wanted to go into motion

pictures, that some one person had to be delegated to

the job of interviewing applicants. There came into

being then the first files which listed actors available for

engagements, together with their photographs and a

list of their accomplishments. Later, the duties of

directors became so complex that casting directors were
added to the studio staffs, and applicants for jobs began
to be catalogued according to type, size, and accom-

plishments.

Now, every studio has some such list, and most of

them have application blanks which every applicant for

an engagement has to fill out Here is a typical one:
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FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
LASKY STUDIO

Gentlemen's Application Blank

Address



SCREEN ACTING
From the information on this application blank, the

casting director's secretary fills out a card for his file,

similar to this one:



STUDIO RED TAPE

This is all that there is to applying for a job at a

studio, that is, all the actual red tape that has to be gone

through. A later chapter will treat in detail how to

apply for work.

The same lack of system that prevailed in the casting

end of motion pictures in the early days, also prevailed

in the actual work of production. At first, the director,

with possibly one assistant, took care of all the details.

He told his players what to wear, where to report for

work and when, and what their part consisted of. Even

extras, reporting for work, went to the director for

orders.

Now, of course, all that is changed. Efficiency ex-

perts have gone into the studios and devised plans for

taking care of this routine. The "Call" sheet now an-

swers hundreds of the questions that the poor harassed

director or his assistant formerly answered. Every
actor reporting to a studio that

is, actors who are play-

ing parts that require several days' work goes to the

"Call" board to see where he is to report and what he is

to wear. Here is a sample "Call" sheet:
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CALL

PICTURB 408 THE LITTLE MINISTER. DIRECTOR STANLAWS.

DATE MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1921.

IF CLEAR

Ready to Leave Studio at 8 :30 A. M. Lasky Ranch.

Name Character, Description, Wardrobe

Miss Compson
Mr. Hackathorn

Mr. Brower
Mr. Huntley
Mr. Walling
Mr. Hazelton

Miss Wilkinson

Guy Oliver Elders costume as Friday Night
Dan Sullivan Elders costume as Friday Night
Mr. Whittemore

IF CLOUDY

Ready on Set. Stage No. 2. Int. Manse Parlour

Miss Compson
Mr. Hackathorn

Mr. Brower
Mr. Hazleton

Mr. Huntley
Mr. Barrie

Mr. Stevens As Friday Night

Guy Oliver

Dan Sullivan

Mr. Stembridge

Jack Padgen
Miss Wilkinson

Assistant Director BOB LEE.
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(Photo by Abbe)

LOUISE FAZENDA HAD A FLAIR FOR A CERTAIN AWKWARD
GROTESQUE TYPE OF CHARACTER WHICH MADE

THE MOST HILARIOUS TYPE OF COMEDY



CONSTANCE TALMADGE'S NATURAL COMIC SPIRIT PERVADES
ALL HER PICTURES; SHE IS A NATURAL-BORN COMMEDIENNE



STUDIO RED TAPE

In a case where there are several extras to appear in

the picture, the extras, their costumes, and in what
scenes they are to appear are also listed on the "Call"

sheet. But the extras themselves do not consult it
; they

receive their orders from one of the director's assistants.

A typical "Call" sheet which indicates the number and

type of extras needed, follows :
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CALL

PICTURE 413 BABY DOLL. DIRECTOR W. D. TAYLOR.
DATE MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1921.

Made Up and Ready at 9 A. M. Stage No. 3 Int. Toy Shop

Name Character, Description, Wardrobe
Miss McAvoy 1-6-7

Miss Marstini 1-2-3

Mr. Charles Bennet 1-2-3

Mr. Edward Cecil 3

Office Boy As ordered

Two overdressed Jewish women.

(One with baby in arms other with overdressed spoiled child

4 years old )

Donald Hughes Tin soldier costume

More boy Tin soldier costume

6 Salesgirls different types and ages (2 able to do bits)

3 cash girls 15-16 years old

One plain dress and change ; two with plain shirt waists, skirts

and change

25 girls 3 to 12 years old

20 medium and poorly dressed 5 nicely dressed

15 boys 3 to 12 years old 12 medium and poorly dressed

3 nicely dressed

12 women 20 to 25 years old (Nicely dressed)

28 women 20 to 25 years old (Medium dressed)

20 women 20 to 25 years old (Poorly dressed)

(3 of above women with babies in arms)
8 men 20 to 50 years old (Nicely dressed)

12 men 20 to 50 years old (Poorly dressed)

20 men 20 to 50 years old (Medium dressed)

ALL THE ABOVE PEOPLE IN SUMMER OR FALL
CLOTHES TO HAVE CHANGE FOR WINTER
CLOTHES (Furs, overcoats, mufflers, different hats, etc.)

Assistant Director HARRY FELLOWS.
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The "Call" sheet also tells whether the day's work is

to be in the studio, on location, or some of each. Here
is one that calls for a strenuous day for Wallace Reid:

CALL

PICTURE 412 THE CHAMPION. DIRECTOR ROSEN.
DATE MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1921.

Ready to Leave Studio at 8 :30 A. M. for Wilmington Dock

Name Character, Description, Wardrobe
Mr. Reid

Petty Officer

Ship's Steward

4 Longshoremen

Ready at 1 P. M. Int. Mrs. Burroughs Bedroom, Stage No. 2

Mr. Reid 3

Miss Dunbar 6

Assistant Director JACK McKEOWN.
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Now in pictures where numbers of different cos-

tumes are worn, it is impossible to describe them in full

on the "Call" sheet. Such pictures as Gloria Swan-

son's, for instance, require an additional bit of red tape.

Each player in the picture is provided with a list of

the costumes he is to wear, and each of these outfits has

a number. Then on the "Call" sheet, these costumes

are referred to merely by number as shown below:

CALL

PICTURE 409 HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK. DIRECTOR SAM WOOD.
DATE MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1921.

Made Up and Ready at 9 A. M. Stage No. 2 Allan's Home

Name Character, Description, Wardrobe
Miss Swanson Evening Dress No. 10, Mexican Episode
Mr. Wayne Riding Suit No. 7 As in Study
Mr. Holmes Dinner Suit No. 8, Mexican Episode
Mr. Littlefield Palm Beach No. 5 As in Study
Mr. Burton Mexican Bandit

Miss Morthier Maid No. 3

Ready at 6 P. M. Location Nordlinger's Jewelry Store

Miss Swanson Street Dress No. 6

Mr. Wayne Dark Suit No. 4

Jewelry Salesman

Assistant Director A. R. HAMM.

This is all the studio red tape that concerns the

player, except possibly the formalities incumbent on

paying them for their services. But you will find that

out quickly enough once you are inside the studio.
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There were many striking bits of screen acting in

Blossoms" in which Lillian Gish and Richard

leading roles

D. W. Griffith's "Broken

Barthelmess played the



CHAPTER XXX
WHAT A REHEARSAL IS LIKE

Of course, a rehearsal depends largely on the director

who is making a picture. Some directors believe in

many rehearsals; others prefer to talk a scene over

thoroughly, run through it once or twice, and then

shoot it, feeling that the actors' feeling for it is fresher

if this method is followed.

D. W. Griffith rehearses a scene thoroughly before it

is taken, so that every slight movement registers. I

think that this is one reason why, in his productions,
we rarely feel conscious of exaggeration, of having an

actor almost step out and hit the audience on the head,

figuratively speaking, in order to get something across.

One reason why a rehearsal is necessary is the neces-

sity for getting balanced movement. People must play

up to each other; their gestures, their movements about

the stage, must weave in together. Also, these move-
ments must be within the camera lines lines indicated

on the floor with chalk, which mark the limit of the

camera's focus. The actors must stay in the picture, of

course.

Rehearsals also give the electricians an opportunity
to try their lights, to get the best possible effect. A pre-

viously planned arrangement of lights may be found

unsatisfactory, and have to be changed. Sometimes a

dummy is used for the star, when the lights are tried

out, or perhaps a young man or woman with much the

same coloring as the star will rehearse with the lights.
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The tempo of a scene may have to be tried out, in dif-

ferent ways. Or a bit of action may have to be built

up to a climax. Lillian Gish is noted for the way in

which she can build up a crescendo of emotions with
facial expressions alone but such a crescendo must be

carefully handled, carefully worked out beforehand,
unless only an insert is being made, in which but the

one person shows. For of course, it would be absurd

for one person to build up such a climax, if the actions

of the other people in the scene did not respond, and

supplement it. If you will recall some of the big emo-
tional scenes which you have seen on the screen the

one in "Way Down East," where Miss Gish denounces

the villain, the one in "The Miracle Man," in which
the little crippled boy is healed, and runs up the path,

dropping his crutches as he goes, you will see the need

of this. That scene caught at the heart of everyone who
saw it yet if the actions of the bystanders in the picture
had not been well handled, it would have lost much of

its appeal.

As a rule, the actors use in rehearsal, just as they do
when a scene is shot, the words and tones of voice which

they would use if they were on the stage. Norma Tal-

madge is an exception to this; she gives the right intona-

tion, but does not raise her voice. On the other hand,
Lillian Gish, when she was rehearsing the scene in

"Orphans of the Storm" in which she is to be guil-

lotined, screamed so realistically that more than one
man among the bystanders had all he could do not to

rush up and save her before Monte Blue got a chance

to do so.

Some directors outline each bit of action in rehears-

ing a scene. The persons who play the scene will gather
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on the set, and he will tell them which scene is to be

shot.

"This is the scene where Mary comes in and finds that

the money has been stolen. She accuses John, but he

denies his guilt, and she turns to Phil, who also swears

that he is innocent. She is sure that one of them has

taken it, but hesitates between them. Then Jane rushes

in, and shows her new furs to Phil, crying, 'See, this is

what I bought!' and Mary knows instantly that her

husband took the money which they had saved and gave
it to Jane. Now, take your places. All right. Now,
cross the room, Mary, and look in the desk drawer.

Look at her, Phil show that you're guilty. Fumble
with your hat, then begin to tramp around the room.

Stay on that side of the table, so that you'll be facing

John. Look at him, John you suspect him."

Other directors will merely indicate their idea of the

way a scene should be played, and let the actors run

through it first, as they think it should go. Of course,

this is a good plan if all the players are experienced,

and, almost without thinking of them, comply with the

demands of screen technique.
For instance, in such a picture as "The Husband's

Trademark," a Famous Players-Lasky production in

which Gloria Swanson and Stuart Holmes appeared,
scenes between these two could be left largely to them.

Where large crowds are used, a scene must be re-

hearsed many times. A crowd must be welded into a

whole, into one unit, and usually some of the crowd will

almost fight to stand out, so that they will be noticed

when the picture is shown on the screen. Probably you
have noticed this, especially in scenes when the crowd is

dancing, in a restaurant or ballroom. I have heard

directors threaten to dismiss an extra without pay for
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insisting on dancing in front of the camera all the time

and looking into it.

A crowd is used to express some one thing, frequently.

Anger, delight, fear it probably is used to portray the

emotions which the director wants the actions of the

principals to arouse in the audience. And of course

this cannot be done if some of the extras step out of

character. A mob may have to be rehearsed all day,
in order to get a single short scene into shape where it

can be photographed.
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(.Photo by Nelson Evans)

LON CHANEY IN "BITS OF LIF^" GAVE ONE OF HIS STRIKING
CHARACTERIZATIONS WHICH ARE VERITABLE TEXT-

BOOKS ON ACTING FORXSCREEN STUDENTS



CHARLES RAY'S BEST WORK WAS DONE IN HIS EARLIER
PICTURES. WHF.N HE PLAYED SIMPLE, STRAIGHT-

FORWARD CHARACTERS SO SKILLFULLY



CHAPTER XXXI

HOW MUCH DEPENDS ON THE ACTOR
The first thing for the actor to consider is the audi-

ence, of course, not himself.

In studying a role, he must bear in mind three sets

of emotions his own, those of the character he is por-

traying, and those of the audience. It is the latter that

are most important. He must translate to the audience,
and through himself, the feelings of the character he

plays, that character's reactions to the incidents of the

plot. He must obliterate himself, as much as he possi-

bly can. The audience must be kept from thinking,
"How pretty Pauline Frederick looks there," or "How
good looking Elliott Dexter is." If they think of the

actor, they cannot be carried along by the story, or be

caught up 'by the suspense that helps to build up the

climax. They aren't going to be afraid the heroine

won't be saved; they're going to sit comfortably back
in their seats and know that of course Gloria Swanson
can't be killed!

The actor must create for himself a mental likeness

to the character he plays. He must also create a physi-
cal one. In this he is helped by the clothes he

wears, and perhaps by make-up. He may have as-

sistance in working out this physical likeness, of course

the director, the costumer, some expert on make-up,
can make suggestions. The director may also help in

effecting the mental resemblance. So may the author
of the story. But it is essentially the actor's job; he
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must take his own inner self and re-mould it and if

he is a good actor, he can do it.

The actor need not concern himself with anything
but himself. That is, the question of sets, lighting, etc.,

need not bother him, unless he happens to be producing
with his own company, and must have an eye on details

concerned with the picture as a whole. Katherine Mac-
Donald and Mae Murray, two of the screen's most
beautiful women, are among those who know every de-

tail of the making of their pictures. Mabel Ballin is

another actress who knows all that is going on when
one of her pictures is being made but in this case the

responsibility rests on the shoulders of her husband,

Hugo Ballin. However, the average actor lets every-

thing but his own work take care of itself.

The actor must be able to accept what the director

tells him this is more difficult than it sounds. I have

seen a director explain and illustrate and all but ham-
mer an idea into an actor's head, and then be forced to

exclaim wearily at last, "Shoot!" and see the actor give
a portrayal that did not jibe at all with his conception
of the action at that point. It takes intelligence to un-

derstand someone else's conception of a part the actor

must be able to do this, if he is to do successful work.

It will be easily seen that a tremendous amount of

the success of a picture depends on the actor. Beautiful

sets, an excellent story, good direction, may all fall flat

if the actor cannot reach the audience. I recall an in-

stance that illustrates this admirably. One of our big-

gest directors took a charming story, gave it beautiful

settings, and featured in it a girl who had had some

experience, who was lovely to look at, and had some
talent. What he did not realize was that she lacked
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appeal ;
that she was too self-centered to reach the pub-

lic and draw it to her.

As a result the picture fell very flat indeed. Nothing
could save it not even the very good work of a few of

the minor characters. In this case, though not every-

thing had depended on the featured actress, her com-

plete failure had let the picture down.
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CHAPTER XXXII

WHAT THE DIRECTOR DOES

It would be impossible, of course, to tell in this small

space all that a director does
;
to indicate what the actor

may expect of him is almost equally difficult.

The responsibility for the picture rests on his shoul-

ders. He reads the story first of all, and forms his own

conception of the action which will interpret it. The

continuity writer has planned it, written it scene by

scene, and indicated the action, but of course the director

may depart from this. Marshall Neilan nearly always
does this, working out new bits of action when the com-

pany is assembled for rehearsal.

If you were an actor beginning on a new picture, you
would probably be called, with the other principals, to

discuss the story. Nowadays directors as a rule are

willing to accept suggestions from those who really

know something about their work. A leading woman
may have had experiences which give her an idea of

how some of the finer points of her role can be brought

out; the man who plays the "heavy," or rillain, may
know what needs to be done in a case where the direc-

tor's experience would not supply the needed action.

The story would be discussed at length, before any
of it had been shot. Then, when the work actually be-

gun, the director would sit or stand by the camera,

megaphone in hand, if the set was a big one, actually

directing the action.

You would be able to depend on him to tell whether
what you were doing was getting over or not. That's
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one of the things the director does
;
sits in criticism on

the actors' work, judges it as it goes on. He can tell

whether the gestures are jumbled or clear cut; whether
the spacing and tempo are right, whether the grouping
of the players is as it should be. He has to work up or

modulate climaxes
;
it is as if he held the strings which

controlled the puppets. He has been given a certain

sum of money and a story to make
; perhaps, also, a date

has been set by which that story must be finished. He
has cast it as well as he could, has obtained the best sets

possible. Now he's got to get the best work he can out

of his people, and work as fast as he efficiently can.

And, because he can't afford to waste time trying to

make an unintelligent person understand what he wants

done, he's likely to put a premium on intelligence.

"I engaged that girl, at a salary of two hundred and

fifty dollars a week, because she looked the part I

wanted her to play," a director told me a while ago, as

we chatted just off a set where he was working. "But I

made a bad guess. She's so stupid that she simply can't

grasp an idea. I've got to keep her, of course, because

we've taken just enough film so that I can't shoot all

those scenes over again. Never again will I take any-
one who hasn't already proved to me that they have
brains!"

A director has to be almost everything an elec-

trician, a weather prophet, a costumer, an artist, an in-

terior designer, a playwright, an orator, a scene shifter,

and a dozen other things. Well do I remember watch-

ing J. Searles Dawley direct Pearl White in an in-

tensely dramatic scene, in which he played all the parts
before the rehearsal was over. In this scene the villain

had to persist in making love to Miss White, and the

hero had to dash into the room, which was the cabin of
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a ship, and snatch her from his grasp. I believe that

the picture was called "A Virgin Paradise."

Mr. Dawley did everything. He reclined on the

floor, as Miss White was to do, and leaned back in the

villain's arms. He played the villain, and snatched her

to him despite her struggles. And then, as the big, red

blooded hero, he burst into the room and hurled the

villain back against the wall so forcibly that it shook.

It was funny, of course but effective. Mr. Dawley
got his ideas of how that scene should be played over

to the actors, and the result was excellent.

Many a director has first tried his hand at acting
D. W. Griffith, Marshall Neilan, Ralph Ince, and
scores of others know what it means to step into a role.

And of course, that simplifies the trick of first seeing
how a story must be translated into living terms, and
then giving to the actors who must translate it the right
idea of how it must be done.
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CHAPTER XXXIII

SOME SECRETS OF THE STUDIOS

If the walls of the studios could only talk they would

spin tales of romance and adventure, misfortune and

disillusionment, over-night success and phenomenal
achievement! They would tell tales of sacrifice and
tales of treachery, tales of petty meannesses and of great

generosity. For every day in the careers of the players
dramas as striking as the stories they are playing be-

fore the camera are being enacted. And some of these

might be heard with profit by those who contemplate
a career in the studios.

There is the story, for instance, of the young actress

who plugged along slowly because the stars in whose

support she played were jealous of her ability. Time
after time her big scenes were cut out when films were
edited because her work distracted attention from the

star. But fortunately she played for the Vitagraph

Company, and the president of the Vitagraph Com-

pany has a habit of seeing films before they are edited.

Noticing her work in some big dramatic scenes in sup-

port of a star, he asked her name. The next day he

sent for her and offered her a long-term contract. You
know her now, probably Alice Calhoun, the pretty
little Vitagraph star. Those scenes she played so well

were never seen by you and me, for the star of the pic-
ture ordered them cut out, but they landed her a con-

tract as a star.

Now many a player would have become discouraged
when she found that her big scenes were always cut out,
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and would have played her scenes in a desultory man-
ner. But not Alice Calhoun. To every tiny bit that was

given her, she gave her every best, and as you see she

was rewarded.

You who know of Rubye de Remer today, who have
heard of her marvelous gowns and jewels, and of her

charming homes in New York and California think,

perhaps, that her road was easy. "She is so beautiful,"
I have heard other players say, "that of course she was

always favored." But as it happens, Miss de Remer

spent nearly six weary months tramping from studio

to studio, glad to get bits as an extra and learning her

craft in the hardest possible way with the mob. It was
Frances Marion, the scenarioist, who finally noticed

her and brought her to the attention of some directors.

And even after she was given parts, she fared badly,
for she too was the victim of the cutting shears and

many of her best scenes were never flashed on the theatre

screens.

These girls and countless others went into the

studios without knowing the many little tricks that older

players would use to take scenes away from them. And
perhaps others can be spared some of their misfortunes

by learning what these tricks are.

The most common trick is "hogging the lens." You
have all seen players who insisted upon monopolizing
the foreground of a scene but perhaps it has never

occurred to you that there is a crafty way of doing this.

If while a scene is being played one player moves back-

ward a few steps, the players with him will have to turn

their backs to the camera in order to face him. That

gives him the scene. Marshall Neilan once cured some
of the most inveterate players of this kind by getting
three of them together in a scene. Before the scene was
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IN "THE OLD NEST" MARY ALDEN CONTRIBUTED A GREAT
CHARACTER STUDY TO THE SCREEN

BETTY COMPSON AND THOMAS MEIGHAN IN "THE MIRACLE
MAN" DID SOME UNFORGETTABLE WORK. THIS IS A PICTURE
THAT EVERY SCREEN ASPIRANT SHOULD SEE AND STUDY



(.Photo by White)

ALMA RUBENS IS A STRIKING EXAMPLE OF A DARK. EXOTIC
BEAUTY. WITH WELL-DEFINED FEATURES, WIDE-SET EYES
AND DARK SKIN THAT SCREENS SO BEAUTIFULLY

(.Photo by W. E. Sccly)

JANE NOVAK IS AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF THE DELICATE.
SOFT MODELLED BLONDE TYPE THAT SCREENS SO EXQUISITELY
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over they had moved back almost off the set, and the

scene had to be retaken.

A more subtle worker is the scene stealer who attracts

attention to himself by interpolating action. In a tense

scene, a little movement of the hands or a turn of the

head by a player who is supposed to be doing nothing
will focus attention on him.

Another trick by which experienced actors take scenes

away from the less-crafty players is stalling. During
rehearsal such a player will regulate the tempo of his

acting to the other players, and then when the scene

comes to be shot, he will stall, taking much more time

to get his points over, thereby practically monopolizing
the scene.

Now the director will keep watch and see that the

players do not indulge in much of this sort of thing.
But occasionally an actor does it so cleverly that the

director does not notice it. The only way to combat such

trickery is by constant watchfulness and when a player
starts such tactics, fight him with his own weapons. As
soon as he finds that he has an adversary, he will usually

stop his tricks.

Such tactics are not indulged in by the really fine

screen players; it is only the mediocre people who
in some way hare gained a little success who will

descend to such tricks. One never finds Norma Tal-

madge, or Katherine Macdonald, or Gloria Swanson

doing anything of the sort and one never sees such

actors as Monte Blue or Elliot Dexter or Harrison
Ford stealing a scene. With these people, it is merit

alone that counts.

The tricks of motion-picture making do not all be-

long to the actors by any means. Directors work with

trickery too. But this is usually in order to facilitate
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the work of the actor not to hamper him so he does

not need to be on guard against it.

Sometimes even a skilled emotional actress finds it

difficult to cry. She may have cried through countless

rehearsals, only to find when it comes time to shoot the

scene that she can't do it again. In a case like that, the

director can simply keep her working at it until from

sheer weariness she does cry, or he can resort to some

trick. A common one is for the director to pretend to

lose his temper, tell the girl that she isn't an actress, that

she never could act, and that Heaven alone knows how
she ever fooled people into thinking she could. Such

an harangue will almost always produce tears when

nothing else will.

A similar trick has been resorted to by directors who
could not get their players to be joyful and spontaneous.
A young juvenile was taken off the set and told that the

officials of the company had decided to raise his salary

and put him under a long-term contract with the pos-

sibility of stardom. And after the scenes on which he

was working had been made he was told that it was all

a ruse to make him look as happy as the scenario de-

manded.

Sometimes, when a player must express stark, dumb
terror, a director rehearses the scene thoroughly and

then just as it is to be taken has someone shriek just off

the set, or discharges a pistol just behind the player.
Such tricks are terribly wearing on the player and have

been known to be partly responsible for nenrous col-

lapse but when the actor falls down, something drastic

must be done to save the picture.

That is the one great secret of the studio that every

player must learn that nothing counts but the picture.
When he has learned that, the greatest obstacle in the

way of his success has been removed.
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CHAPTER XXXIV

THE DEMANDS OF EMOTIONAL ACTING

I watched Lillian Gish as she did one of the big emo-

tional scenes for which she is famous; one of those

scenes in which her face is absolutely distorted by the

strength of the feeling which she portrays, as it was in

the scene in "Way Down East," where the baby died,

or the one in "Broken Blossoms," in which she was try-

ing to escape from her father, who was about to kill her.

She joined me, off the set, when the camera stopped

grinding.
"That's what's going to make my face look old in a

year or two," she said. "Even when you have technique
back of you, emotion like that ages you."
The portrayal of emotion demands the sacrifice of

beauty. That's one of the first requirements that the

actress who wants to do emotional scenes forget abso-

lutely what she looks like. Think of Nazimova in her

big moments I would cite bits of "War Brides" as the

most notable ones. You will remember how her face

seemed to form itself anew, when she was in the grip
of tremendous feeling. Mary Alden, as far back as the

days when she played the creole woman in "The Birth

of a Nation," showed us a woman whose face was abso-

lutely distorted by fury.
Emotion is not likely to be beautiful the girl who

wants to be an actress who plays big parts must remem-
ber that. The boy or man who wants to do roles such

as some of those played by Thomas Meighan, Frank

Mayo, Bert Lytell and Rudolph Valentino strong
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roles in which great emotion is expressed, must remem-
ber that he can't hope to look handsome all the time if

he's going to succeed in that sort of work.

Mary Alden says that the great necessity is youth
the capacity to remain young, to keep one's enthusiasms,
to fall in lore, not with people, but with life. She feels

that interest in everyone in their reactions to whatever

comes to them is among the most essential things that

an actor, especially a motion-picture actor, should have.

I have said before that to portray another person's

feelings, as must be done in playing a role, you must

portray their feelings, not your own. Making yourself

cry by thinking of something that has made you un-

happy is not effective. That is why a person who cries

very successfully when given a screen test may fall down

absolutely when playing a character who has to cry.
Their crying is natural to them, but artificial for the

character they are playing.
One of the demands of emotional acting on which

much stress must be laid is the need of repression. The

person who "acts all over the place" does not succeed

in making the audience feel the emotion which he is

portraying; he simply makes himself absurd. To know

just which are the significant movements that will con-

vey an emotion's poignant appeal, to use these, and no

others that is one of the secrets of emotional acting.

I remember seeing Pauline Frederick make a scene

of "The Woman on the Index," some years ago. In it,

she had to walk away from the camera toward the back

of the set, where she was awaited by the man who pos-
sessed the secret of her past and was likely to betray

her, and her husband, who did not know of this past.

She had to convey to the audience her feeling of great
stress and terror. She could not do it by the way she
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THE DEMANDS OF EMOTIONAL ACTING

walked by any way which would let her husband know
of her feelings.

She did it most effectively with one hand a hand
that was held behind her as she walked. It twisted and
writhed like a tortured animal and nobody who saw
that scene was in doubt about her emotions.

This brings you back to the need for studying people
their feelings under all possible circumstances, and

their ways of expressing them. You must know people,
human nature, if you are going to play emotional roles.
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CHAPTER XXXV

QUALIFICATIONS FOR COMEDY

Perhaps somewhere you hare read that humorists,
clowns and comedians are among the most solemn

people in the world that one of the most serious pur-
suits in the world is the business of being funny. That
is not a press-agent yarn, it is not exaggeration, it is the

simple truth. If there is anything more gloomy than

the Chaplin studio, the Mack Sennett studio, or the

studio at Mamaroneck where Dorothy Gish made her

comedies, it has yet to be found. For the business of

causing laughter is one of the hardest, and most depress-

ing there is.

This is the key to the first qualification for success in

comedies; one must have infinite patience and capacity
for taking pains. And one must have the faculty of

absolute concentration on his work.

In comedies, particularly of the slapstick variety,
there are numerous "gags" all carefully timed, and
worked out to the last detail. To rehearse these actions

over and over, adding new business each time, and tim-

ing each bit of action so that it coincides with the rest

of the scene is tremendously difficult. And then to play
the scene with spontaneity, remembering all these de-

tails, is a real test.

"Making comedies is just the opposite of sincere

dramatic work," Dorothy Gish once told me, "because

they are so artificially built up. Yet they must have

sincerity in spite of this or they won't get over.
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"Usually the most spontaneous and side-splitting

scenes on the screen are the ones that have been most

painstakingly worked out in the making. No one can

realize that until he has actually worked in comedies

and it is lucky or people might not enjoy them.

"There isn't any training except actually working in

comedies that will develop a person's facility as a screen

entertainer. I have seen people who were amazingly

funny on the stage fail to get over in pictures at all. On
the stage it is possible to be impromptu and be funny,
but in pictures it doesn't work out that way.

"Every successful comedian on the screen that I know
of is tremendously clever in other ways. Usually they

practically have to write their own scenarios, because

there is no one else who can deliver a story containing

enough laughs. Buster Keaton and Harold Lloyd build

up every laugh they get."
In order to be a successful screen comedian it is neces-

sary to have an absolutely distinctive personality. From
Ben Turpin and Louise Fazenda, whose attraction lies

in their grotesquerie, to Mildred Davis and Harold

Lloyd, whose remarkably high-spirited and wholesome
air of good comradeship is most striking, every success-

ful comedian is quite original.
"I sometimes think that it takes more courage to be

a comedy actress than anything else in the world," a

close friend of Louise FazenoVs told me one time.

"Getting thrown into a vat of molasses, rolled down
hill, dropped out of windows, and eternally getting hit

with pies, bottles or anything else the director happens
to think of is no joke to the player. Once after a hard

day's work Louise asked me if I had ever waked up
and found a motorcycle in my lap. She had that very
afternoon, when some scenes went wrong and a motor-

cycle hit her, making her unconscious."
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Of course, the bottles and other things that comedians

are hit with are made of a special composition but

even this is not soft, by any means. So anyone contem-

plating a career in slapstick comedy may expect to be

a target for assault and battery 1

Ben Turpin believes that the most important requisite

of a comedian is a supple, expressive body. The absurd

postures he strikes are not accidental by any means;

they are each and every one worked out before a mirror.

The body as a whole must be responsive to every slight

movement, for when the comedian becomes stiff, his

action becomes stilted and ceases to be funny.
Charlie Chaplin, who has lifted himself through

slapstick comedy to a position among the foremost

actors of the world, mingles pathos liberally with his

comedy.
"Always break a laugh with a tear, a tear with a

laugh blend them into each other, to make both effec-

tive," he said recently in discussing his methods. "And
don't ever think of yourself when you act of what your
feet and hands are going to do. Just concentrate on

what you want to get over to the audience, and let your

body take care of itself; it will do the right thing

instinctively."
The field of comedy is an unlimited one, and one

through which many players have marched triumph-

antly to stardom in dramatic roles. It is an excellent

training school, since it must move so fast that expres-
sions and movements must be clear cut, so that the

audience can grasp their significance instantly. Gloria

Swanson, Betty Compson, Marie Prevost, Harriet

Hammond, Alice Lake they are but a few of the girls

who were trained in the comedy school. It is one worth

considering, especially for women.
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Marion Dnvics, one of the kindest-hearted girls in pictures, has been known
to lend her own clothes to extras who had not the right clothes to wear

in a picture



CHAPTER XXXVI

MAKING A SPECIALTY OF THRILLS

The thrill specialist usually a serial actor is con-

fronted with different problems, and must have slightly

different qualifications than the actor of straight drama-

tic parts.

"Just remember," Ruth Roland, the reigning serial

queen, told me one time, "that you have to do everything
faster in a serial that is you have to get your effects

faster. In most pictures, it is a case of working up to a

big climax in five reels, but in a serial each episode
must have its climaxes and be replete with thrills. After

a five reel feature the players usually have a chance to

rest, but in serial work, one must go on and on week
after week for fifteen weeks or even longer.

'

It is the

most exhausting kind of work, and one is apt to get
tense from the excitement of it. It is necessary to have

relaxation so as not to get stale, but it is out of the ques-
tion for the serial actor to go to any late parties. He
or she just wouldn't be capable of the work demanded
the next day,

"Serial work is more difficult too in another way. It

is not possible to rehearse the scenes of a serial the way
a feature picture is rehearsed, because so much has to

be left to the initiative of the player. And in working
with tigers, lions, spirited horses and in making leaps
and dives from cliffs, swiftly-moving trains and aero-

planes, we often start in to do one thing and then do

something entirely different. Often we must either think

and act quickly or get killed or smashed to pieces."
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And one might suppose from this that if Miss Roland

were asked what the most important qualification for a

continued-next-week actor is, that she would say

"courage." But she does not.

"I don't think that strength, or courage, or even talent

is so important as one other thing," she told me.

"The prime requisite is just plain friendliness. If you
are sincerely interested in everyone around you, and
aren't the least bit upstage, your screen self will have

the same capacity for making friends that you have off

screen. And you must have magnetism; unless your
audience looks on you as a dear old friend, they won't

get half the thrill out of seeing you in danger.

"People who hare seen me doing dangerous stunts

in pictures often comment on the fact that in private
life I am not particularly reckless or adventurous. I

suppose that does seem strange but it should be en-

couraging to girls who would like to become serial

stars. There is something hypnotic in the click of the

camera
;
it makes you go ahead and do things that you

would be scared to death to do in real life. When I

hear it I forget that I am just Ruth Roland who values

her life pretty highly, and I become for the moment the

heroine of the story who has some vital reason for defy-

ing danger. When the click of the camera stops, I grab
hold of something and hang on tight!

"Once while making a picture I was pretty badly in-

jured. One hip was thrown out of joint and for a time

it was so painful that I thought I'd have to go to a hos-

pital and rest for a while. But if I had, it would have
cost the company a lot of money and theatres all over

the country would have had to flash on the screens 'To
be continued when Ruth Roland recovers' instead of

'To be continued next week,' so I took a doctor along on
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location with us and went on working. For a while we
did scenes where I didn't have to do much, scenes where
I was sitting at a table, or else closeups where I only
showed from the waist up. I was supported by a crutch

while we made the scene, and when we finished the

doctor used to come rushing over to see if I was all

right. Later on, when I got better I did some scenes

where I had to run along the top of a fast-moving rail-

road train. When the time came it didn't seem as

though I could possibly do it, but somehow when the

camera began clicking I went through the scene as

though nothing was the matter.

"I often hear people say, 'Of course, you never risk

your own life. You have a double do all your stunts,

don't you?' As a matter of fact I don't. Sometimes it

might be better if I did. Once I read something Doug-
las Fairbanks said on the subject and I think he summed
it up a'bout right. He said that if he had a double do

his most dangerous stunts, it would break his self-con-

fidence and that after a while he might be afraid to do
even the simple ones. No, if you're going to make a

specialty of thrill pictures, you'll have to have the grit
to see all the thrills through."
The type of serial heroine is changing somewhat just

at present. The heavy-fisted, muscular, athletic type is

giving place to a more delicate, wiry, and feminine sort.

Such frail heroines as Lucy Fox, who played opposite
Charles Hutchinson in the Pathe serial "Hurricane

Hutch," combine the strength and daring of the hero-

ines of the first serials with a dainty femininity that is

altogether alluring.
"See here Lucy," Charles Hutchinson told her one

day when they were taking some scenes up at Ausable
Chasm in the Adirondacks, "when the canoe gets down
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there to those falls, it's going to tip over and it takes a

strong man to swim through those rapids. We'll get a

double for you and dress him up in your clothes, and

shoot the scene from far enough away so that no one

will ever know the difference."

Perhaps Lucy's heart quailed a little at the danger,
but if it did she never let on.

"No; I'm going to do that scene myself," she an-

nounced firmly. "If we don't shoot those scenes close

up, people will never know that you didn't have a

double for it."

And in that little speech she showed one of the most

valuable attributes of a motion-picture actress un-

selfishness.

"Particularly in serials," Charles Hutchinson re-

marked to me one day, "You've got to be an agreeable,

companionable sort. You work together eighteen weeks
at a stretch sometimes, under all conditions. If you
don't get along well in real life, your work on the screen

certainly won't be convincing."
For the 'boy who yearns to take up a career as thrill

specialist in motion pictures, there is no better model
to study than this Charles Hutchinson, hero of numer-
ous Pathe serials.

"It costs me an awful lot to keep fit for work," Charles

Hutchinson confided to me recently. "It costs a lot of

money for gymnasiums and trainers and things like

that, but even more than that it costs energy and lot of

time and endless patience. Why the way I've practised
and worked over my stunts would make a man hammer-

ing away at a rock pile for a few years think his job
was easy. I suppose there would be more glamor about

me if I told people that it just came naturally to me
to jump chasms on a motorcycle, and swim through
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rapids, and climb up cliffs clinging to a rope, but as a

matter of fact every one of those feats requires the most
strenuous sort of training. I like my work so well that

it is no hardship for me to spend all my days at the

studio or out on location, and then put in my evenings

exercising in a gymnasium. I'm not the sort that craves

going to cabarets and theaters all the time. I expect that

even if I weren't acting in serials I'd spend most of my
time in a gym. And I guess that is what a boy would
have to have born in him to make him a success in this

work."
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CHAPTER XXXVII
STRIKING EXAMPLES OF SCREEN ACTING

It
is,

of course, difficult to select the best examples of

screen acting that have been given to us through the

years of motion-picture history. Back in the early days,

many an actor did excellent work which went unrecog-
nized because at that time so few people went to motion

pictures. Then, too, personal preference has much to

do with the matter; you may be so fond of a certain star

that his work seems remarkably good to you, while some
one whose personality seems less pleasing to you seems

to do inferior work.

In making the selections given here, I have been

governed by a conviction that screen acting is, in reality,

a sincere and convincing presentation of an inner image,
the character which is to be presented. Many stars need

merely to "play themselves," because they are given
roles which almost coincide with their own characters.

This makes the presentation no less excellent, for to be

natural is one of the hardest things to do before the

camera. It is the actor who goes through certain mo-
tions and movements because the director tells him to,

without a clear-cut mental image of the character he is

projecting, who does nothing for the development of

screen acting.

Here, then, is a list of some of the greatest impersona-
tions which we have had on the motion picture screen.

It is not a complete one, of course, but it is one which,
as you consider it, will give you, perhaps more than

anything else, a clear idea of what acting before the

motion picture camera really is.
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Douglas Fairbanks in "The Three Musketeers," and

Rudolph Valentino in "The Four Horsemen," show
what can be done when a role fits a star like a glove.

Lillian Gish in "Broken Blossoms" and "Way Down
East."

Mary Pickford in "Tess of the Storm Country" and
"Stella Maris."

Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan in "The Kid."

Colleen Moore and Wesley Barry in "Dinty."

John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
Lionel Barrymore in "The Copperhead."

Betty Compson in "The Miracle Man."
Pauline Frederick in "Madame X."

Mary Alden in "The Old Nest."

Vera Gordon in "Humoresque."
Richard Barthelmess in "Broken Blossoms" and

"Tol'able David."

Nazimova in "War Brides" and "Regeneration."
Elsie Ferguson in "Footlights."

Douglas MacLean in "Twenty-three and a Half
Hours' Leave."

Fanny Ward and Sessue Hayakawa in "The Cheat."

Gareth Hughes in "Sentimental Tommy."
Wyndham Standing in "Earthbound."
Charles Ray in the early productions which he made

for Ince.

Norma Talmadge in "The Passion Flower."

James Kirkwood in "Bob Hampton of Placer."

Mabel Normand in "Mickey."
Bert Lytell in "The Price of Redemption."
Thomas Meighan in "The Miracle Man."

Henry Walthall in "The Birth of a Nation."
Robert Gordon in "The Varmint" and "Dollars and

the Woman."
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Bryant Washburn in "Skinner's Dress Suit."

George Beban in "The Sign of the Rose."

William S. Hart in "Three Word Brand."

As I have said, this list does not pretend to be com-

plete; it is merely an indication of what can be accom-

plished on the screen, a guidepost, pointing along the

way toward what can be done when working before the

camera.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII

WOULD YOU SCREEN WELL?
One of the most important things for you to know is

whether you will screen well or not. Some years ago I

met at one of the studios a girl who looked perfectly

hopeless to me. I thought she was homely, unattractive

everything that would seem to bar her out of motion

pictures. A few months later I saw on the screen the

picture in which she had been working the day we met
And then I understood. She screened beautifully.

Now, the rules which tell whether you will screen

well or not have so many exceptions that it's hard to

illustrate them. I might say "Dark eyes screen best"

and then I would remember Lillian Gish. I might say
"Of course, both eyes must be the same color" and

remember Colleen Moore!
But though it settles down into being an individual

problem, there are certain general rules, according to

which you can judge the possibilities of your own looks

from the motion picture camera's point of view.

To begin with, discount all beauty that depends on

coloring. On the screen the blueness of your eyes and

the redness of your cheeks will not show at all. They
will be translated into terms of gray and black.

So, when you stand before your mirror and judge

yourself, don't arrange your hair nicely and turn the

lights low. Turn them high, and be a severe critic.

We will 'begin with your hair. Light hair photo-

graphs well. Consider the blondes of the screen

Wallace Reid, Mary Pickford, Wanda Hawley, Alice

Terry, Mary Miles Minter, Grace Darmond, Mae
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Murray their hair lights up well, and is most effective.

Elsie Ferguson's hair, which has a touch of red-gold
about it, is darker on the screen. Billie Burke's, which
is light, but still redder, photographs rather dark unless

a strong light is used. Red photographs black, you see

Olga Petrova's red hair was black on the screen.

Lillian Gish's hair, which is not so light, is likely to

photograph dark, unless the light is strong. Yet her

hair is yellow, not light brown. Light brown hair can

be so lighted that it photographs like light hair, of

course, but this means special lighting, and in estimating
the screen value of your looks you must not count on

unusual dispensations.
Brown hair photographs well Corinne Griffith,

Alice Joyce Calhoun, Richard Barthelmess, Gloria

Swanson, Pauline Frederick, Edith Johnson, all hare

brown hair. Hair of the texture of Gloria Swanson's

fine, yet not fine enough to be frizzly when curled

photographs beautifully.
Clara Kimball Young's heavy, dark hair is one of her

chief beauties on the screen. She is also a good example
of the way in which dark eyes screen. As a rule, dark

eyes screen better than light ones do. Hazel eyes screen

well Mary Pickford proves that. May McAvoy's
gray eyes screen beautifully. Pauline Frederick has

blue eyes, but they are dark blue, and very expressive.
Lines are more important than coloring so that face

which is well modeled, and distinguished by pretty

features, will be likely to screen well, unless the eyes
are too light. The hair can be concealed by a wig, of

course, so a straight nose is more important than pretty
hair. An oval face which is wide at the eyes screens

better than a round one does. Large eyes screen much
better than small ones do. The face in which the eyes
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are set well apart is good for screen purposes, since it

does not show fatigue as soon as one in which the eyes

are not well set. The face which is too narrow does not

screen well, as a rule, because it does not take the light

effectively. Features which are too angular do not

screen well, nor do features which are too fine, or too

thick. They should be clear cut, of course, but not

sharp.

mouth must be well shaped, and the lips neither

too thin nor too thick. And the mouth must be good,
not only when it is closed, but when you are smiling or

laughing, as well. There is one very pretty screen star

whose mouth is really ugly when she laughs a distinct

drawback which she has to overcome.

The teeth must be good and well aligned. The chin

must be firm a receding chin can ruin one's chances

on the screen, just in itself. The neck should be long,
rather than short. Lillian Gish, May McAvoy, Seena

Owen, Katherine MacDonald, Gloria Swanson these

are but a few of the actresses who have these good
points and who screen exceptionally well.

There must be length from the upper lip to the nose
;

if this distance is too short, you will not screen well.

There must be no defects, of course no scars, or bad
breaks. v 4<3

Blemishes which you may hardly have noticed will

be brought in line, that is, into prominence by the glar-

ing lights of the studio.

A clear, white skin is a great asset. Elsie Ferguson
has a very beautiful skin, and uses but little make-up.
Lillian Gish's skin is very white, and she, too uses little

make-up for her screen work. A rough or blotchy skin

screens badly.
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A good figure counts for much on the screen. You

must make allowance, in judging your screen value, for

the fact that the camera exaggerates; that you will ap-

pear larger on the screen than you really are. Many an

actress who looks beautifully slender off the screen does

not dare eat what or when she wants; she must diet to

keep thin enough for the camera.

The best height for a girl that is, the one most

popular with directors is five feet two, or three inches.

Five feet, fire inches is acceptable, but girls who are

taller than that are not likely to find their height a help,
but a hindrance. Of course, there are many actresses

who are taller than this who are successful on the screen

Betty Blythe for instance. But they have other assets

which discount their height.
A man should be taller, of course, and broad

shouldered the heroes of the screen nowadays are

husky, as a rule though Rudolph Valentino, who is

slender, though muscular, and Richard Barthelmess,
who is not tall, are notable examples. He should have

a good figure, be athletic and in good health.

Your physical equipment goes but part way toward

determining the question of whether or not you will

screen well, of course. As I have said before, person-

ality, charm, intelligence, are most important in making
you a success in pictures. But by the rules I have given

you here you can estimate your screen value fairly ac-

curately, and go far toward deciding what your chances

of success would be in the studios.
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CHAPTER XXXIX

WHAT TYPE ARE YOU?

"What type of leading man and leading woman are

most in demand just now?" I asked the casting director

of one of the big companies. To my amazement he

replied :

"All types. The day is past when faces and figures
of one pattern predominate on the screen. It used to be

that when one girl made a big hit, every man star

wanted a leading lady that looked as much like her as

possible. Look at the floods of girls who 'looked like

Mary.' There were Mary Miles Minter and Louise

Lovely, and Gladys Leslie and any number of others.

"The fashion in men was almost as marked. They
were all semi-Francis X. Bushmans with noble profiles,

flamboyant gestures, large jewelry and heavy physique.
After that the saucer-eyed soulful heroines came into

vogue and wholesome-looking men. But now, thank

goodness, the public has forced producers to provide
real personalities on the screen, not just copies of a

popular type.
"It doesn't matter so much what type you are now;

there is just about as much call for one as another. The

important factor now is that your type must be clearly
defined. There is no chance to play ingenue if you are

too large and well-developed but there is plenty of

chance to play young married parts. You cannot get

away with hero roles now by having a tailor cleverly

pad out the shoulders of your coat, but you may get a

wonderful opportunity to play a weakling. We are
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always looking out for strongly-marked types, so it

always seems to me good advice to tell people looking
for jobs just to be themselves. Leave off the make-up
and dress in whatever seems most natural.

"The case of Mildred Davis who has been playing
leads with Harold Lloyd, but is going to be a star is an

interesting one. After she landed in Los Angeles she

got all dressed up and went the rounds of the casting
directors and no one had anything for her. She looked

very much like a thousand and one other plump little

girls in their 'teens, with their eyelashes made up and

mouth pouting prettily. But one afternoon she was out

walking or playing tennis or amusing herself somehow
and she had on a middy blouse and her hair was rather

tousled and she didn't hare on a particle of make-up
when she decided to drop in at an agent's to see if he

had anything for her. She was grabbed right away by
a director who wanted someone just her type.

"Now that sort of thing is happening all the time. A
director couldn't tell from seeing Mildred Davis all

dressed up how adorable she would be in just the ordi-

nary sort of clothes young girls all over the country
wear. And I dare say that Nazimova, Katherine Mac-

Donald, and Mae Murray could all apply at an agent's
tomorrow and get turned down if they were dressed in

the prevailing style, had their hair dressed just like

'most everyone else and had their eyebrows pulled out

and their mouths made up to look like a popular pattern
of heroine.

"Everyone now from the big stars down to the people
who play bits must live up to their own distinct in-

dividuality. Styles may come and styles may go, but

Nazimova will remain herself there will always be

the quick, catlike movements, the subtle changes of ex-
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pression in her face, the distinctive coiffure and clothes.

"Let the directors judge your capabilities for imper-
sonation of other types. Just bend your energies to ex-

pressing your own personality vividly."
Now all of this is very good advice and the person

ambitious for a screen career should heed it. We can-

not all be Betty Compsons, Gloria Swansons, Bebe
Daniels. If your beauty is not of their vivid, radiant

type, do not try to make it so artificially. There is lots

of room in pictures for girls of less striking beauty.
Colleen Moore's beauty might have carried her far in

a career if she had chosen to play it up, but instead she

clung to her Irish mannerisms and quaint coquetry and
as a result she is a unique personality on the screen.

Pauline Starke might likewise have traded on her

natural beauty, but she too knew enough to develop

along other lines and now her finely-sensitive, soulful

characterizations bear tribute to the wisdom of her

course.

When Richard Barthelmess made his big hit in "Way
Down East," a hit that resulted in the formation of a

company to star him in pictures for First National re-

lease, three promising young leading men, all of whom
had pretty fair chances of advancing to stardom, began
to imitate him. They are now playing small parts, for

their work lost all originality. But Glenn Hunter, who
might have imitated Barthelmess successfully, insisted

upon developing along his own lines, and as a result he

has recently become a star.

There are dozens of players on the screen who might
still be struggling mediocrities if they hadn't been such

strongly-marked types. Mae Busch found fame await-

ing her in Erich Von Stroheim's office; he happened to

be looking for just the sort of girl she proved herself to

be in the few minutes he saw her there.
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Miss Busch went to his office to apply for a certain

part which she had heard was the only one in the picture
which had not already been cast. It happened to be the

part of a spiteful, quick-tempered young adventuress.

Miss Busch glanced around the outer office, saw that

already there was a crowd waiting, and started to leave.

She remarked nonchalantly that it wasn't worth her

while to wait. And behind that reckless demeanor
that willingness to walk out of a big engagement rather

than be subjected to the humiliation of being judged
with several other candidates, Von Stroheim saw that

she was just the girl with the mettle to carry off the

role he had in mind. She was engaged and all the

patient others dismissed.

Now that incident is valuable in showing the effect

of a mental type. Some directors consider getting parts

cast with people whose mental processes are consistent

with the role just as important as casting them by

physical prototype. So in developing your type inten-

sively, give a thought to mental advancement as well as

appearance.
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CHAPTER XL

STEPPING STONES TO THE SCREEN
There are many girls who want to make acting in

motion pictures their profession who have not the op-

portunity or the means to go directly to the studio and

try their luck at breaking in. They must take whatever
work is nearest at hand and save the adventure of break-

ing into the movies for a time when they have a little

money saved.

"What can girls in such a position do? Is there any
sort of work that is remunerative and at the same time

valuable to the prospective screen actress?"

Those questions are asked over and over again of

actors and casting directors. The answer is to be found
in the experiences of girls who have arrived as screen

artists who faced the same situation. In an earlier

chapter were discussed the various jobs inside the studio

which might lead up to acting; here are a few instances

of girls who tried other stepping stones to the screen.

Helen Ferguson offers perhaps the bravest of object
lessons. She played extra parts at the old Essanay Com-

pany in Chicago while she was still in High School.

But two years of this had not taken her very far, so she

determined to come to New York where there were
more companies working. With only one hundred and

fifty dollars saved she sallied forth to New York to be-

siege the studios. But soon her money was gone and
there were no engagements in sight. She didn't go home
and neither did she skimp along on her last few dollars,

making a forlorn appearance at the agents' offices. She
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got a job in an insurance office and continued looking
for a place in the movies Saturday afternoons. When
she finally landed an engagement it was such a tiny one

that she dared not give up her office job to take it. Here
her ingenuity saved her she told the office manager
that she was doing secret work for the government and
would have to be away during the day for a while. He
allowed her to come to the office nights and make up
her work and her deception didn't worry her a great

deal, for you see it was a government picture she was

working onl But the strain of working days and nights

proved too great and soon Miss Ferguson had to give

up. It was the office job she gave up, for she had saved

a hundred dollars and that tided her over until she

landed another engagement.
Now when Miss Ferguson rushes from one engage-

ment to the next she played important parts in "Miss
Lulu Bett" for Famous Players and in "Hungry
Hearts" for Goldwyn, you know she recalls those days
in the insurance office and many a deft bit of character-

ation is the result of her observation there.

A more frequent stop-gap for the girl who wants to

get into pictures but has to have a job in the meantime,
is posing for artists. Penrhyn Stanlaws who is now a

motion-picture director but who used to be a painter
can look back on the days when a dozen or more girls

now prominent in pictures posed for him. There was
Mabel Normand, Justine Johnstone, Helene Chadwick,
Alice Joyce any number of others. They say that they
learned much that was valuable in their days as artists'

models; they learned poise, immediate relaxation, and
best of all they learned patience.

Many a girl has danced her way into the movies
and not all of them had expensive terpsichorean train-
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ing either! Margeurite de la Motte, true enough, had
the most famous teachers, but Shannon Day learned to

dance to the tune of hurdy-gurdies in the New York
streets. Margeurite de la Motte enjoyed a preliminary
career of dancing at entertainments and Shannon Day
danced in by way of the Follies. Margaret Loomis and
Carol Dempster too, both came to motion pictures by
way of dancing careers. Whoever has taken this course

is loud in its praises; grace, poise, ease of bearing, and

delicate, quick movements are all the natural portion
of the motion-picture actress who has been a dancer.

Girls who have been professional writers say that

that experience is of great value to them in characteriza-

tion. But the actresses who have come to the studio

by way of a writing career are few and far between,
for writing jobs, alas, are as rare as engagements in

pictures. Helen Jerome Eddy and Barbara LeMarr
are two interesting players who took that route, how-
ever. In the course of writing and selling scenarios they
became acquainted with motion-picture people who
gave them opportunities to act. Once in that more

glamorous part of the studio work, they abandoned the

writing altogether.

The most common stepping-stone to the screen is, of

course, the speaking stage, and according to Alice Brady
it is a wise young person who seeks first a chance to

play there.

"A girl of real promise may work as an extra in pic-

tures for a year or more and not be noticed. Indeed it

is doubtful if many of them ever are noticed, but on
the stage even the tiniest bit shows up. If a girl has real

talent she can make a tiny bit stand out so that motion-

picture directors will seek her instead of her seeking
them."
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There are many other preliminary careers that might

prove of value for any opportunity to observe people
under trying conditions is valuable to the one who wants

to act. But a job that gives her a glimpse into things

artistic, a job that trains her body as well as her mind,
a job whose responsibilities will not weigh upon her and
make her look harassed that is the ideal stepping stone

to the studio for any girl.
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CHAPTER XLI

HOW LONG IT TAKES TO BREAK IN

A very pretty girl who had just finished playing a

small part in a picture stopped in the casting director's

office and said to him :

"You have been so kind to me, I want to ask your
advice. May I?"

He nodded abstractedly, for he was busy as casting
directors almost always are.

"I have been in New York three months," she con-

tinued in a rather mournful tone, "and I am just begin-

ning to get small parts now. I played extra in dozens

of pictures before I ever got a chance to do anything,
and even now I am just getting bits. I don't feel as

though I was getting anywhere. Do you think there

is any hope for me?"
He looked up then and ejaculated: "Three months!"

He stared at her uncomprehendingly before he con-

tinued :

"Why my dear child, it is little short of miraculous
that coming into the business unknown as you have

you are doing anything at the end of three months. You
ought to thank your lucky stars if all you got was an

occasional chance to play extra. All press-agent stories

to the contrary, people don't become motion-picture
actors of prominence overnight. It is only once in a

blue moon that a director notices an extra and picks
her out for a part. It has taken most of the players years
to get established. Why should you expect to do better

than they did?"
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The casting director didn't really have time to stop

and talk to her, but he felt that she had promise, so he

took pity on her. And what he said ought to be of

interest to every girl who thinks of trying to break into

pictures.
"You never hear people speak of 'going' into pictures,

do you? They always speak of 'breaking' in. Well,
there is a reason for that. The disappointments and

struggles connected with getting into motion pictures
do just about break even the most iron-willed people.
There is nothing easy about it. It takes grit and nerve

and most of all courage. If you're disgusted because

you are only getting small parts at the end of three

months, you'd better stop. You will never survive the

strain.

"Look at some of the big stars and how long it took

them to get started. You remember Wally Reid in 'The

Birth of a Nation,' don't you? You remember how
everyone raved about the way he played the fighting
blacksmith? Well, that was back in nineteen fourteen.

Before that he was a leading man in Universal pictures
for some time. He could tell you a story about

struggles.

"Look at the case of Helen Ferguson. She played
extra parts at Essanay for two whole years before she

ever got a real part.

"There is hardly a prominent actor or actress on the

screen who didn't have between a year and two years
of struggles before they landed engagements frequently

enough so that they felt that they had really broken in

to stay. Even beautiful Rubye de Remer who was a

well-known Follies' girl played extras for six months
or more before she began to get parts. And you talk

about your troubles at the end of three months! You
ought to give it a year's trial anyway."
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That was the first time that I had ever heard anyone
set a time limit on the trials one should make to break

in, and in an effort to corroborate his views I sought
out stars, directors and agents and asked them how long

they thought an aspirant ought to try. The consensus of

opinion was that at the end of six month's making the

rounds of studios and casting agents, an actor ought to

be getting bits to play. At the end of a year he ought
to be landing small parts pretty regularly.
"But if you really want with all your heart to get into

motion pictures," Ruth Roland told me, "you won't

stop trying at the end of six months or a year, or even

two years. You will just keep on trying and trying until

you land. If any amount of discouragement can stop

you you ought never to start."

Whether you can take the advice of the majority and

spend six months in trying or whether you can follow

the dictates of your heart as Miss Roland suggests, will

depend on how much money you have to keep you
going during your trials. How much you will need will

be treated in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER XLII

WHAT IT COSTS TO GET LAUNCHED
If you could slip unseen into the Rehearsal Club in

New York City or the Studio Club in Hollywood and
listen to the day's experiences of the girls there who are

trying to get into motion pictures you would probably
conclude that the greatest obstacle to success is fre-

quently the lack of a little money.
"We were all hired for the society bazaar scene," I

heard a girl telling recently, "and when we finished the

assistant director told us that he'd need ten of the same

girls for some outdoor scenes next day. He asked how

many of us could ride and out of the lot of us who
said we could, he picked fifteen. Then he told us we'd

have to supply our own riding habits, and that auto-

matically eliminated me among others. One of those

ten girls who had a riding habit was selected to play a

bit and it might have been me. But I didn't have the

forty dollars to buy a suit!"

Another time I heard of a girl who lost a part be-

cause when the choice for it was narrowed down to her

and one other girl, she lost out because her evening dress

was not fresh looking. The other girl had on a new
one. Still another case came to my notice of a girl who
was hired for a part, but who sat up most of the night

pressing her costumes and freshening up her clothes,

with the result that she looked wan and tired the next

day and the director put her in the back of the crowd
in the same scene and selected another girl to play her

part.
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Marion Davies, who is one of the kindest-hearted

players in the profession, has been known to lend clothes

to impecunious little extras who arrived on the set in

makeshift outfits, but such miraculous happenings are

rare. She couldn't possibly dress many of them her

director would find it out and when she appeared for

some other scene wearing the same outfit he would

probably ask her what the idea was of dressing just

like one of her own extras.

Too much importance cannot be put on this matter

of having plenty of clothes. Directors are hawk-eyed

individuals, and sometimes they remember a dress when

they don't remember the person wearing it. And if they
see you wearing a frock they remember having seen in

some picture, they will surely put you back in the crowd
where you won't show. This is where the men have a

distinct advantage. Once they get a fairly complete
wardrobe it doesn't need replenishing. But a girl never

has enough.
Now it is impossible even to estimate the cost of a

girl's wardrobe. She should start out with just as many
clothes as possible, and have a fund in the bank to buy
extra things with now and then. All that we can esti-

mate is the amount needed for actual living expenses

during the period when she is breaking in.

Mary Pickford once made the statement that a girl

shouldn't expect actually to make her living in pictures

until she had been appearing in them for two years.

Mabel Ballin's attitude is even more pessimistic.

"If a girl could only play extra parts and bits in the

studios for five years before she starts regular parts, she

would have invaluable training," Mrs. Ballin says. "If

they could look on that five years as their college course,

and have enough money during that time so that they
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wouldn't suffer any privation, they would be better

equipped for playing leading parts than almost any-
one I know. There are such wonderful opportunities
for observation while you are an extra. You spend
hours in the presence of the most talented stars and have

every opportunity to study them at close range. It is

a chance you'd give anything for later on."

But there are very few people who have the means
to keep themselves going that long. It is doubtful if

many of the hundreds who come to New York or Los

Angeles with the idea of going into motion pictures
hare more than a hundred dollars saved toward ex-

penses. Some come with only enough to keep them for

a few days, and then throw themselves on the mercy of

one of the various organizations of actors. But this is

a course fraught with danger particularly for girls.

As a general estimate, it is a good idea for you to

have enough to pay your living expenses for six months.

A generous allowance must be made for carfare, par-

ticularly if you are going to try your fortunes in the

Los Angeles producing center, for the studios are far

apart, and some of them can be reached only by bus

lines whose fares range from ten to twenty-five cents.

Ordinarily, a person can live in Los Angeles for fifteen

dollars a week and in New York for twenty to twenty-
five. If you are economical, you can do it on less, but

when your job depends on your looks, it is well to live

comfortably.
Five hundred dollars is the lowest estimate any player

would give me of what a beginner should have when
he starts out to seek a career in motion pictures. And
most of them recommend eight hundred or even a

thousand.
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HOW TO APPLY FOR A JOB
As a rule, it is best to apply first to the casting

directors of the studios which you can reach, before

going to the agencies. Don't try to do this by letter, even

though waiting until you can apply in person may mean
that you have to wait months, or even a year. A casting

director, unless he is one in a million, can't tell from a

photograph how you will screen, and even if he could

tell, if he wanted to engage someone for a part, he

would of course take somebody who was within reach

by telephone.
If you wrote a casting director, sending your photo-

graphs, and asked if he wouldn't give you a chance in

the movies, he would hardly care to take the respon-

sibility of bringing you from your home to New York
or Los Angeles, even if he had a small part for you.
He could not assure you of more work after that part
was done.

So make up your mind to apply in person, or not at

all.

The round of the casting directors may be a weary
one, and you may have to make it time after time. So
don't be discouraged if your first visit brings but small

results. Take at least two good photographs of your-

self, a front face and a profile, taken without a hat, and

go to the first studio on your list. Ask for the casting
director. Don't be dismayed if a large sign bearing
the words, "No Casting Today," confronts you. Ex-

plain to the doorman, who may try to discourage you
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in your attempt to see the casting drector, that you want
to register. Perhaps you won't succeed in seeing any-

one; the casting director may be out, or busy, or he may
have seen dozens of applicants that day, and feel that

he'll commit murder or suicide if he is confronted with

another one.

Don't lose your temper and insist that you must see

somebody, or get into an argument with the doorman.

Just head for the next studio, and plan to return to this

one later. Don't be discouraged if you sit in the ante-

room, waiting, for hours, and then don't see anybody.
It's all part of breaking into the game.

It has been my experience that casting directors, and

those who, while this is not their official title, do the

work of casting are only too willing to see applicants.

Frequently they are just as anxious to find new faces as

the new faces are to be found. More and more fre-

quently women do this work, and I believe that they
are inclined to be more considerate than men are in this

capacity.
A casting director keeps, either in his filing cabinets

or in his scrap books, the names of those who register

with him, their photographs and full information about

them. He lists applicants under certain general head-

ings, according to their type. Now, many people who
want to break into pictures make the great mistake of

dressing up too much when they go to see a casting
director. Girls and women will curl their hair out of

all semblance to its natural appearance, put on a great
deal of make-up, wear elaborate costumes, in fact, do

everything they can to conceal their natural type.
The director has to discount all this. He has to figure

out what a girl would look like with the rouge and

make-up washed off, in different clothes. He doesn't
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want to see a representation of the latest styles ;
he wants

to see a human being.

So, though you must look as well as you can, when

you apply for a job, don't hide yourself and show only

your clothes. Be as natural as you possibly can. That's

where your best chance of getting a job will lie.

Write on the backs of the photographs which you
take with you, your name, address, and telephone
number. You will have to leave your photographs with

the casting director. A young girl to whom I told this

fact, recently, made vigorous objection.

"But my photographs were so expensive 1" she pro-
tested. "I might leave two of them with each casting

director, and then never get an engagement at all!"

Now, the cost of good photographs is just part of the

equipment for getting a position. You must count on

that. And you must be resigned to leaving many photo-

graphs, everywhere. You see, casting directors can't be

expected to remember what each applicant looks like

they must have notes on the applicant's appearance, and

they must have photographs.
The casting director, if he sees you, will ask what you

can do whether you ride, swim, play golf, dance, etc.

He will want to know what stage and screen experience

you have had. This information will be noted on your

application blank and filed with your pictures.

Perhaps you will see only the casting director's assist-

ant, but take warning, and don't be haughty, if this is

the case. An assistant's word often counts for a great
deal. The assistant may make a favorable report on

you, and keep you in mind, where a director would be

too busy to remember you at all.

Probably you will not be given a part of any kind

for some time. It may be weeks before you get any sort
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of engagement; then word will come to report at the

studio, in street clothes, or with evening dress, for a mob
scene. And you may work in mob scenes for a long time

before getting anything else to do.

But from them you can learn much. And after you
have played in a few of them, and got the general

atmosphere of the studios into your bones, you will know
far better how to apply for work.

The things to remember are to look and act natural,
when you apply for a job, to take good photographs
with you, and to be glad to get an interview with any-
one at all, even the office boyl
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WHAT AN AGENCY DOES

If you try to break into the motion picture game, you
will hear much of agencies of this one that gets won-

derful jobs for people, but charges them fifty per cent,

of their salary of that one that stands in with all the

big directors, and supplies all the extras for the most

important productions, and so on.

An agency may do almost anything. It may engage

everything for directors, from studios and camera men
to extras. It may have stars on its list, and it may have

only people of whom nobody has ever heard.

When you register with an agent, you put your name
on his books, leaving photographs with him, and a

description of yourself, just as you do with a casting

director. Then, when a call comes to him for people
for a mob scene, or for someone to play a certain sort

of part, he looks through his scrap books, and picks_out
the people he needs.

If he is a good agent, and has built up a reputation
for being able to select people who will suit a director,
he has more than he can do. Not long ago I sat in the

inner office of one of the big New York agents, while
a director interviewed the dozens of people whom the

agent had assembled for him. The director had phoned
in that morning, to tell the agent what he wanted, and
had sent over a list of the characters, with an indication

of the type he wanted for each one. The director ac-

cepted every one of the agent's selections.
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It will cost you more to get engagements through an

agency than it will through a casting director, of course.

You must pay a registration fee, in many cases, and the

agent gets a certain percentage of your salary. I believe

that fire per cent, is the amount fixed by law, but the

agency game has been a crooked one, and in more than

one instance the agent has taken half the salary. How-
ever, this branch of the motion-picture industry has

been cleaned up, and much improved.
A good agent, who knows the directors, can build up

a demand for a client, and get him engagements. It is

his business to do so, of course, and it is to his interest

to get as many engagements for the people registered
with him as he possibly can. Therefore it would seem
to be wise to register with a good agent, if one wants

to get ahead in pictures.

However, there's one difficulty not all agents are

reliable. Be very sure, if you decide to spend any part
of your money in this way, that the agent with whom
you deal can really do what he claims he can. And do
not feel that it is absolutely necessary to have the help
of an agent if you want to break in. You can do it by
making the rounds of the casting directors' offices your-

self, if you have patience enough and you may strike

something big much quicker if you depend on personal

application, than if you work through an agency.
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CHAPTER XLV
WHERE THE STUDIOS ARE

There are studios scattered throughout various parts
of the United States, but the only producing centers of

appreciable importance are in the vicinity of Los

Angeles and New York. During the winter months

many of the companies move to California and there

is a resulting shortage of engagements in the metropolis,
but as a general rule the opportunity is just as good in

one place as the other. It is cheaper to live in Los

Angeles, but there are more opportunities for cultural

development in New York. There are more motion-

picture companies working in Los Angeles, but there

are also many more actors looking for jobs. In the

opinion of most of the people in the industry one place
is as good to break in as another.

Now it has previously been explained that the best

and almost the only way to get an engagement is to

apply at the studio personally. If there happens to be

a studio near your home where pictures are being made,

by all means try to get some experience there first. But

go as soon as you can to Los Angeles or New York and

begin in earnest the business of "breaking in."

It is impossible to provide a complete list of studios

where motion-pictures are made, as new studios are

always being built and old ones abandoned. A few years

ago Fort Lee, New Jersey, was a flourishing producing
center. Today, Hope Hampton's company is practically
the only one at work there. Not long ago every com-

pany supported its own studio
; today many companies
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merely rent space in big studios for the making of their

interior scenes. There is the Biograph studio in New
York for instance where Richard Barthelmess makes
some of his pictures. The Warner Brothers who pro-
duced Wesley Barry's "Schooldays" also work there

and so does the company that produces Vera Gordon's

features. There is almost always some company at

work here, so it is a good place to head for when you
come to New York in search of an engagement. In Los

Angeles one of the busiest studios is the United Studios,

formerly called the Brunton, where many companies
work.

Following is a list of all the more important studios:

LOS ANGELES AND VICINITY

Charles Chaplin Studios, LaBrea and Delongpre Aves.,
Los Angeles.

Christie Film Corp., Sunset and Gower Streets, Los

Angeles.
Fairbanks Studio, 6248 Selma Ave., Hollywood.
Fox Film Studios, 1401 Western Ave., Los Angeles.
Garson Studio, 1845 Alessandro St., Edendale.

Goldwyn Studios, Culver City.
Allen Holubar Studio, 1510 Laurel Ave., Hollywood.
Thomas H. Ince Studios, Culver City.

Lasky Studio, 1520 Vine Street, Hollywood.
Buster Keafon Studio, 1025 Lillian Way, Los Angeles.
Katherine Macdonald, Georgia and Girard Streets,

Los Angeles.
Louis B. Mayer Studios, 3800 Mission Road, Los

Angeles.
Metro Studios, Romaine and Cahuenga Aves., Los

Angeles.
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Marshall Neilan Studios, 4634 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Los Angeles.

Charles Ray Studio, 142$ Fleming St., Los Angeles.
Realart Studios, 211 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles.
R-C Studios, 780 Gower St., Los Angeles.
Rolin Studio, 406 Court Street, Los Angeles.

Selig-Rork Studio, 3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles.
Mack Sennett Studios, 1712 Alessandro Street, Los

Angeles.

Talmadge Studio, 1025 Lillian Way.
United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Hollywood.
Universal Studios, Universal City.

Vitagraph Studios, 1708 Talmadge St., Los Angeles.

NEW YORK AND VICINITY

Amsterdam Studios, 344 West 44th Street.

Whitman Bennett Studio, 537 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers.

Biograph Studio, 807 East i75th Street.

Famous Players Lasky, Sixth and Pierce Sts., Astoria,

Long Island.

Fifty-Sixth Street Studios, 130 West 56th Street.

Fox Film Studio, Tenth Avenue at 55th Street.

D. W. Griffith Studio, Orienta Point, Mamaroneck.

Jackson Studios, Jackson Avenue, Bronx.
Metro Studio, 3 West 6ist Street.

George B. Seitz Studio, 1990 Park Avenue.
Selznick Studios, 318 East 48th Street.

Victor Studio, 645 West 43rd Street.

Vitagraph Studio, East i5th Street and Locust Ave.,

Brooklyn.
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THE REWARDS OF SCREEN ACTING

Probably you have estimated for yourself some of the

rewards of screen acting, especially when you heard

rumors of enormous salaries for what seemed like very

easy work.

If you have read this book, you know that the work
is not so easy and that the salaries are, usually, not

so great. Even Charlie Chaplin does not make the

million a year with which he is credited.

"I could do it, of course," he says, "but why should

I work that hard?"

However, the salaries paid to motion-picture actors

are certainly big enough to tempt anyone who feels the

urge to earn a living in that way. And there are rewards

other than the money earned.

There is the possibility of having a home, for instance

a home in which one can live most of the year, which
of course appeals to the man or woman who has been

on the stage, and has had to spend many months on the

road, leaving home and family far behind.

And, unless one is unusually busy, there is a time

between pictures which is a vacation. Of course, some
actors finish work on one picture and begin the next

day on another a star who is hurrying to get ahead of

his schedule will do this, of course, and a leading man
or woman may be so popular that the directors demand

every moment of their time. But even so, there are

days when scenes are being shot in which one doesn't

appear brief breathing spells that make a short vaca-

tion.
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There are the location trips to Florida or Bermuda
or Cu'ba, in winter, to the mountains or the shore in

summer that vary the year's round. Of course, one

may go to a beautiful place, and be so busy all the time

one is there that no time is left for seeing or enjoying
the beauties of the spot but even so, that is more

interesting than doing the same work, day after day, in

the same old kitchen, or school room, or office 1

I believe that the majority of sincere actors, however,
would tell you that their greatest reward is in the work
itself

;
the beginning on a new story, and choosing cos-

tumes for it, and working it out, and shaping a thing
that has never before existed. It may not seem to the

public to be a good picture, or even an interesting one

but the public does not see it as do those who have made

it, of course.

And so, if you have decided to gamble with your

future, to take some money, and some time, and all your

energy and ambition and interest, and throw them on

the gaming table, the stakes for which you play will be

worth the effort. If you succeed, you will establish

yourself in a profession that can give you a home and

friends, and interesting work, and a great deal of money.
If you fail and many do you will at least have

had a tremendously interesting experience, and in-

creased your knowledge of human nature a thousand

fold. And that in itself will be equipment for success

in another line.

But once again I would say don't try to break into

the movies unless you can afford to spend the time and

money necessary to learn whether you can do it or not.

Be very sure of yourself before you make the break.

And if you decide to make it good luck to you I
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